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Location: CAT & FIDDLE, Peak District

Rider: Kristian House / JLT Condor Racing Team

Temperature: 14° C

Road inclination: 16%

Total distance: 180 kms - 6h05m
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“PRO SPORT IS ALL ABOUT 
COMMERCIALISATION. 

YOU’RE A BILLBOARD. BUT 
THIS TEAM IS MUCH MORE 

THAN THAT.”

36
Mark Cavendish

* **



C A M P A G N O L O . C O M 

CAMPAGNOLO, 
THE SOUL OF CYCLING
The serious cyclist pays excruciating attention to even 

the smallest details.

Alongside the performance, sophisticated materials, 

advanced construction and reliability that Campagnolo 

incorporates into each component there is a healthy dose 

of authentic cycling soul.

Only a company that lives by the code of the passionate 

cyclist can develop products that not only perform but 

evoke emotion through each and every detail.
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Every year between 2008 and 2011, HTC/Highroad won the most 
races. In 2012, it was Sky. Since 2013, Etixx-QuickStep has topped 
the wins rankings. What do all these teams have in common? The 
answer is Mark Cavendish. He has contributed 134 victories to his 
respective teams’ win lists, but as Cavendish will be the irst to tell 

you, cycling isn’t just about the numbers. Cavendish seems to 
bring something to a team - attention to detail, discipline, will to 
win. But the big question is, what now for Cavendish as he joins 
Dimension Data? As MTN-Qhubeka they were a popular team, 

who punched above their weight in winning Vuelta and Tour 
stages. But even though they’ve brought in Bernie Eisel and Mark 

Renshaw, plus performance manager Rolf Aldag, all Highroad 
alumni, it might be unrealistic to expect a re-run of 2008-2015. 

There will be sprint wins, no doubt. But as Cavendish matures, he 
is starting to work out how he can continue to maximise his 
chances of winning. The answer to that may lie in the sort of 

tactical break he got into at last year’s British nationals. He was 
second to Pete Kennaugh that day, but it was eye-opening to see 

Cavendish throwing his energy into something else than sprinting, 
and doing well at it. Will we see more of the same in 2016?

Are we going to see more 
dimensions to Mark 
Cavendish in 2016?

EDITORIAL
DEPUTY EDITOR
Jamie Wilkins
New faces and old scores  
to settle, some exciting  
careers beginning and other 
legendary ones coming to  
a close: the new season has 
Jamie excited.

EDITOR
Edward Pickering
The team kits are all out, so Ed 
is ready to pass judgement. 
The sartorial winners: 
Cannondale, with their striking 
lime green argyle. In the brown 
corner: Ag2r, again and forever.

FEATURES EDITOR
Sam Dansie 
The arrival of the UCI’s revised 
rider ranking system pleases 
Sam greatly, he just wishes  
the UCI had found it a sponsor 
and made more of a fuss 
about it.
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moments in  

cycling



4 January 2016 

Etixx -Quick Step 
Spain 

Zdeněk Štybar does his 
best Thomas Voeckler 
impression, while Tom 
Boonen and moto driver 
Kim Tiebergyn make an 
early play for the title of 
nuttiest roadside fans  
in 2016. Štybar and 
Boonen joined their 
team-mates at the Etixx 
training camp in Calpe, 
Spain, as they spearhead 
the team’s challenge at the 
Classics. Boonen, returning 
from injury, looked in  
good shape at the camp, 
embarking on long 
training rides in the 
company of Tony Martin, 
Marcel Kittel, Nikolas Maes 
and Stijn Vandenbergh.

Photography: © Getty Images





2 January 2016 

Revolution Series,  
Manchester, UK

Elia Viviani joined his  
Sky team-mate Peter 
Kennaugh to ride the fifth 
round of the Revolution 
series in early January. The 
Italian is quietly building  
a serious challenge for the 
Olympic Games Omnium 
in Rio this summer. Viviani, 
the reigning European 
champion, was sixth in  
the event in London.  
There has been a lot more 
coverage in the press of 
Mark Cavendish’s attempt 
to qualify for the Olympic 
Omnium but the Italian is 
arguably a much better 
prospect for the event 
than the Manxman.

Photography: © Getty Images





Photography: © Tim De Waele

10 January 2016 

Belgian  Cyclocross 
Championships,  
Lille

With Belgian riders so 
dominant in the world of 
cyclo-cross, their National 
Championships is one of 
the highest-quality races 
on the calendar. Old 
campaigners Sven Nys 
and Kevin Pauwels rode 
strongly at the event, 
which took place in Lille, 
east of Antwerp, but it was 
21-year-old Wout Van Aert 
who took the tricolore 
jersey for the first time.  
Van Aert is a former U23 
world champion, and took 
four Superprestige and 
one World Cup win in 2015. 
He’ll be a contender at the 
World Championships.





12 January 2016 

Team Sky  
training camp,  
Mallorca, Spain

As they enter their seventh 
season, Sky are still 
straining to maintain and 
even improve the level of 
their performance in the 
Tour de France and the 
week-long stage races, but 
also to try and break new 
ground in events they 
have yet to win. They’ve 
signed Michał Kwiatkowski, 
who could become their 
first Monument winner, 
and Mikel Landa, who’ll 
lead the team’s challenge 
at the Giro. Wins here are 
not foregone conclusions  
but Sky will approach 
these races with their 
usual forensic ambition. 

Photography: © Getty Images
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SPRING  
CLASSIC

P A R I S  -  N I C E

ASO reveal a race route which  
walks the line between  
tradition and innovation
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battle with the UCI over their 
races’ status and the direction 
of the sport as a whole, they 
are not showing it.

They’ve left out the 
resurrected Col d’Èze time 
trial, which had featured in 
three of the last four routes, 
perhaps aiming to break Sky’s stranglehold 
on the race. Not coincidentally, the overall 
winner in 2012, 2013 and 2015, the years 
which featured the Col d’Èze TT, has been  
a Sky rider, who has also won on the climb. 
On the other hand, the headline insertion 
of the Madone d’Utelle climb two days 
before the inish, a steady 15km-long grind 
to an altitude of 1,165m in the mountains 
behind Nice, favours no team so much as  
it does Sky and their mountain train.

But while  
the route is 
innovative,  
it’s also classic, 
featuring a 
prologue, two lat 
stages across the 
plains of central 

France, hillier days through 
Burgundy, a bit of Rhône 
Valley, then the mountains  
of Provence before the inal 
hilly loop around Nice.

After the prologue has 
established a temporary 
hierarchy, the oficial route 
lists the next three stages as 
“lat”. However, it’s more 
complicated than that. Stage  
1, to Vendôme, and stage 2,  

to Commentry, it the description well, 
although the strong winds that often blow 
across this region during March make these 
days fraught with stress, pressure and 
ights for position. Many strong climbers 
have seen their Paris-Nice ambitions gusted 
away during this phase of the race, their 
dreams of victory as empty as the lat 
landscape around them.

Stage 3 inishes on Mont Brouilly, a 
wooded summit in Beaujolais, which has 
the potential to really split things up. It’s 
single-ile, steep and twisty – it was over 
this climb that Geraint Thomas and Tom-
Jelte Slagter went clear on the Belleville 
stage of the race in 2014, which inished  
a few kilometres down the road. However, 
in 2016, the stage inishes at the top. It’s not 
a climb which will create gaps of minutes 

 Contador is a two-time 
Paris-NIce winner but it’s 

uncertain if Tinkoff will  
send him to the race in 2016

 The Madone 
d’Utelle summit  

finish will suit  
Sky’s strengths

here are three predictable 
things in Paris-Nice. First, it 
will start in Paris; second, it 
will end in Nice. The only 
other predictable thing  
about the race is that it will  
be unpredictable, even to the 

point that the race owners, Amaury Sports 
Organisation (ASO), occasionally  
continue a long tradition of anarchy  
and nonconformity in the event by not 
even starting in Paris. Conlans-Sainte-
Honorine, the location of the prologue for 
the 2016 race, just about counts as being in 
the French capital, although it’s more leafy 
suburb on the Seine, on the north-western 
edge of the city, than urban grit.

ASO’s 2016 route for the irst European 
stage race of the WorldTour season shows  
a new conidence in the event, with an 
innovative series of hills and new summit 
inishes. If ASO, who also own the Tour de 
France, are nervous about their simmering 
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MONT BROUILLY IS ONE PART CLEVER 
POSITIONING, ONE PART PUNCHY 

ACCELERATION, ONE PART LACTIC 
TOLERANCE AND ONE PART TIMING.  

IT’S A VERY HARD CLIMB TO GET RIGHT
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How do you design the 
perfect stage race? It 
would all depend on your 
prejudices but mine are 
mostly reflected in Paris-

Nice. I love the mountains and the 
unfolding three-week-long narrative  
of the Grand Tours but Paris-Nice ofers 
something diferent.

While the Tour is designed for the 
thoroughbred rouleur-grimpeurs,  
and the Vuelta and Giro for the purer 
climbers, Paris-Nice is a stage race for 
the puncheurs and tacticians. It favours 
riders who get found out in the harsh 
spotlight of the Grand Tours but thrive 
in the more subtle mood lighting of  
a week-long race.

Paris-Nice is an accessible and 
logical event. Everybody knows where 
Paris is, everybody knows where  
Nice is, and the stretch of countryside 
between the two is just the right 
distance to cover in eight days. The 
race doesn’t have to go out of its  
way to design a good parcours – the 
physical geography of France dictates 
that there are two or three flat (and 
entertainingly windy) days, a couple  
of hilly days, a couple of mountainous 
days, then one final hilly day in Nice. All 
in the right order, and it keeps riders 
close enough that suspense remains 
alive to the end.

The organisers don’t always get it 
right. In 2011, they dropped a long, flat 
time trial into the route, which killed 
the rest of the race stone dead. 
(Conversely, I like the history and 
uncompromising logic of the Col  
d’Èze TT, which doesn’t appear in 2015.) 
I prefer it if they keep the long summit 
finishes out – the Madone d’Utelle  
this year is a bit too close to a Tour 
mountain stage for my liking, and  
I suspect the winner of this stage  
and the winner of the overall will  
be the same rider. The rest of the  
route is cracking – lumpy, bumpy, 
unpredictable, tactical, uncontrollable 
hills, which is what Paris-Nice should 
really be.

Not all the riders love it, and 
commercially it’s not on the same level 
as its big brother in July. But I always 
find it gripping.

Edward Pickering is the Editor of 

Procycling

OPINION
E D WA R D  P I C K E R I N G

WHY PARIS-NICE IS MY 
HIGHLIGHT OF THE 
EARLY SEASON

 Making it look Èze: 
Richie Porte has twice 
used the final TT to 
cement overall 
victory in Paris-NIce

Prologue

P A R I S - N I C E  2 0 1 6
STAGE DATE   START FINISH DISTANCE TERRAIN

Prologue Sunday March 6  Conflans-Ste-Honorine Conflans-Ste-Honorine 6.1km Flat TT

One Monday March 7 Condé-sur-Vesgre Vendôme 195km Flat

Two Tuesday March 8 Contres Commentry 214km Flat

Three Wednesday March 9 Cusset Mont Brouilly 165.5km Flat/uphill finish

Four Thursday March 10 Juliénas Romans-sur-Isère 193.5km Hilly

Five Friday March 11  St-Paul-3-Châteaux Salon-de-Provence 198km Mountains

Six Saturday March 12 Nice La Madone d’Utelle 177km Mountains

Seven Sunday March 13 Nice Nice 141km Hilly

but the seconds gained and lost here could 
end up being crucial if the longer, steadier 
and less subtle Madone d’Utelle inish 
keeps the favourites together. A climb  
like Mont Brouilly is one part clever 
positioning at the bottom, one part  
punchy acceleration, one part lactic 
tolerance and one part timing. It’s a  
very hard climb to get right and ASO  
have pitched the stage perfectly.

The inal three days will be hard to 
control and each favours different kinds  
of rider. Stage 5 climbs up to Le Chalet 
Reynard, about three quarters of the way 
up Mont Ventoux, early in the day, 
although the rest of the stage is relatively 
straightforward, making the ight for the 
stage win more interesting than the battle 

for GC. On stage 6, the peloton will tackle 
six categorised climbs before the Madone 
d’Utelle. Stage 7 is traditional Paris-Nice 
ambush territory, with six categorised 
climbs, including the Col d’Èze (ascending 
from Nice, the same route as the time trial 
traditionally takes). While it’s a hard climb, 
GC damage will have to be done earlier – 
the long, steady descent back to the 
Promenade des Anglais in Nice really 
favours chasers and groups over any 
individual enterprise.

Likely winners? Porte, Geraint Thomas, 
U.N. Autre from the French teams, Aru or 
Contador, if he rides. Plus, race fans, who 
will get eight days straight of unpredictable 
and entertaining racing two weeks before 
the Classics really kick off.
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Prologue

EDDIE DUNBAR Axeon Hagens Berman

The Axeon Hagens Berman rider  
is a man on a mission: to get to the 
WorldTour as fast as he possibly can. 
Meet the Irish U23 champion who 
wears his ambition proudly. 

Sounds intriguing. Most U23s go coy 
when asked about their ambition.
Yes but Eddie Dunbar is not most U23s. 
He knows what he wants (a WorldTour 
contract) and he wants it as soon as 
humanly possible. “I’m quite an 
ambitious person,” he tells Procycling, 
“So I’d like to see myself on a WorldTour 
team but it’s a lot easier said than done.  
I think if I got a chance I probably would 
take it just clearly because I want to get 
to the top as quickly as I can.” 

Well, he’s on the team for it.
He definitely is. The 19-year-old could 
have joined the Axeon team in 2015  
but as a first year U23 he wanted to be 
closer to Ireland, so he rode for NFTO. 
However, now he’s gone Stateside to  
Axel Merckx’s set-up which has 
produced Ian Boswell, Joe Dombrowski, 
Taylor Phinney, Alex Dowsett and an 
illustrious handful of current WorldTour 
pros. Former Procycling diarist and 
future [insert big race here] winner Tao 
Geoghegan Hart is also in the middle of  
a two-year stint on the team. Maybe the 
team’s secret is the early morning yoga; 
the squad does half-hour sessions each 
morning before breakfast during their 
training camps.

Any results worth mentioning? 
Of course. He won the Junior Tour of 
Wales in 2014. The same year he won the 
Trofeo Karlsberg, a Junior Nations Cup 
stage race, which is a big deal. He was 

elite race last year. It’s worth mentioning 
that sprinters and puncheurs tend to fare 
better on the junior and U23 circuits  
so there aren’t that many number ones 
next to his name on the stats pages.

So Eddie isn’t one of those then?
Well, he’s built for stage racing, really.  
He loves a good climb. “When I’m in the 
mood I can do a good time trial,” he says. 
And he can – he was 25 seconds off his 
friend, Ryan Mullen’s winning time at the 
Irish TT champs last year, and Mullen is  
a monster on the TT bike.

JACK HAIG
Mountain biking 
fashioned this new 
Australian talent: Jack 
Haig, 22, is one of the best 
riders of his generation 
on the downhills and  

one of the most consistent going up  
the climbs. At the 2015 Tour de l’Avenir 
almost everyone finished broken but  
he was in better shape than the others. 

DANIEL HOELGAARD
The Norwegian neo-pro 
might be FDJ’s dark horse 
in the flat Classics. He’s  
a strong rouleur who  
was third at the 2015  
Tour de Bretagne and he 

challenged Arnaud Démare’s sprints at  
a training camp last winter. The 23-year-
old comes from the same development 
team as Edvald Boasson Hagen. 

CLÉMENT BETOUIGT-SUIRE
It is unusual for a 17-year-
old to join Etixx for a 
training camp although 
Clément Betouigt-Suire 
did it in December, three 
months after his silver  

in the Junior Worlds. Betouigt-Suire has 
taken 200 victories including the youth 
Tour de France stage on the Champs-
Élysées the same day as the pros.

Pierre Carrey, journalist and 
founder/president of DirectVelo, 
a website focused on French 
and Belgian amateur racing, 
gives us his three to watch

> > >

THREE
TO WATCH
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NEXT  ISSUE

O N  S A L E

JOHN 
DEGENKOLB

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
WITH GERMANY’S 

CLASSICS HERO

S C O U T I N G  R E P O R T

MAYBE AXEON’S SECRET IS THE EARLY 
MORNING YOGA; THE SQUAD DOES 
HALF-HOUR SESSIONS EACH 
MORNING BEFORE BREAKFAST

robbed of the podium photo though: at 
the time the top step was occupied by 
Kristjan Kumar, who failed an EPO test 
that day. On a happier note, Dunbar is 
also the U23 Irish national champion by 
virtue of finishing a strong second in the 

 Dunbar has been 
tipped for big things 
and he’s aiming for 
the very top
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RIDER
TWEETS
From their brain to 
their phone to the 
world in a matter 

of moments – 
tweeted musings 

from the pros

14 Jan
MARK CAVENDISH

When you make 
your hotel bed in  

the morning so neat 
that the staf don’t 

touch it
@markcavendish

 
12 Jan

JONATHAN 
VAUGHTERS

 All I know is this,  
@lequipe: @

PierroooRolland is 
going to go fast as 
stink this year. And 

that gives me Le 
Grand Boner.
 @vaughters

 
10 Jan

BADEN COOKE
I think that this ride 
by @JackBobridge  

is one of the  
most impressive  

that I’ve seen.
 @badencooke

6 Jan
MICHAEL 

RASMUSSEN
Near 3 years since  

@BoogerdLive 
confessed to use of 

PED. Today UCI came 
up with a verdict. Go 
@BrianCooksonUCI 

#UCI
 @

MRasmussen1974
 

5 Jan
TONY MARTIN

Today ergometer 
test with  

@marcelkittel. We 
will see who of us 

was serious during 
the holidays. ;-)

@tonymartin85

AT THE HEART OF THE PELOTON

Long-range solo breaks ending in victory 
are so rare these days they’re almost extinct. 
Tony Martin’s 50km effort at the 2014 Tour 
was the last truly memorable one before 
Jack Bobridge’s performance at the 
Australian National Road Race in January.
His performance was a reminder that the 
genuinely unexpected can still happen  
and, more importantly, of just 
what a mercurial talent 
Bobridge really is.

Bobridge, 26, joined a 21-
man break on the irst lap of the 
183km race and then attacked 
on his own with around 90km 

BACK TO 
WORLDTOUR 
WITH SOLO 
VICTORY

still to ride. He won by almost 
three minutes from Cameron 
Meyer on the very tough 
Ballarat course.

 The result reafirmed 
Bobridge’s well-known 
ability to pull out a really big 
ride on his day. He smashed 
the individual pursuit world 
record in 2011– which still 
stands – and won the Australian Road Race 
Championship the same year with an 
impressive 30km solo break. However,  
his days of grace have been sporadic and  
he is equally prone to missing his mark. He 
messed up his pacing when he attempted 
the Hour Record last year and even just  
days before this year’s road race he inished 
a disappointing 10th in the National TT – 
4:20 down on Rohan Dennis. “I had one of 

them days when the body 
just didn’t want to work,”  
he relected later.

Speaking after the Road 
Nationals, Bobridge said: 
“That was my greatest ever 
ride. I think 90km or 100km 

solo is next-level I guess.” It’s the sort of 
comment that will thrill his new team,  
Trek-Segafredo, who have offered Bobridge 
a second chance to prove himself at the top 
level, following a year on the Australian 
domestic scene with Budget Forklifts.

Bobridge has had a precarious career  
so far. He was arrested for drink-driving in 
Spain shortly before the Olympics in 2012 
and a year after he revealed he had been 
suffering with rheumatoid arthritis since 
2010. His new team will be hoping that the 
performance in the Nationals marks the 
arrival of a sustained bout of consistency. 
Ditto Cycling Australia because Bobridge  
is likely to be a key igure in the country’s 
team pursuit squad at the Rio Olympics.

J A C K  B O B R I D G E

“ TH AT  WA S  M Y  G R E ATE ST  E V E R 
R I D E , I  TH I N K  90 K M  O R  100 K M 
S O LO  I S  N E X T- LE V E L  I  G U E S S .”

JACK BOBRIDGE

 He’s only gone and won the 
Nationals! Bobridge is flanked by 
Meyer and Lane on the podium

Bobridge wins alone 
and by three minutes. 
Strewth!
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IT’S UNIVERSAL
The UCI’s new World 
Ranking will include 
every rider who 
scores points in one  
of its sanctioned 
races, whether that’s a 

WorldTour race or an U23 event. 
The rankings will be published 
every Monday, although we 
expect fans with calculators to 
have the working-out done by 
Sunday evening. In the old 
system, not all points were 
equal: WT riders could score  
WT points, but non-WT riders 
couldn’t. In this system, points 
are equal and it offers a 
universal stratification of all 
professional riders. National 
rankings will be based on the 
points tally of each nation’s  
best performing eight riders. 
The old Continental Circuit and 
WorldTour rankings will run 
concurrently in 2016.

POINTS ALL 
ROUND 
The number of 
points on offer 
depends on the 
prestige of the 
race. The Tour 

winner will receive 1,000 points, 
the Giro or Vuelta winner 800 
points. The WorldTour is then 
split into two categories with 
major Classics and stage races 
worth 500 points and slightly 
lesser events 400. Points are 
awarded on a sliding scale  
down to 60th position. There’s  
a similar grading of points for 
stage wins and placings. There 
are also points on offer for 
wearing the leader’s jersey in 
WorldTour stage races and for 
the top three positions in Grand 
Tour points and mountains 
competitions. There are various 
points scales for races under  
the WorldTour. 

WHO DOES IT 
FAVOUR? 
It’s pretty neutral, 
although any 
season-long 
ranking obviously 
favours consistent 

riders. The big tours offer the 
most points but the system is 
balanced enough to reward non-
stage racers too. Win a Classic 
like Gent-Wevelgem and four 
.1-ranked races and a rider has 
already picked up 1,000 points. 
It means the top echelons of the 
ranking should be a decent mix 
of Classics, stage racers and 
sprint specialists. The ranking 
isn’t innovative: the UCI 
abandoned a similar system in 
2005 when the ProTour arrived, 
and the stats-based cycling 
website CQ Ranking runs a  
very similar system, too. Both  
of those have seen stage racers 
and Classics stars top the charts. 

ANY 
ODDITIES? 
It wouldn’t be 
cycling if there 
weren’t a couple. 
The Tour is in  
a class of its  

own – understandable, because 
it’s the biggest event on the 
calendar – but amid the  
smaller WT events there’s  
a questionable separation. 
Arrivistes like the Tour Down 
Under and Canadian WorldTour 
races offer 500 points for  
the win whereas the Basque 
Country and Catalonia tours 
only offer 400. The Worlds and 
the Olympics are also in a class 
of their own with a win worth 
600 points. It is understandable: 
the IOC gives the UCI money 
and the Worlds are the UCI’s 
shop window. It’s their race and 
their ranking so they can do 
what they want. 

QUIET 
LAUNCH
After last year’s 
fiasco when the 
UCI was forced to 
defer the launch 
of the ranking by 

a year because it didn’t warn 
teams, you’d have thought the 
UCI would turn up the volume 
and actually promote it. Not  
a bit of it. The statement 
announcing its implementation 
didn’t land until Christmas Eve. 
What a pity. It’s a simplified, 
well-thought-out ranking 
system that offers the UCI and 
the sport some good PR and 
sponsorship opportunities. A 
snazzy jersey doing the rounds 
might have been a logistical 
headache but one worth 
tolerating for the extra publicity. 
It will give us a better 
impression of who the best 
rider is than the old system.

1 2 3 4 5

Get out your calculators, there’s a new, 
improved rider ranking system in place for 
2016. And it’s a lot better than the old one
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Prologue

THE UCI’S NEW  
RIDER RANKING

F I V E  T H I N G S  Y O U  N E E D 
T O  K N O W  A B O U T …
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Pierre Rolland’s transfer to Cannondale was 
one of the most interesting moves during the 
off-season, the kind of odd coupling that will 
go either dazzlingly brilliantly or horribly 
wrong. The American team have not been 
known as a happy home for French riders – 
in eight seasons at the top before 2015, they 
had only previously employed three: the 
unheralded Christophe Laurent and Kilian 
Patour in 2008-2009, along with the slightly 
more prominent Christophe Le Mével 
between 2011 and 2012.

And when team CEO Jonathan Vaughters 
told Velonews that the French rider had been 

CAN VAUGHTERS 
TAME ROLLAND?

training “like someone was training in  
1975”, it looked like there would be a clash  
of cultures, before Rolland had even raced in 
an argyle jersey. However, Vaughters 
specialises in such projects – taking a rough 
diamond and polishing them into a Tour 
contender. He’s done it with Christian Vande 
Velde, Ryder Hesjedal, Tom Danielson and 
even, to an extent, Dan Martin.

The question of Rolland’s potential is an 
interesting one. At Europcar he showed he 
can do great things on a bike – he won the 
queen stage of the Tour de France in 2011 
and 2012, at Alpe d’Huez and La Toussuire. 
He’s come eighth, 10th (twice) and 11th at 
the Tour, and fourth in the Giro d’Italia.

Yet two factors are holding him back from 
being considered as anything but a hunter of 

mountain stages. First, he is inconsistent.  
His run of high placings at the Tour since 
2011 was interrupted by 24th overall in 
2013, along with an uninterested 50th on 
general classiication at the 2015 Vuelta. 
Second, he habitually concedes huge chunks 
of time in the opening phases of Grand 
Tours. In 2011 and 2012, he was over nine 
minutes off the lead going into the irst high 
mountain stage of the race. In 2014, he’d 
reduced that deicit to just under seven 
minutes but then he lost almost 12 minutes 
by the Pierre St Martin stage in 2015. In the 
2014 Giro, he was 5:45 off the pink jersey 
after stage 12, and his inal overall deicit was 
5:46. Ironically, in 2013, when he faltered in 
the Tour’s GC, he’d only conceded 1:18 when 
the Pyrenees started.

Vaughters’s plan will be to improve 
Rolland’s positioning in the bunch and his 
tactical nous, and get him into a position to 
actually capitalise on his obvious climbing 
skills. If he can do this, the top ive of the 
Tour is not out of the question.

P I E R R E  R O L L A N D

Rolland’s got a spotty 
history in the Grand 
Tours, alternating 
brilliance with 
mediocrity

There’s no doubting Pierre Rolland’s talent. But 
Cannondale’s new signing needs consistency

The Frenchman 
climbs to a stage win 
at La Toussuire during 
the 2012 Tour

TH E  Q U E STI O N  O F  R O LL A N D ’ S 
P OTE NTI A L  I S  A N  I NTE R E STI N G  
O N E . AT  E U R O P C A R  H E  S H OW E D  
H E  C A N  D O  G R E AT  TH I N G S  O N  A  B I K E
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Prologue
NEXT  ISSUE

 “The peloton turns its back on the race 
presentation,” was Spanish daily Marca’s 
headline after the Vuelta a España was 
officially unveiled on 9 January. Certainly, 
the remarkably poor turnout in Santiago de 
Compostela  by current riders – with Mikel 
Landa the biggest name of the four (yes, 
four) pros who turned up – underlines the 
key question: after 2015’s star-studded race, 
will the Olympics prove a black hole for the 
Vuelta’s potential line-up of galácticos? 

Rio’s hilly course has convinced most  
of the Grand Tour specialists that 2016 
represents their best chance of an Olympic 
medal. But with 10 days between the 
Olympic time trial (10th August) and the 

THE VUELTA’S 
OLYMPIC BLUES

Vuelta a España start (20th August), there 
will be little room for  recovery from the 
previous exertions of the Tour de France 
before being plunged into battle in Spain.
The best example of how much the 
combination of Tour+Olympics+Vuelta can 
take it out of a rider is Chris Froome in 2012. 
Second in the Tour, third in the Olympic 
time trial, Froome got off to a flying start in 
that year’s Vuelta. But come the third week, 
Froome was exhausted and barely clinging 
on to fourth overall. Meanwhile Joaquim 
Rodríguez, Alberto Contador and 
Alejandro Valverde, not present or not a 
presence in the Games, dominated the race. 

The organisers have certainly softened 
up the 2016 Vuelta, while retaining the 
traditional format of packing in the summit 
finishes, of which there are 10.  

But the route itself has been largely drained 
of difficulty: stage 14 to the Aubisque is the 
only day with more than 4,000 metres of 
climbing. Only one stage, the 13th, is over 
200 kilometres long, compared with four  
in 2015. Stages like the Andorran mountain 
marathon in 2015 have been quietly binned, 
along with infamous experiments such as 
2015’s sandy TTT along Marbella beach. 
With a first week in Galicia, statistically the 
wettest region in Spain, the peloton also 
avoids the furnace-like temperatures of 
southern Spain in August and though 
Galicia is hilly, the first real mountain 
challenge, La Camperona, will not hove 
into view until stage eight.

Will this be enough to tempt the likes  
of Contador, Froome and Aru to race? Not 
clear. But in comparison to other recent 
Vueltas, the route’s relative ease will be  
lost on no one. Should an unexpected 
challenger take a solid two- or three-minute 
lead early on,  it will be extremely difficult 
to find difficult enough terrain to dislodge 
them. Perhaps a Vuelta, then, for as unlikely 
a winner as, say, Melcior Mauri in 1991.

V U E L T A  A  E S P A Ñ A

Vuelta presents challenging route for 2016,  
but will it attract its usual strong field?

A F TE R  201 5 ’ S  STA R - STU D D E D  
R AC E , W I LL  TH E  O LY M P I C S  P R OV E  
A  B L AC K  H O LE  FO R  TH E  V U E LTA’ S 
P OTE NTI A L  LI N E- U P  O F  GALACTICOS ?

S T A G E S  I N  B R I E F

1  August 20th 
B. Laias-Castrelo de Miño  
29.4km, TTT  
2  August 21st 
Ourense-Baiona 
159km, hilly  

3  August 22nd 
Marín-Mirador Ézaro,  
170km, hilly 
Summit finish 1

4  August 23rd 

Betanzos-S. André  
de Teixidó 
161 km, hilly

Summit finish 2

5  August 24th
Viveiro - Lugo 
170 km, flat

6  August 25th
Monforte de Lemos-
Luintra 
163 km, flat

7  August 26th
Maceda-P. de Sanabria 
158.3 km, flat

8  August 27th 
Villalpando- La 
Camperona,  
177 km, mountainous, 
Summit finish 3

9  August 28th
Cistierna-Alto de Naranco 
165km, mountainous 

Summit finish 4
 
10  August 29th
Lugones-Covadonga 
186.6km, mountainous

Summit finish 5

11  August 31st
Colunga-Peña Cabarga, 
168.6km, mountainous  
Summit finish 6 

12  September 1st
Los C. de Buelna-Bilbao 
193.2km, flat

13  September 2nd 
Bilbao-Urdax 
212.8km, hilly

14  September 3rd
Urdax-Aubisque 
195.6km, mountainous 

Summit finish 7

15  September 4th
Sabiñanigo-Formigal 
120km, mountainous 

Summit finish 8

16 September 5th
Alcañiz-Peníscola 
158km, flat

17 September 7th
Castellón-Mas de la Costa 
173.3km, hilly 

Summit finish 9

18 September 8th
Requena-Gandía 
191km, flat

19  September 9th
Xàbia-Calpe 
39km, ITT

20  September  10th
Benidorm-Alto de Aitana 
184.5km, mountainous,  
Summit finish 10

21  September 11th
Las Rozas - Madrid 
102.5km, flat
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5  VOLTA AO ALGARVE 
17-21 February, 2.1, Portugal 
A blockbuster of a line-up 
suggests this will be worth 
tuning in for, particularly stage 
2, which has three category 3 
climbs in the final 70km before 
the ascent to Fóia, the highest 
point in the Algarve. The 
action’s not done, though: 
there’s an 18km TT the next 
day and the final stage uses  
a tough, hilly circuit centred  
on the 2.5km Malhão climb. 

6  TOUR DU HAUT VAR
20-21 February, 2.1 France
Ag2r’s Ben Gastauer took top 
honours at this independently-
organised mainstay of the 
French calendar last year. 
Route changes to the two-day 
road race are minimal since 
last year’s edition. This means 
the second stage offers the 
biggest challenge: three laps  
of a short circuit that uses the 

Montauroux and Fayence 
wall-like climbs, which come  
at the end of 206km of racing.    

7  1ER TOUR CYCLISTE 
INTERNATIONAL LA 
PROVENCE 
23-25 February, 2.1, France
The Tour Cycliste International 
La Provence is the third big 
new stage race in Europe this 
spring (La Méditerranéenne, 
between 11-14 February is the 
other). The man behind the 
Tour Cycliste is Serge Pascal, 
who also organises the Tour 
du Haut Var. He claimed 
WorldTour interest in attending 
has been through the roof. In 
total, there are 12 extra days  
of good racing this February  
in Continetal Europe and they 
are all attracting solid fields. 
Who needs the Middle East?

2
1

Froome, who dug deep to 
prevail ahead of his rival.  
This year the key stages 3  
and 4 run to the same summit 
finishes. We won’t be treated  
to the same head-to-head 
battle as Contador has opted 
to race in Algarve and Froome 
is riding a much lighter early 
spring schedule.  

3

THE 
GUIDE
Races to follow in the next month

illustrious winners’ list 
including Merckx, Museeuw,  
De Vlaeminck and Sørensen. 
Evergreen, effervescent Filippo 
Pozzato is the only rider to 
have won it three times. 
  

4  VUELTA A ANDALUCIA/
RUTA DEL SOL
17-21 February, 2.1, Spain

Last year fans were treated  
to a humdinger of  
a battle between 
Alberto Contador 
and the eventual  
GC winner Chris 

1  VOLTA A LA COMUNITAT 
VALENCIANA
3-7 February, 2.1, Spain

New stage races are creeping 
back onto the European 
calendar. Actually the Volta  
a la Comunitat Valenciana is an 
old race reborn but it’s already 
attracted a stellar field that 
brings together stage racers 
and Classics stars at different 
points in their form-building. 
Astana’s Fabio Aru and 
Etixx-Quick Step’s Tom Boonen 
are chalked down to ride. 2001 
Vuelta winner Ángel Casero 
and his brother, Raphael, have 
revived the race. 

2  TROFEO LAIGUEGLIA 
14 February, 1.HC, Italy 
Give Valentine’s Day a 
romantic Italian feel by putting 
your feet up in front of the 
laptop and watching one of 
the great early season races. 
It’s the 53rd edition of the 
Ligurian race that has an 

  
3  TOUR OF OMAN 

16-21 February, 2.HC, 
Oman

Funding for the 2017 race 
and beyond is still to be 
confirmed, so 2016 could 
be its last. Chris Froome’s 
won it twice but many top 
teams are staying away. 
Could we be witnessing 
the decline of the Middle 
East races?

4
5 6

7

The Tour du Haut Var has firmly 
established itself as a good quality 
two-day race in southern France

Chris Froome was the 
Ruta winner during 
the 2015 season

For Italian racing fans, Laigueglia 
is the real start of the season

The Volta ao Algarve has attracted 
a stellar cast for 2016
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adly Team Colombia Coldeportes 
has run into a financial cul-de-sac. 
It’s been quite a journey but the 
project we began four years ago, 
and into which we put our hearts 
and souls, is closing. The riders 

have all gone back to South America and for  
the rest of us it’s back to the drawing board.

I guess it’s natural to pick over the bones of  
it all. In simple terms the project involved taking 
raw Colombian cyclists, bringing them to 
Europe, and attempting to develop them into the 
best riders they could be. That meant being their 
family away from home and much more  
besides. Myself and my colleague Valerio  
Tebaldi have been their managers, taxi drivers 
and secretaries, their language teachers, 
psychologists and trainers. 

The objective was always to groom them for 
the WorldTour, because with a budget like ours  
it was impossible to retain the best of them. We 
enjoyed some success in that respect, particularly 
with Johan Esteban Chaves and Darwin 
Atapuma. Chaves is the shining light but he  
owes his career to much more than his innate 
talent. The fact is that he worked extremely  
hard and that he had the intelligence to learn. 

I remember the first WorldTour stage race he 
did with us – it was the 2012 Tirreno-Adriatico. 
He abandoned when he didn’t really need to and 
it was probably the most valuable lesson he ever 
learned. It taught him that in order to have any 
sort of a chance he needed to start listening to 
people who knew cycling and so that’s what he 
did. By the end of the season he’d won two races 
for us and he was on the way to becoming the 

rider he is today. 
Of course we’ve all seen Nairo Quintana and 

Lucho Herrera but they are geniuses. Quintana  
is a once in a lifetime talent and he’s no more 
typical of the average Colombian rider than 
Cancellara is of the average European. The 
notion that you just have to put a Colombian  
kid on a bike and he will soar in the mountains  
is pure fantasy. It’s romantic but it doesn’t 
correspond with the truth. Colombian racing is 
light years behind European racing and most of 
the guys we had arrived here totally unprepared. 

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING THEY were 
professional bike riders but as regards 
professionalism the best European amateurs 
were far, far more advanced. And for a  
promising European amateur to become  
a good professional requires a huge step up  
in performance, so it’s not hard to imagine  
how far our kids had to go. It was as if they  
had a wall in front of them.

They would come here because they were  
the best back home. However, most of them had 
been trained by guys who had been big stars in 
the 80s and 90s. That wasn’t a problem in itself 
but their methodology was stuck there. They 
were sending us kids with no real idea about 
training, diet, simple things like that. They 

wouldn’t ride in November and December, and 
just say that they were used to doing it that way. 
Of course, they would get trounced, but the 
penny only dropped for a few of them. 

Then of course there were the banal, day-to-
day things like the fact that they didn’t have 
driving licenses. That meant picking them up 
and taking them to the supermarket or to the 
doctor. I remember one particular Sunday when 
there was no race. That was unusual, so my wife 
and I went to my mother-in-law’s for lunch. 
They rang and said, “Oscar, we need to go to 
Bergamo and there are no buses running.” So I 
picked them up, dropped them off at the 
shopping centre and told them I’d meet them at 
6.30. They didn’t turn up on time. The point is 
that with this particular team there was much, 
much more to being a sports director than 
directing sports. 

So there we have it. It’s no secret that it’s been 
difficult financially and it’s too late to find a team 
for 2016. The lack of job security goes with the 
territory in a sport that seems perennially to be 
contracting but the hardest thing is the sense of 
loss. It’s the feeling that, having given so much, 
one is left with so little to show for it. 

Oscar Pellicioli was a pro from 1990-2000. He 

has worked as a DS for Domina Vacanza, Milram 

and Colombia. His views do not necessarily 

represent those of Procycling magazine.

THE NOTION THAT YOU 
JUST HAVE TO PUT A 

COLOMBIAN KID ON A BIKE 
AND HE WILL SOAR IN THE 

MOUNTAINS IS FANTASY

I N S I D E R

BACK TO THE 
DRAWING 
BOARD 
Oscar Pellicioli 

Prologue

A MANAGER GIVES 
ONE SIDE OF THE 
STORY ON TEAM 
COLOMBIA’S DEMISE 
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 N ew year, new team and 
we certainly didn’t 
waste any time, jetting 
down to a training camp 

in the warm climes of Calpe, Spain 
on 4 January for an intensive week 
of riding in the hills only split by 
the team media day at the halfway 
point. The question I got asked the 
most was about the differences 
between my previous team, the 
various guises of Slipstream, and 
Etixx-Quick Step. It’s a tricky one  
as it’s all in the details, besides the 
obvious changes of equipment. 

Every cycling team will have a 
similar composition, with the basic 
requirements of a functioning 
organisation. For this reason the 
transition has been seamless; the 
environment is already familiar. It 
is the atmosphere and vibe that is  
the biggest difference, things I put 
down to the nationalities involved 
and the long history of Patrick 
Lefevere and his teams. There is a 
legacy to be upheld here, one rich  
in victories and I got the feeling 
immediately that every single 
person involved from rider to bus 
driver is made to feel extremely 
important and valuable to the 
workings and victories of the team 

but also the responsibility that 
comes with wearing this jersey  
and the need to continue the 
success of what is arguably the 
most successful team in the history 
of cycling. The win count certainly 
makes a strong argument. 

There is of course a huge 
learning process when you start 
any new job and, unlike most 
companies, in a cycling team  

you have personal contact with  
all of the 80-odd employees, which 
is a lot of names to learn. Etixx is  
a Belgian team but it feels more 
international and the language is 
English although I am in fact the 
only native English speaker so 
forgive me if I pick up a strange 
accent during the season. 

The January camp was our  
third get together after an efficient 
one-day meeting in Brussels in 
October and a 10-day camp – half 
training, half PR – so by now I’m  
well into the groove of the new 
environment. One aspect causing 
trepidation before the move was 
changing saddle provider. The 

saddle is one of only three contact 
points and it’s the most crucial to 
get right to avoid problems. There 
are so many aspects to consider: 
padding, width, length, shape and 
even the angle it places your hips.  
I have ridden the same saddle for 
eight years but the Specialized 
Body Geometry system and Todd 
Carver of Retül soon got me on the 
perfect set-up by measuring my sit 
bones and pressure points to work 
out that the Specialized Toupé was 
the saddle for me. So far, so good.

New bike: S-Works Tarmac. It 
feels good, great even, although  
I’m still learning the different 
handling tendencies. The bike  
flies downhill, feeling solid and 
secure with so much feedback. It’s 
very enjoyable on the sweeping 
descents around Calpe. I have to 
say, it felt right putting on the 
Vermarc-made clothing for the first 
time, especially with my national 
champ’s bands present for the  
first time in my career. Equipment 
is one thing, and I’m incredibly 
happy with all of it, but the most 
important aspect to a team is  
the feeling and ambiance, and  
I couldn’t be happier with my 
choice to come to this team. Now  
I just can’t wait to get racing. First, 
there’s another training camp in 
Mallorca and then my 2016 debut 
at Tour of Valencia. DM

ETIXX IS A BELGIAN TEAM BUT IT FEELS 
INTERNATIONAL. I AM THE ONLY NATIVE 

ENGLISH SPEAKER HERE, SO FORGIVE  
ME IF I PICK UP A STRANGE ACCENT

LEFT Dan has substituted argyle  
for pinstripes as he settles into  
the Etixx-Quick Step team for 2016

DAN
MARTIN

E T I X X- Q U I C K  S T E P

PRO DIARIES



SALE NOW ON 
UP 
TO

NEW MIXED FLAVOUR 
CASES AVAILABLE 
ON ALL BARS & GELS

FABIAN CANCELLARA 

Team Captain
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M
ark Cavendish’s destination for 
the 2016 season was a topic of 
discussion throughout almost 
the entirety of last year. From 
his first race at the Tour de San 

Luis in January to his last at the Tour of Britain  
in September, the question of what colours he 
would be racing in was never far from people’s 
lips. It wasn’t until the very end of his season, as 
Cavendish nursed himself back to form following 
a serious crash in the British race, that it was 
eventually confirmed that he would be heading  
to the newly named Dimension Data team, 
formerly MTN-Qhubeka. It was an interesting 
choice. At the time, MTN were a ProContinental 
team, although they’d enjoyed success at the  
Tour de France, with a stage win for Cavendish’s 
neighbour in Italy, Steve Cummings. 

Two of his closest racing allies and friends, Mark 
Renshaw and Bernhard Eisel, would be joining 
him but it was a move into the relative unknown, 
compared to his previous star-studded teams, 
HTC, Sky and Etixx-QuickStep.

When Procycling arrives at the team’s Cape 
Town training camp in late 2015, the sprinter  
is enjoying his first opportunity to bond with  
his new team-mates. They’ve had a couple of  
days to get to know each other and just that 
morning they’d embarked on a two-hour hike  
up Table Mountain. 

“They’re just nice guys and it’s been a really 
warm welcome. I think that the Africans are 
known for that. It’s really nice and the best thing 
is, sometimes people tip-toe around me and 
nobody is doing that, which makes me feel  
a bit more human,” he says.   

Eyebrows were raised at the end of  
2015 when the world’s most successful 

sprinter, Mark Cavendish, left Etixx-
QuickStep for the Dimension Data team, 
formerly MTN-Qhubeka. The Manxman 
has ridden for some of the world’s most 
successful squads, yet when he joined, 

Dimension Data had not even had 
their WorldTour licence confirmed. 

Cavendish insists he has made the right 
move, and has hinted that while he’ll be 
as competitive in the sprints as ever, we 
may also see some more attacking rides 

in 2016. He tells Procycling why
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2008

Although he picked up 11 wins in his first 
season, 2007, Cavendish blasts onto the 
world stage by taking four Tour stage wins 
in 2008. He pulls out halfway to focus on 
the Olympics but his attempt to win 
Madison gold with Bradley Wiggins fails.

2009

2009 sees Cavendish’s most dominant 
Tour performance. He takes six stage wins 
in total and comes within seven seconds  
of another, when Thomas Voeckler holds 
off the sprinters with an escape into 
Perpignan. He also wins Milano-Sanremo.

2010

Cavendish endures a slow start to the 
season after illness. At the Tour, it takes 
him five days to win a stage but then he 
hits his stride and takes another four. He 
also goes on to take three stage wins and 
the points jersey at the Vuelta.

MARK CAVENDISH

THE STORY 
SO FAR

C A R E E R  H I G H L I G H T S
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Mark Cavendish

It’s been a busy day for Cavendish. 
Everyone wants a piece of the new man 
and he’s talking to the new sponsors 
and the local press. When we finally get 
the chance to speak to the Manxman it 
is during the team’s evening braai, or 
barbecue, at their Waterfront hotel. 

Cavendish can sometimes come 
across as a prickly character and many  
a journalist has been on the end of  
a cold stare and a terse answer. It’s a 
defence mechanism that the Manxman 
has engineered against the often 
repetitive nature of questioning 
surrounding his form and his rivals  
over his eight seasons as a professional. 
He is at ease in these surroundings but 
that defensiveness comes out briefly 
when Procycling mentions an ‘up and 
down’ 2015 season. Before the question 
is finished, Cavendish is already letting 
it be known that his 14 victories make it  
a very good season. It disappears again 
when the conversation turns to his Tour 
of Britain crash and the subsequent 
disruption caused by 
his shoulder injury. 

Away from the 
spotlight, you get the 
sense of a different 
Cavendish. He’s 
obviously extremely 
driven but there is  
a softer side to the 
30-year-old. It is that 
side of Cavendish that 
inspires loyalty and 
respect. Former team-
mate Eisel gave up the 

“THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS 
TO GO AND REPRESENT THE TEAM 

AND THE QHUBEKA CHARITY. IF WE 
CAN GO AND WIN AS MANY RACES 
AS WE CAN, THEN THAT IS GOOD”

Opposite Cavendish 
is working on 
regaining his track 
form for Rio 

Below The 2012 road 
race was only one of 
Cavendishs’s Olympic 
disappointments

2011

Is this Mark Cavendish’s most successful 
season? He takes his usual hatful of  
stages at the Tour, with five wins. But the 
crowning glory of his year is the sprint at 
the World Championships which wins him 
a rainbow jersey.

2012

Cavendish, riding for Sky, finds the going  
a little tougher at the Tour, where the team 
is wrapped up in Bradley Wiggins’s bid for 
the yellow jersey. He still takes three stage 
wins but he leaves Sky at the end of the 
season, looking for more sprint support.

2013

Two stage wins at the Tour, including a 
tactical masterpiece in the crosswinds of 
St-Amand-Montrond. But for the first time 
Cavendish comes up against a faster rival 
and Marcel Kittel enjoys more success in 
France, with four stage wins.

2015

After a 2014 blighted by his early crash at 
the Tour, Cavendish returns to the race. 
With Kittel a non-starter, Cavendish comes 
up against a different rival, André Greipel, 
who has the edge on the Manxman, taking 
four stage wins against his one.
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offer of a healthy looking two-year 
contract at Team Sky to have a chance to 
race again with Cavendish. Even former 
rival Tyler Farrar is prepared to work for 
the Manxman in 2016. From speaking 
with many of his team-mates, it seems 
there is a high level of respect for him  
and they seem ready to dig deep to  
help Cavendish deliver the goods.

Farrar is one of several former rivals 
and sprinters at the team, with Theo Bos 
and Edvald Boasson Hagen also staying 
on into 2016. Up-and-coming riders 
Kristian Sbaragli, Youcef Reguigui and 
Reinardt Janse Van Rensburg are also  
a core part of the sprint line-up. It was 

Sbaragli’s Vuelta stage 
victory and Boasson 
Hagen’s success at the Tour 
of Britain which saved what 
could have been a very bad 
season for the sprint side of 
the team in 2015. Now that 
Cavendish is on board, the 
expectation will rise again 
but with the step up to 
WorldTour and the 
expansion of their race 
calendar, he thinks that they 
will have better chances. 

“We’ve got such a big programme that  
I think it will complement everything 
anyway. The most important thing is  
to go and represent the team and the 
Qhubeka charity. If we can go and win  
as many races as we can, then that is 
good,” he says.

Since turning professional in 2007, 
Cavendish has raced for some of the 
world’s best teams. He began his career 
with T-Mobile and remained with them 
through their heyday as HTC, until their 
untimely demise at the end of 2011. He 
then had a brief sojourn at Team Sky 
before joining Etixx-QuickStep, an 
enviably strong team that has been at  
the top of the victory standings every 
season since 2013. In fact, whichever 
team Cavendish has ridden for has won 
the most international races that season, 
with the exception of 2007, when he was 
a first-year pro with T-Mobile. So, when 
MTN-Qhubeka revealed last July that 
they were interested in Cavendish not 
many gave the thought much credence.

For the team, it was probably 
something of a pipe dream and problems 
with sponsors made the possibility seem 
even further away but a hectic month of 
travelling for team manager Doug Ryder 
paid off and he landed two major new 
sponsors and one of the world’s best 
sprinters. It was a big coup for the team 
and a big leap of faith for the Manxman. 

Run by the indefatigable and 
ambitious Ryder, the team began its life 
at the same time Cavendish was starting 
out at T-Mobile. It took them a little 
longer than Cavendish to climb the  
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“IF YOU WANT TALENTED RIDERS THEN  
THERE IS A FAIR CHANCE THAT THEY’RE 

GOING TO HAVE BEEN AT HTC. IT’S NOT 
GETTING THE BAND BACK TOGETHER,  

IT’S MORE WHAT THE TEAM HAS DONE”

ranks but they have 
stood their ground 
against much bigger 
rivals. They enjoyed a 
breakthrough season 
in 2015 with their 
debut Tour de France. 
Now known as 
Dimension Data,  
the team has a 
WorldTour licence 
for 2016 – confirmed 
the day after 
Procycling sat down with Cavendish – 
but that was far from guaranteed when 
the deal was initially done. 

While they are now part of the top 
level of cycling, they are still relative 
minnows in the professional peloton but 
Cavendish denies that it was a risky move 
to make. “No. Not at all,” he says. “The 
team gets invited to the races that they 
want and that’s not for any other reason 
other than the fact that they may as well 
be a WorldTour team anyway, they 

compete at 
WorldTour level.”

Cavendish’s 
smooth transition 
into the team has 
probably been helped 
by the number of 
people there that he 

has worked with in the past. Along with 
Eisel and Renshaw signing up for the 
next three years, Rolf Aldag, who 
managed the trio at HTC-Columbia, has 
also come in as performance manager – 
although Cavendish is keen to impress 
that this is all of the German’s own 
accord and he played no role in it. 
However, Cavendish’s admiration for 
Aldag is widely known.

Boasson Hagen and Matt Brammeier, 
who have been at the team for a season, 

are also HTC alumni but Cavendish 
believes that it is just down to the laws  
of probability that they have all reunited 
under one roof again. 

“There’s all this talk about getting the 
band back together,” says Cavendish. 
“HTC was a successful team; there were  
a lot of talented riders there. If you want 
talented riders then there is a fair chance 
that they’re going to have been at HTC. 
It’s not getting the band back together,  
it’s more what the team are doing. They’re 
doing it right. Instead of making changes, 
they’re bringing depth and that is what is 
going to keep the forward trajectory.”

In some ways, Cavendish’s move is not 
so surprising. Ever since Gerald Ciolek 
won Milano-Sanremo in 2013, a place on 
the team has become a hot ticket. Ryder 
has always asserted that his main 
ambition is not to win races but to put 
children on bikes, and wins are just one 
way to do it. This gives the team freedom, 
where riders aren’t constrained by 
preconceived notions – something that 
Cavendish, and others, find attractive.

When the announcement first came 
that Cavendish would join the team,  

Above Cavendish and 
Farrar were rivals in 
2009; now they are 
team-mates

Right The Manxman 
takes the second of 
three stage wins at the 
2012 Tour de France
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general manager Brian Smith told us  
to expect a new side to the sprinter. We 
have already seen what Cavendish can do 
when liberated from sprinting during the 
2015 British National Championships, 
where he battled with Team Sky’s Peter 
Kennaugh and Ian Stannard over  
a challenging course in Lincoln to finish 
runner-up, just five seconds behind 
Kennaugh. Cavendish is keen to show 
that side a little more in 2016. 

“Things are going to be different. I’ve 
been paid a lot of money to sit there and 
have eight guys ride and then sprint at 
the end. I don’t want that here. It was 
another factor in moving. I haven’t 
moved here for money. How the team 
rides, I want to be a part of that,” he says.

“I think that the team see each day as  
a new opportunity. I like that. Obviously, 
on a sprint day our biggest chance of 
winning is going to be a sprint so I’m not 
going to go in the breakaway. I’ve always 
done it and it’s worked but it would be 
nice not to have to control it from the 
beginning of every day from the start at 
the Tour, even on the mountain days.”

The team’s non-racing element has 
also been a big part of their story. While 
the Qhubeka charity is no longer in the 
team’s name, it is still a big focal point. 
Every year, during the first training 
camp, the riders and staff are schooled 
on how to promote the charity’s work. 
That is followed by a trip to a community 
where they have the chance to gain first-
hand experience of what they’re working 
for. It is often a shock to the system for 

the riders but one that gives them an 
important perspective. 

“Professional sport is all about 
commercialisation and displaying 
sponsors’ logos. You’re a billboard, but 
this team is much more than that,” he 
says. “You’re riding for a cause and you 
really see that. You see it from the outside 
and I feel it even more from the inside. 
There’s much more to displaying the 
Qhubeka charity; it’s about riding for 
something rather than just for your job.”

  

THE 2016 SEASON will be a learning 
curve for all with Cavendish adjusting to 
his new surroundings, while everybody 

gets to grips with the attention that 
comes from having one of the best 
known faces in cycling in the team.  
There is no doubt that the addition of 
Cavendish, and the publicity that will 
come with his almost guaranteed 
victories, will be hugely beneficial to  
the Qhubeka charity but what does it 
mean for the team? Ever since he was  
first linked with them, there have been 
questions of how the sprinter will 
assimilate into the team without them 
losing focus on their core aim of 
developing African talent. 

While they’ve enjoyed some big 
success in the past 12 months, the 
Cavendish name is still huge in 
comparison. The team can currently 

Right Cavendish took 
a single stage win in 

the 2015 Tour, ahead 
of Greipel at Fougères 
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“I HAVEN’T COME IN HERE TO CHANGE  
THE TEAM. WE’VE GOT TO CHANGE TO 

FIT THE TEAM. IT’S AS SIMPLE AS THAT”

boast just over 70,000 Twitter followers 
while Cavendish has breached the 
1,000,000 mark. In previous teams, 
Cavendish has been surrounded by other 
huge stars such as Tom Boonen and 
Bradley Wiggins but Dimension Data, 
despite their success, can’t claim that and 
they will have to fight expectation to 
avoid becoming a one-man band.  

“I haven’t come in here to change the 
team. We’ve got to change to fit the team. 
It’s as simple as that. I don’t think that it’s 

about pulling the team together. The 
team is already together so I don’t see 
that being a problem at all,” he says.

It’s easily said before racing begins but 
the proof will come when the season gets 
underway. Defending his selection policy 
is nothing new to Ryder, after MTN took 
on six non-African riders for the 2015 
season. Speaking to Procycling ahead  
of the Tour de France presentation last 
October, Ryder said that globalisation  
is necessary to survive in cycling, and he 

was excited to talk about what Cavendish 
will bring to the team. “It’s going to be 
amazing,” he said.

“There’s a perception that people are 
not going to be happy because Cavendish 
is joining but if I can go with Bill Gates 
and Richard Branson to learn from,  
I’d love that. To have one of the best 
sprinters in the sport in your own team, 
that’s a motivating thing, to know that 
you can learn from the best in the 
business. It is fantastic. Not many people 
have the chance to have an icon in your 
own team and you can use and learn 
from them.

“You don’t want to have happen what 
happened to Colombia Coldeportes [who 
folded at the end of 2015 after failing to 
secure funding - Ed]. People were always 
asking, why don’t you have a 100 per  
cent African team and I said, ‘If the level 
is not there then are we getting investor 
return?’ For Mark to be successful with 
the support of an African team, it would 
be massive.”

WITH THE MOVE to a new team that 
admits it is still finding its way, 
Cavendish’s performances in 2016 will 
be as heavily scrutinised as ever. How  
he faces up against his rivals will also  
be under the microscope. He fared well 
overall in 2015 taking, as he pointed out, 
14 victories throughout the season – 
putting him behind only Alexander 
Kristoff (20) and André Greipel (16). 

These sprinters are expected to be 
rubbing elbows with the Manxman at  
the pointy end of races again this season. 
However, it is the return of the man who 
was deemed to have taken his sprint 
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“MY FIRST EVER RACE FOR ETIXX, I WON,  
AND IT WOULD HAVE BEEN NICE TO DO  

THE SAME AND FINISH ON A HIGH NOTE”

Left Cavendish got 
beaten twice by 
Fernando Gaviria  
at the Tour de San 
Luis in 2015

crown, Marcel Kittel, that is most 
anticipated. The German, who spent 
most of last season on the sidelines due 
to illness, will mount his comeback at 
Cavendish’s former Etixx-QuickStep 
team. The pressure is nothing new to 
Cavendish, who has had to face questions 
almost every winter about whether or 
not he is still at the top of his game or 
about to enter a downward turn. Not 
unexpectedly, he declines to make any 
comment on his potential rivals.

“I’m not really looking at anyone else. 
I’m not going to base my season around 
trying to beat anyone else,” is all he’ll 
offer on the matter. 

Late last year, Cavendish insisted that 
his training numbers said he was as fast 
as ever and he’s not backing off in terms 
of goals. Cavendish has big plans for 
2016 as he targets yet more stage wins  
at the Tour de France, an Olympic medal 
and a second world title. The 30-year-old 
has made no bones about his desire to 
add an Olympic medal to his list of 

achievements after missing out in both 
2008 and 2012. 

The abundance of mid-season goals 
will require a seamless transition 
between the road and the track but that 
does not worry Cavendish. “I could  
take a holiday and win the Worlds  
I reckon,” he joked in an interview with 
Cyclingnews. Joking aside, he readily 
admits that one or more of those targets 
could be put to rest if needs be. 

HIS COLLISION WITH a stationary car 
during the Tour of Britain means that 
Cavendish’s preparation for 2016 has 
been far from ideal. The injury was 
similar to the one he suffered at the Tour 
de France in 2014, when he was able to 
return to racing, but with it coming so 
much later in the year there wasn’t 
enough time to make a comeback. His 
off-season also took a hit. He had hoped 
to replicate last winter with some six-

day competition but the pain from the 
injury prevented that. It also spelled  
an untimely end to his time at Etixx-
QuickStep and any hopes he had for  
the Worlds. 

“It was horrible actually,” Cavendish 
says. “I’m not saying that I would have 
won the World Championships but it 
was a big goal for the end of the year for 
me. To not even be able to compete was 
difficult for me. To also end my time  
at QuickStep on a note like that was 
horrible. My first ever race for Etixx-
QuickStep I won and it would have  
been nice to do the same and finish  
on a high.”

From bad there comes some good and 
Cavendish jokes that perhaps the injury 
was a blessing in disguise, although one 
he’d prefer not to have gone through. 
The surgery on his shoulder this winter 

has offset the previous 
one of a year ago, 
making him “straighter”. 
“I’ve got two bionic 
shoulders now so  
I should be stronger,” 
Cavendish laughs. 

The plan was for 
Cavendish to kick off his 
2016 season back on the 
boards at the final round 
of the track World Cup 
in Hong Kong, which 
would hopefully give 
him his first indication 
of how he sizes up 
against the international 
competition. It’s only 
later that we will get to 
see him racing in the 
black and white of 
Dimension Data for  
the first time. 

There is no need for 
Cavendish to prove 
himself; his palmarès 
does that just fine. But it 
is still a big year for the 
Manxman. Has he made 
the right choice?

“We’ll have to see  
how it goes,” he says. 
“I’m just starting a  
story here.” 

2007 – 2011
T-MOBILE/HTC-COLUMBIA
The team that Cavendish cut his 

teeth with and by far the one that 
he has spent the longest with. He 
enjoyed some of his best seasons 

with Highroad and it was only 
ended by their failure to find  
a replacement sponsor for  

HTC at the end of 2011. 

2012
TEAM SKY

When Cavendish found himself 
without a team, Sky swooped  
in and secured him for three 

seasons. With the Olympics in 
London coming up, it should have 

been the perfect match but it 
ended after just one season when 
Cavendish cut his contract short. 

2013-2015
ETIXX-QUICKSTEP 

Cavendish’s move to the Belgian 
outfit got of to the perfect start 
with a stage win at the Tour de 

San Luis. The road wasn’t always 
smooth and it took some time to 

get his sprint train to function 
properly but you can’t argue with 

44 wins over three seasons.   

2016 
DIMENSION DATA

A venture into the unknown by 
both Cavendish and the team. Will 
it be a success or a failure? We will 

know by the end of the year. 

TEAM HISTORY
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fter the breakthrough, beyond  
the rise and over the peak – but  

just before the point where twilight begins to cast its shade – there comes a moment in a sportsman’s life  
where thoughts begin to turn to the closing remarks.

Mark Cavendish turned 30 last May. For most professional bike riders, these are the salad days but, ever  
the realist, Cavendish is fully aware that the shadows on his monumental achievements have started to  
lengthen. When he said two years ago that the second half of his career may well be less successful than the  
first, it seemed an unduly bold statement. Today the same prophecy is an unfolding body of evidence, as it is  
for most precocious sports stars. Cavendish hasn’t needed blondes or knee injuries to fall victim to what might 
henceforth be known as “Tiger Woods Syndrome”; like Woods, he won too much, too young, to tee up  
anything other than an inevitable anticlimax in the end.

The truth is that crashing out of the 2014 Tour de 
France on the first day in Harrogate may have been the 
watershed and epiphany that Cavendish suggested at 
the time, though not necessarily in the way that he  
had hoped or expected. One of his oldest allies and 
mentors, the Danish directeur sportif, Brian Holm, 
said at the time, without malice, that it would serve 
him well to realise that, “this bike race and professional 
cycling can carry on without him, that he is not  
the centre of the world.” The previous January, 
coincidentally, Tony Martin had foretold the same 
kind of serendipity, if not the unfortunate way that it 
came about. When Cavendish turned to Martin on  
a training ride and admitted that he was tired – of  
the yearly grind, the relentless pressure, the travel,  
of having to win five Tour stages just to persuade the 
world he wasn’t washed up – his German team-mate 
suggested that perhaps he needed to sit out a Tour just 

to appreciate how much that race, and his job in 
general, meant to him.

When fate duly conspired to take him out of the 
Grande Boucle in sight of the first finishing line, 
Cavendish waited for a lightbulb to flicker. He thought 
this bitter experience would make him more hungry 
and, in a way, he was right; proof could be seen in the 
way that he defied initial prognoses to race again that 
season and even win twice at the Tour du Poitou 
Charentes. But it wasn’t his appetite for victories  
that had been revived; what had rebounded with  
a vengeance, as Tony Martin had suspected it would, 
was the pure love of being a professional cyclist,  
and his desire to stay in that trade for as long as his  
legs would allow.  

This is what Cavendish now tells friends, family and 
peers: he only wants to train, race and be part of  
a successful team. Ask him now whether he is mainly 
chasing records, recognition or the dreams that his 
long-time coach, Rod Ellingworth, always told him to 
follow, and he responds with a blank look: he simply 
doesn’t know, or hasn’t dwelled on the matter enough 
to formulate a reply.

The question that doubters may ask is whether  
the evasiveness isn’t also a shield or, worse, a cop-out. 
Just as Cavendish wowed a generation of fans with  
his slingshot accelerations – a motion picture that 
belongs in the professional cycling canon alongside  
a Pantani uphill attack or a Merckx victory salute – 
then so could the rawness of his ambition shock them. 
Him of all people saying now that really accolades 
don’t matter, nor being the best, and that he’s just still 
there for the sheer fun of it, surely stretches the bounds 
of credulity. Doesn’t it?

Sceptics would be right in the sense that Cavendish 
does still care deeply about outcomes. He is still 
volatile. Part of him still can’t quite fathom why rivals 
get sympathy for their illness and injuries, whereas his 
have been brandished as evidence of terminal decline. 
He hasn’t yet understood why the others receive such 
acclaim for lacklustre seasons redeemed by one royal 
flush. Or, for that matter, how he can raise his arms  
44 times in the three years he spent at his last team  
and still be deemed a flop.   

 Down for the count: 
Cavendish crashes  
out of the 2014 Tour

A
INDIAN SUMMER

Mark Cavendish’s 10th full season as a pro is unlikely to alter 
his legacy. Procycling’s Daniel Friebe, who knows Cavendish 

well, thinks it will tell us what’s left to gain for the Manx Missile

CAVENDISH  |  INDIAN SUMMER
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“Ach, f*ck ’em,” he’d say, either to himself or aloud. 
Which, again, some would argue, sounds a bit too 
much like faux nonchalance, feigning indifference 
when in fact it stings his every fibre to see André Greipel 
win three stages at the 2015 Tour, just as Marcel Kittel’s 
four victories the previous year burned. 

Perhaps only Cavendish sees the complete picture. 
But what we can say without any fear of contradiction 
is that time has changed him. Defeats once ate him alive 
not only because his relationship with cycling was so 
visceral, so entangled in complicated emotions, but 
also because they were so rare. Now, marriage, kids, age 
and experience have phased in some perspective, and 
the losses are also a far more common occurrence.  
In 2009, Cavendish was beaten – truly outsprinted,  
not outmanoeuvred – just twice in an entire year, at 
Tirreno-Adriatico and at the Giro; in 2015, it happened 
nine times. Quite simply, he has learned over time that 
losing is a part of life. Like it is for all of us. 

He perhaps surmised his evolution best in an 
interview for Rouleur  in 2014 with Edward Pickering: 
“I don’t understand my logic before. I really don’t 
understand what the f*ck was so important before. 
Who was I winning for? Who was I trying to impress?  
I can’t even remember or think what it was all for. It had 
to be for something. Did I want material gain? I don’t 
know. I have no idea what my drive was.”

So, no, never again will a sprint seem like a matter of 
life and death. For this reason – and not only because  
he has completed the transition from young upstart to 
establishment figure – it is rarer nowadays to hear other 
sprinters blaming Cavendish for causing danger or 
crashes. Similarly, in interviews, he is more likely to 
mumble platitudes than throw poisoned darts; again, 
there are more important things in life than telling the 

world they’ve got it all wrong, 
even if they have. There are 
better and more valuable  
uses of his energy. 

What all of this means for 
the remainder of Cavendish’s 

career is anyone’s guess. Ellingworth still thinks that 
the racer’s instinct, suppressed for years, but which 
made a cameo reappearance at last year’s British 
National Championship road race, could be the spark 
for an Indian summer. At the very least, the alpha 
impulses that have challenged many a directeur 
sportif, team-mate and mechanic over the years, but 
also contributed hugely to the collective success of 
every one of his teams, make him  ideally suited to  
the role of tutoring young riders and inspiring a still 
fledgling team such as Dimension  Data. That is, if it’s  
a responsibility that Cavendish truly wants. 

 A rare defeat for  
Cavendish in his 2009 
heyday, to Tyler Farrar

  Cavendish has won 
the Tour’s green jersey 
once, in the 2011 event

CAVENDISH  |  INDIAN SUMMER

Cavendish didn’t 
wait for the sprint at 
the British Nationals 
in 2015, he attacked 

and was away all day, 
eventually coming 2nd
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Fränk Schleck is now in his 
13th pro season. He tells 
Procycling about being a road 
captain, new ambitions, and 
why the beard has to go

OLDER  
AND WISER

he boyish face is much the same. Even at 35, 
Fränk Schleck looks like a youth in a man’s 
body – if a scientist could isolate the genes 
that make both Fränk and his brother  

Andy look about 10 years younger than  
they actually are, they’d make millions. Even though 
he’s the 29th oldest rider in the WorldTour (out of  
530), Schleck looks more like a choirboy than a  
veteran athlete about to start his 13th season as  
a top division professional.

Except he’s grown a beard. It’s added a few years  
to him and I’m all ready to construct a speculative 

narrative about Schleck’s facial hair symbolising 
subconscious feelings about the year lost to a doping 
ban in 2013, the ageing process and impending 
retirement, whenever that may be. The face may be 
young, the beard is saying, but the mind inside is older, 
more experienced.

Then he tells me it’s not staying. “I’m gonna lose the 
beard,” he says. So much for the metaphor. And so 
much for my assumption that the ban bothers him. 
(The Luxembourg anti-doping agency found that he 
tested positive for xipamide during the 2012 Tour but 
the doctor who gave expert testimony stated that the 
levels found were minute and that they could have 
been ingested accidentally.)

“I have a good conscience. The ban has been 
explained,” Schleck says. “I explained what happened, 
turned the page and moved on.”

If you want a test case in how cycling works, Fränk 
Schleck is a good example. A cycling career follows an 
arc. You start off, you get better and win more, then 
you slow down and win less. Some riders don’t even 
do the winning part – the improvement, then the 
inevitable deterioration happen less visibly, measured 
in the numbers written down in a training diary, rather 
than names etched on winner’s trophies.

Schleck is privileged – though his initial path into 
professional cycling was a little convoluted, he was 
good enough that not long after he turned pro, he was 
winning Grand Tour stages from breaks (his first came 
at Alpe d’Huez in the 2006 Tour). The arc topped out 
with third place overall in the Tour de France in 2011.

Now he’s winning Grand Tour stages from breaks 
again. At the 2015 Vuelta, Schleck took his first  

T
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international win for over four years, in  
a mountainous stage with a summit finish,  
at Alto Ermita de Alba.

He got into a 10-man break which was 
given a 21-minute lead by the bunch. The 
best climber, therefore, would win. While 
Pierre Rolland (like Schleck, a winner on 
Alpe d’Huez) and KOM leader Omar Fraile 
were along for the ride, Rolland wasn’t on 
top form and Fraile was prioritising points 
along the way, rather than the stage win. 
Schleck’s main resistance would come from 
Colombia rider Rodolfo Torres.

“I lost eight minutes behind the Kris 
Boeckmans crash, so we changed the plan,  
to go for stages and not do GC,” says Schleck. 

Fränk Schleck  |  OLDER AND WISER

“The morning of the win, we said I should try 
to catch the breakaway.

“There were some solid riders and we  
had a good pace the whole day. There was 
nobody dangerous for the overall, so they 
gave us a lot of time. I was able to drop most 
on the second-last climb and on the last 
climb I dropped the Colombian guy.”

To win bike races, a rider needs to be  
the strongest or the cleverest. Schleck was 
probably both that day.

“My experience played a role,” he says.  
“I didn’t show that I was strong, although  
I felt good. Once I dropped the Colombian 
guy I knew I was going to win but it was only 
with 1,500 metres to go.

“I don’t have the characteristics of a rider 
who can win every weekend,” he adds.  
“I don’t have many opportunities.”

There were a few years between 2008 and 
2011 when Schleck was one of the best riders 
in the world. He achieved multiple high 
finishes in the Tour de France, including 
leading it with five days to go in 2008 before 
his team-mate Carlos Sastre took over (see 
box-out). He’s won a Classic – Amstel Gold 
– and the Tour de Suisse but he’s right when 
he describes his win rate as low. In total, 
Schleck has won 19 races. Strip out the races 
he’s won in Luxembourg (at the National 
Championships and the Tour of 
Luxembourg), and he’s won 11.

“Listen,” Schleck says. “I’ve always done 
the maximum, always done my best, and  
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Left Schleck attacked 
Damiano Cunego with  
just 2km to go to win 
on Alpe d’Huez in the 
2006 Tour de France

Below Schleck’s first 
major professional  
win came at the 2006 
Amstel Gold Race

WINS & 
PLACES

WINS

Amstel Gold Race, 2006

Tour de Suisse, 2010

Tour de France stages, 2006 & 2009

Tour de Suisse stages, 2007, 2010

Vuelta a España stage, 2015

Giro dell’Emilia, 2007

Critérium International, 2011

Critérium International stage, 2011

Tour of California stage, 2009

Tour de Luxembourg 2009

Tour de Luxembourg stages, 2009 & 2010

Luxembourg National Road Race 
Championship, 2005, 2008, 2010 & 2011

WORLDTOUR PODIUMS

2nd  Amstel Gold Race, 2008

 Paris-Nice, 2009

 Liège-Bastogne-Liège, 2011

 Tour de Suisse, 2012

3rd Il Lombardia,  2005

 Liège-Bastogne-Liège, 2007

 Liège-Bastogne-Liège, 2008

 Tour de France, 2011

WORLDTOUR TOP 10S

4th Tour de Suisse, 2005

 Flèche Wallonne, 2006

 World Road Race 
 Championship, 2007

5th Paris-Nice, 2006

 Tour de France, 2008

 Tour de France, 2009

 Vuelta a España, 2010

6th Tour de Suisse, 2006

 Flèche Wallonne, 2007

 
7th Paris-Nice, 2005

 Liège-Bastogne-Liège, 2006

 Il Lombardia 2006

 Tour de Suisse, 2007

 Tour de Pologne, 2007
 Amstel Gold Race, 2010

 Flèche Wallonne, 2011

 Tour de Suisse, 2011

8th Paris-Nice, 2007

 Vuelta al País Vasco,
 2007

 Liège-Bastogne-
 Liège,  2010

9th Paris-Nice, 2004

10th World  Road Race 
  
Championship, 
 2004

 Tour de France,
 2006

 Amstel Gold, 
 2007
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Fränk takes the stage 
while Andy celebrates 

in Le Grand Bornand, 
Tour de France 2009
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Fränk Schleck  |  OLDER AND WISER

younger brother Andy, a Tour winner  
in 2010.

“Of the two, Andy was the Tour 
contender,” says Bastien. “He could always 
beat Fränk. Andy trained a lot less, and  
still did better. But that marked Fränk’s 
personality. Fränk was the one who had  
to always fight hard. He is a battler.

“That’s why Fränk is still going. He’s the 
fighter. His little brother has gone from the 
peloton already but Fränk is still there.”

Schleck is no longer a team leader at the 
Tour. Or if he is, it’s with a qualification. 
Bauke Mollema probably has better 

as long as you’ve done that, 
then I cannot ask for more.  
I have great wins. I’ve done  
a lot of good overall 
classifications and a lot of good 
results. It’s true that  
I didn’t win a lot but I’m not  
a sprinter. Riders with my 
characteristics don’t win a  
lot but I’ve done very well.”

Your Vuelta win, and its 
resemblance to the Alpe 
d’Huez stage win, makes me 
think your career is turning full 
circle, I tell him. 

“It is a circle. We are all going 
to get older, whether we like it 
or not. So if the circle is closing, 
that’s fair enough and fine,” he 
says. “There is a difference 
between a GC rider who can 
get a top-10 in the Tour, and  
a GC rider who can get a 
top-seven in  
the Vuelta. I would rather win a stage than be 
seventh overall. But ask me if I want  
to come fifth in the Tour or win a stage,  
I don’t know. That’s about equal. I was third 
in the Tour and I also won stages in the Tour, 
so I’ll take it as it comes. Either is better than 
a kick in the teeth,” he says.

After interviewing Schleck, I talk to Denis 
Bastien, a cycling journalist for Luxembourg 
newspaper Le Quotidien about Schleck’s 
career progression, and where  
he stands now. Bastien points out the 
difference between Fränk and his mercurial 

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY
Though he finished higher 
overall in subsequent years, 
2008 was arguably the 
closest Schleck came to 
winning the Tour de France. 
He came sixth, bumped up to 
fifth when Bernhard Kohl was 
disqualified. With just the 
Alpe d’Huez stage and the 
St-Amand-Montrond time trial 
to go in terms of significant 
stages, Schleck was wearing 
the yellow jersey, although 
only by a handful of seconds. 
However, with Cadel Evans 
threatening, his team-mate 
Carlos Sastre attacked on 
Alpe d’Huez and took yellow. 
It was a good result for the 
team but that doesn’t mean 
that Fränk Schleck liked it.

Procycling: In 2008 you 
were in yellow with a 
mountain stage and a time 
trial to go. Do you think 
about that a lot? Do you 
regret it?
Schleck: I know that I did my 
best and if you did your best, 
you can’t ask for more. I don’t 
think you can call it regret. 

But if things had gone 
differently…
Of course, it was strange 
when Carlos won the Tour. It 
was special because, yeah,  
a team-mate attacks his 
team-mate who is in the 
yellow jersey, I don’t think 
we’ve seen that many times 
in cycling history. It did 

happen and I will always say 
the most important thing, in 
the end, is that it was a 
decision which was right, 
because he won the Tour. 
And not only he won the Tour 
but the team won the Tour. 
Since we are pros, and it’s our 
job to perform as well as 

possible for our 
team, it was the 
right decision. 
Whether I like it 
or not, he won  
the Tour and the 
team won the 
Tour with Carlos.

When you say like it or not,  
I presume you didn’t like it.
Of course, no, but I cannot 
say it was wrong. I’m not 
allowed to say it was a wrong 
decision. In the end the team 
got the best out of it.

CREATURE  
OF HABIT

Fränk Schleck says that his 2016 will 
involve the Ardennes races, Tour de 
Suisse and Tour de France. But we could 
have told him that. Schleck knows 
which races he likes, and since he 
joined CSC in 2003, his seasons have 
been remarkably similar in structure.
He rides a few early season races (these 
are not set in stone), then Paris-Nice, 
Critérium International, the Vuelta al 
País Vasco, Ardennes Classics, Tour  
de Luxembourg, Tour de Suisse, 
Luxembourg champs and Tour de 
France. This schedule is so well 
established that it’s rare to find a year 
where he hasn’t followed that order.
Discounting 2013, when he was serving 
a ban, Schleck has raced Paris-Nice 
every year since 2003, with the 
exception of last year, when he was 
injured. He first raced Critérium 
International in 2004, and he’s missed 
only two since then. He’s started the 
Vuelta al País Vasco every season since 
2006. He’s raced Amstel Gold every 
year, Liège every year since 2004, and 
missed Flèche Wallonne only twice.  
The Tour de Suisse has been on his 
schedule every season since 2003  
and the Tour every year since his debut 
in 2006, except 2015, when he was 
injured. After the Tour, Schleck’s 
seasons are much less ordered – he’s 
done a few World Championships and  
a handful of Lombardias, but there is 
very little sense of regularity.
“I like these races,” Schleck says of the 
route he almost always takes to the 
Tour. “I’ve done really well in them.  
If you do well in a race it means that  
you like it, or it suits you. Why should  
I change that?” 

Race Participations Best result

Paris-Nice 11 2nd

Critérium 9 1st 
International 

Vuelta al 9 8th 
País Vasco

Amstel Gold Race 12 1st

Flèche Wallonne 10 4th

Liège-Bastogne 11 2nd 
-Liège

Tour de 9*  1st
Luxembourg

Tour de Suisse 12 1st

Luxembourg 10* 1st
champs 

Tour de France 8 3rd

*Schleck also took part in the Tour of 
Luxembourg and Luxembourg champs 
on a few occasions before he signed for 
CSC in 2003 – he’d ridden as a pro in 
2000 for the small De Nardi team, then 
as an elite rider.

Left  In yellow at 
the 2008 Tour, 
where his team- 
mate Carlos Sastre 
went on to win 
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credentials for team support, although 
Schleck’s last finish in the Tour, in 2014, was 
still 12th overall, and that was after having 
missed 2013. But he’s slowly easing himself 
into the role of team captain at Trek Factory 
Racing, substituting authority and 
experience for raw results.

“It’s important that I’m 100 per cent at the 
Tour, for me, or Bauke, or somebody else. 
But I feel that in the last two or three years 
I’ve reached the point where the guys trust 
me in a race. Taking the role of a captain. It’s 
different from being a leader, guiding the 
team with my experience.

“I understand tactics. I see what happens 
in a race. I like seeing how the race develops, 
which team is chasing when. And I like the 
tactics, like when the French teams always 
chase each other down. I see the little fights 
and I know about the little rivalries. Those 

are little advantages, and I know which can 
help the team.

“To be a road captain, you need big 
shoulders. You’ve got to stand up and take 
responsibility. You have to take a decision 
in a split second. You don’t have five 
minutes to discuss it over the radio with 
the DS. I’m not saying my decisions will 
always be right but the important thing  
is to take them and that the whole team 
backs it up, good or bad. Otherwise the 
decision will be taken for you.

“It’s a big responsibility and a lot of 
people are not good at taking decisions.”

Schleck hasn’t given up on his own 
ambitions, however. Many riders talk 
about developing from a team rider into  
a leader but the reverse journey is equally 
significant, and possibly more difficult. 
Schleck has been a leader in the Ardennes 

I HAVE GREAT WINS. I’VE DONE A LOT OF GOOD 
OVERALL CLASSIFICATIONS, AND A LOT OF  
GOOD RESULTS. IT’S TRUE THAT I DIDN’T WIN  
A LOT BUT I’M NOT A SPRINTER

for 10 years now, since he first won Amstel 
Gold in 2006, and he still talks like one.

“My personal goal is to do a really good 
Ardennes campaign. I love those races. A lot 
of times I did good there, so I know that type 
of race is mine. I’ve been second in Liège,  
I won Amstel. I want to come to the point 
again where I’m top-10, top-five, or better.”

But Schleck acknowledges that the 
podium in the Tour might be beyond his 
abilities now. We’ve been talking a lot about 
the way a cycling career passes, so I ask if he 
misses being a contender at the Tour.

“Of course I miss it. Winning is all that 
matters,” he says. “The problem is that there 
are 200, no, 500 talented young riders who 
all want the same. Once you are a pro, you 
are already the best in the world, and you 
want to beat the other riders who are the 
best. It’s not easy but I miss it, and that’s why 
it’s worth trying to go to the Tour again.

“Is it sad? No. It’s competition. If you’re sad 
for it, you shouldn’t do it. Of course, I want to 
take the win, but things don’t come to you, 
and nobody said it was going to be easy. Life 
is not Hello Kitty.” 

Above En route to his 
first international win 
in four years, at the 
queen stage of the 
2015 Vuelta a Espana
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Not many pros in the WorldTour peloton can 
say they have a Russian mother and Costa 
Rican father whose family were Spanish 
Civil War refugees. Are there any cycling 
roots in that unconventional background?
None. My father’s not at all interested in 
cycling. He’s a diehard communist and he  
went to live in the Soviet Union for eight years 
in the 1970s as a result of his political beliefs. 
That was where he met my mother, who was 
studying in Moscow, and they ended up getting 
married. Costa Ricans love sport but cycling 
doesn’t have much of a fan base. I started riding 
in mountain bike races when I was 12 or 13. 
Somebody said to talk to José Adrián Bonilla, 
one of the few pros Costa Rica has had; he 
raced with Kelme in 2004, and he told me to 
head to Europe. He said, ‘How are you going  
to get anywhere in cycling in Costa Rica? Get 
over there for a couple of years.’ I shared a f lat 
with José for a couple of years in Pamplona, 
then stayed there until 2011. Without him,  
I wouldn’t be talking to you now.

Is it true that you’d never seen snow before 
you lived in Pamplona?
I’ll never forget the moment I got off the plane 
in Pamplona in January and the city was 
covered in snow. I couldn’t stop picking the 
snow up with my hands to see what it felt like. 
Like me, most people in Costa Rica have never 
seen snow in real life but of all the experiences 
I’ve had in Europe, seeing that snow was the 
one moment in Europe that has left the deepest 
impression on me. 

Andrey 
Amador

Fourth in the 2015 Giro d’Italia, the first Central American to ride the Tour 
de France, a huge fan of the Tour of Flanders. Costa Rica’s only (and 

enormously popular) WorldTour pro, Andrey Amador, is no identikit cyclist

INTERVIEW: Alasdair Fotheringham    PHOTOGRAPHER: Tim De Waele

You signed with Caisse d’Epargne as your 
first professional squad in 2009, was it 
purely coincidence that they have their 
headquarters in Pamplona as well?
Eusebio [Unzué, Movistar DS] has always 
followed the Navarran amateur teams. He  
told me I should try to race the Tour de l’Avenir, 
and I followed his advice in 2008. I won the 
prologue and that result tipped the balance  
with getting me a contract with Caisse 
d’Epargne the next year.

Is time trialling your strongest suit?
No. I’m an all rounder. I’m pretty good at 
different things but not brilliant at any. I love 
the Classics; my name’s already down for E3, 
Flanders, Ghent-Wevelgem… And I’m 
consistent, that’s worth something.

The day you moved into third overall after 
the Giro’s time trial is often described as the 
high point of Costa Rican cycling history so 
far. Even the President of Costa Rica tweeted 
about it. Fourth overall was by far your best 
GC result: did you see it coming?
Not at all. I knew my form was the best it’s ever 
been but initially I thought I’d go for stages.

When did you decide to go for the overall?
I didn’t. I asked Eusebio if I should ease back in 
a couple of early stages and he said no, that if  
I cracked completely there’d be time enough to 
go for stages afterwards. Then the first week 
went by okay, then the second… I was really 
worried about the Mortirolo stage but I said  
to myself I can get through that, I can take 
anything they throw at me. 

Will this mean you’ll be looking after your 
own chances in the GC from now on?
I’m here to help Alejandro [Valverde] and 
Nairo [Quintana] first. But it’s good to know 
that I’ve got some GC potential as well. It gives 
you greater confidence. If the circumstances 
arise, I can be up there with the best.

How is this kind of success going down  
in Costa Rica?
I’m getting a lot of support. The reception  
I got when I went back after the Giro d’Italia 
was pretty huge. Football’s still the number 
one sport [Costa Rica, with a population of  
five million, classified ahead of Italy and 
England in the 2014 World Cup and were only 
knocked out in the quarter finals - Ed]. People 
who hadn’t heard of cycling before are now 
keen to watch it but they’ve got a way to go 
when it comes to understanding the tactics. 
I’ve lost count of the number of people there 
who tell me they can’t understand, whenever 
the rest of the riders stop for a pee or slow in 
the feed zone, why I don’t make the most of it 
and go on the attack! 

“OF ALL THE EXPERIENCES 
I’VE HAD IN EUROPE, 
SEEING THAT SNOW  

HAS LEFT THE DEEPEST 
IMPRESSION ON ME”
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They’re probably the strongest cycling team 
in the world, with three Tour de France yellow 

jerseys in the last four years and multiple 
stage race wins, along with well over  

a hundred stage victories. But their record  
in one-day races and the Monuments is far 

less impressive. Procycling asks why.

CAN’T SKY WIN ONE-DAY RACES?

WHY



he first thing to point out  
is that the headline for  
this piece is deliberately 
hyperbolic. Sky can win 
one-day races. Last year, Ian 
Stannard, outnumbered in  

a four-man break at Het Nieuwsblad which 
was three-quarters full of Etixx riders (with 
five Paris-Roubaix wins between them), still 
came out on top. Geraint Thomas was the 
strongest rider in E3, and won. (He was also 
the strongest rider in Gent-Wevelgem and 
didn’t win but that’s cycling.)

However, over the course of their six-year 
history, Sky have underperformed in 
one-day races compared to their glittering 
stage race record. Discount time trials and 
National Championships (which operate 
under different tactical conditions from 
regular international races) and Sky have 

Right Astana might be 
eclipsed by Sky at the 
Tour, but their rider 
Vincenzo Nibali took a 
Monument win in 2015

Ben Swift came 
extremely close in the 
2014 Milano-Sanremo, 
with third place behind 
Kristoff and Cancellara

Left Juan Antonio 
Flecha, third in the race, 
congratulates the 2010 
Paris-Roubaix winner, 
Fabian Cancellara

Some more numbers: Sky have won 37  
stage races and 138 stages along the way.  
But they’ve never won a Monument, peaking  
in those races with three third places.

The morning that Bradley Wiggins won 
the Tour de France, Team Sky principal Dave 
Brailsford sat in a hotel with a group of 
British journalists. Before his rider had  
even pulled on the winner’s yellow jersey, 
Brailsford was thinking out loud about 
where Sky could improve. “We were sh*t  
in the Classics,” he said. Three years on, they 
have won semi-Classics like Het Nieuwsblad 
and E3 but the Monument duck stands.

Why do Sky seem to struggle to achieve 
the same level of results in one-day events 
that they do in stage races and Grand Tours? 
We’ve identified five reasons, and also found 
a few reasons they could finally break their 
Monument duck in 2016.

taken just 13 international one-day races  
in total. In 2013, they didn’t win a single one. 
2014 was barely better – a solitary one-day 
win from the whole season. It’s no stretch  
to describe Sky as the strongest cycling team 
in the world, yet in the last three seasons, 
they’ve totalled only three international  
one-day road race wins.

To put those numbers into context, 
Etixx-Quick Step won 12 one-day events in 
2015 alone. (It’s also true that Etixx, in their 
13-year history, have never once put a rider 
into the top 10 of the Tour de France.) 

T

It’s no stretch to describe Sky as the  
strongest cycling team in the world, yet in  

the last three seasons, they’ve totalled only  
three international one-day road race wins

CAN’T SKY WIN 
ONE-DAY RACES?

WHY
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Left Sky’s mountain 
train is one of the most 
formidable Tour-winning 
outfits in cycling

SKY ARE MORE comfortable basing  
their race strategy around single leaders. 
On paper, they went to the 2012 Tour  
with ambitions in both the general 
classification, with Bradley Wiggins, and  
in the sprints, with Mark Cavendish, but  
in reality Cavendish was more or less left  
to get on with it while the bulk of the  
team effort was directed to the push for  
the yellow jersey. 

Winning the Tour, for Sky, isn’t just  
a matter of having the strongest leader,  
it is also having the strongest climbers 
supporting him in the mountains, and the 
strongest rouleurs sheltering him from the 
wind. But the skill set needed to ride like 
this isn’t easily translated to winning 
Classics. There comes a point in most 
Classics, either in the final quarter of the 
race, or in a punchy finishing sprint up  
a hill, where riders need zip. 

Not many teams can compete for wins in 
Grand Tours and Monuments. Astana were 
the only team to win one of each in 2015, 
with Fabio Aru at the Vuelta and Vincenzo 
Nibali at Il Lombardia. Movistar and 
Katusha both won Monuments last year 
and got riders onto Grand Tour podiums. 
However, all these teams have leaders who 
are proven one-day winners. Sky’s roster  
is based more around strong climber-
rouleurs than around punchy sprinters.

SKY ARE SO single-minded in finding the 
best way of winning the Tour de France 
that they once even left a previous winner 
at home – Bradley Wiggins in 2014 – in 
order that Chris Froome could have an 
unambiguous run at the yellow jersey. 

The team’s stated aim at the outset was 
to harness the knowledge, experience and 
attention to detail gained from building a 
world-beating Olympic track racing team 
and apply it to winning the Tour de France 
with a British rider, within five years. They 
did it in three and in doing so built a 
formidable stage racing team.

What Sky understood 
from the start is that to 
resonate with the general 
British public, they had to 
win the Tour, so they built  
a Tour-centred team.  
A Tour-centred team is  
by definition good at stage 
racing. This means that their stage racing 
record is unimpeachable – any disasters, 
such as the 2010 and 2014 Tours, are more 
than offset by the three yellow jerseys, and 
the other GC wins and stage wins.

The unfortunate and probably inevitable 
by-product of this is that, whether more 
committed cycling fans like it or not, the 
Classics have never been as much of a 
priority, and nor have major week-long 
stage races, even the ones that Sky have 
won. While year-round cycling fans might 
be impressed by a win at Milano-Sanremo 
or the Tour of Flanders, it would take a 
yellow jersey to capture the imagination of 
the general sports public. This is not to say 
that Sky wouldn’t love to win a Monument, 
or that they don’t have the talent to do so, 
but their hiring strategy speaks volumes. 
There are a lot of diesel climbers on Sky.

2
THEY’RE 

STRUCTURED 
FOR STAGE 

RACING

1
THEY 

HAVE OTHER 
PRIORITIES

2010 HET NIEUWSBLAD
 Juan-Antonio Flecha

 DUTCH FOOD VALLEY CLASSIC
 Edvald Boasson Hagen

2011 KUURNE-BRUSSELS-KUURNE 
 Chris Sutton

 VATTENFALL CYCLASSICS
 Edvald Boasson Hagen

 PARIS-BOURGES
 Mat Hayman

2012 TROFEO DEIA 
 Lars Petter Nordhaug

 KUURNE-BRUSSELS-KUURNE
 Mark Cavendish

 GP OUEST FRANCE-PLOUAY
 Edvald Boasson Hagen

 GP DE MONTRÉAL
 Lars Petter Nordhaug

 GRAN PIEMONTE
 Rigoberto Uran

2013 -

2014 HET NIEUWSBLAD
 Ian Stannard

2015 HET NIEUWSBLAD 
 Ian Stannard

 E3 HARELBEKE
 Geraint Thomas

SKY’S 
ONE-DAY 
WINS

What Sky understood from the start is that to resonate 
with the general British public, they had to win the Tour, 
so they built a Tour-centred team. A Tour-centred team 
is by definition good at stage racing
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SKY’S CLASSICS TEAM is actually pretty formidable and 
when they get it right they can dictate and win one-day races. 
For the flat Classics Ian Stannard, Geraint Thomas, Luke 
Rowe and Ben Swift are proven performers. Stannard has 
won Het Nieuwsblad twice, Thomas has won E3, Rowe 
finished in the top 10 of Paris-Roubaix last year, and Swift 
has finished on the podium of Milano-Sanremo. In the hilly 
Classics, Henao has come second in Flèche Wallonne and 
fifth in Lombardia, while Lars Petter Nordhaug won the GP 
de Montréal for Sky in 2012.

All these riders are good, and there can be significant 
tactical advantages to having this kind of strength in depth. 
On the most simple tactical level it 
means one can attack while the others 
mark the chase. Strength in numbers.

But they are one level below the likes 
of Fabian Cancellara and Tom Boonen 
in the flat Classics, and Alejandro 
Valverde or Joaquim Rodríguez, for 
example, in the hilly Classics. These 
riders are guaranteed race winners in 
the Monuments. Not only that, they 
tend to ride for teams who also have  
strength in depth – Boonen sat back two 
years running at the Tour of Flanders as his 
rivals watched him, and he watched them, 
while his team-mate Stijn Devolder was up 
the road winning the race. 

In the flat Classics Boonen and Cancellara 
have dominated for many years. John 
Degenkolb and Alexander Kristoff, with  
two Milano-Sanremos, a Paris-Roubaix and  
a Tour of Flanders between them, look like 
taking over as the outright favourites in these 
races in the coming years. If Sky could sign  
a rider of this calibre, they’d win as many 
Monuments as they do Grand Tours.

IN A STAGE RACE, Sky suffocate the 
opposition with their train – a line of strong 
climbers keeping a fast, steady pace in the 
mountains. But the demands of one-day 
racing are different and the tactic of using a 
train rarely works. Sky have tried to impose 
these kinds of tactics in one-day races – the 
2010 Tour of Flanders is remembered for 
Fabian Cancellara and Tom Boonen’s long 
break, and for Cancellara’s win, but look 
further back in the race and Sky attempted 
to dictate tactics for a long time. They had 
riders on or near the front of the bunch for 
over 100km, setting Mat Hayman up for  
an attack before the Molenberg. But it was 
mistimed. When Cancellara and Boonen 
attacked on the Molenberg itself, Sky were 
already wasted, but it was on their watch 
that Cancellara and Boonen’s lead went out 
to 30 seconds and beyond. If they’d hidden 
away, and known better where to expend 
their resources, perhaps they could have 
closed the gap.

Especially in the Monuments, which are 
all extremely long, there comes a moment 
when leaders are simply isolated from  
their team-mates and have to do their own 
dirty work of chasing. The real Classics 
contenders know from years of experience 
when this is going to happen, and how  
to profit. In a Tour mountain stage, the 
physical demands are more predictable,  
plus chasing is always more regulated – 
riders are defending fourth or fifth place,  
or even a place in the top 10, whereas in  
a Classic, the win is all that counts. There 
tend to be more teams interested in chasing 
breaks in a stage race than in a one-day race.

3
THEY HAVE 

GOOD BUT NOT 
GREAT ONE-DAY 

RIDERS 

4
ONE-DAY RACES 

AREN’T STAGE 
RACES

 MILANO-SANREMO
2010 Juan Antonio Flecha 18th
2011 Edvald Boasson Hagen 30th
2012 Edvald Boasson Hagen 25th
2013 Ian Stannard 6th
2014 Ben Swift 3rd

2015 Ben Swift 13th

 TOUR OF FLANDERS
2010 Mat Hayman 13th
2011 Geraint Thomas 10th
2012 Edvald Boasson Hagen 19th
2013 Edvald Boasson Hagen 17th
2014 Geraint Thomas 8th

2015 Geraint Thomas 14th

 PARIS-ROUBAIX
2010 Juan Antonio Flecha 3rd

2011 Juan Antonio Flecha 9th
2012 Juan Antonio Flecha 4th
2013 Bernhard Eisel 12th
2014 Geraint Thomas 7th
2015 Luke Rowe 8th

 LIÈGE-BASTOGNE-LIÈGE
2010 Simon Gerrans 11th
2011 Rigoberto Urán 5th

2012 Lars Petter Nordhaug 20th
2013 Sergio Henao 16th
2014 Nathan Earle 70th
2015 Sergio Henao 7th

 IL LOMBARDIA
2010 Serge Pauwels 24th
2011 Rigoberto Urán 19th
2012 Rigoberto Urán 3rd

2013 Dario Cataldo 22nd
2014 Vasil Kiryienka 47th
2015 Mikel Nieve 6th

SKY’S 
RECORD 
IN THE 
MONUMENTS
Best rider each year

Below Sky work for 
Flecha, and Saxo work 

for Cancellara in 
Flanders 2010. The 

Swiss rider would win

Above A rare and 
well-earned one-day 

success: Ian Stannard, 
outnumbered, still wins 

Het Nieuwsblad 2015

In the Monuments, which are all extremely long, 
there comes a moment when leaders are simply 

isolated from their team-mates and have to  
do their own dirty work of chasing

CAN’T SKY WIN 
ONE-DAY RACES?

WHY



Geraint Thomas may  
be Sky’s best hope of a 
Monument win but his 
2016 focus on the Tour 
may dilute his challenge
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CAN’T SKY WIN 
ONE-DAY RACES?

WHY

SKY’S RECORD IN Paris-Roubaix is actually 
pretty good. They’ve had a rider in the top 
12 every year since 2010 – no other team 
can match that consistency. But while they 
always have a rider up there at the front, 
they don’t seem to be able to close the deal.

Sky’s head of performance operations, 
Rod Ellingworth, has talked about the need 
to learn the tactics and parcours of the 
Classics [see box] in the same way that Etixx, 
for example, have done. But Sky’s riders 
have been in a position to win, or at least put 
themselves in a very strong position to win, 
at the death of both Roubaix and the Tour  
of Flanders, but been affected by some kind 
of tactical brain freeze.

In Paris-Roubaix 2014, both Geraint 
Thomas and Bradley Wiggins made the 
decisive 11-man selection through the 
Carrefour de l’Arbre cobbled sector. Peter 
Sagan, John Degenkolb and Tom Boonen 
were in the group, so if it had come down  
to a sprint, these three would be the likely 
podium. But Boonen and Degenkolb also 
had team-mates in the shape of Niki 
Terpstra and Bert De Backer. This was 
crucial and Sky should have known it. 
Terpstra attacked, and De Backer wasn’t  
up to the task of chasing, which allowed 
Terpstra to stay away and win. One of 
Thomas and Wiggins should have marked 
the attack, and while it wouldn’t have been  
a foregone conclusion in the sprint, they 
would have achieved a much better result 
than seventh and ninth. A similar thing 

happened in the 2010 Flanders, when 
Thomas and Juan Antonio Flecha 
were in the final selection of 12 
riders, and came 10th and 11th.

DOES IT MATTER that Sky are hugely 
successful in stage races and less so  
in one-day races? It’s up to the team 
management to set their priorities and 
organise their performance. The team  
was born out of the British Cycling system 
of identifying targets and controlling the 
controllables, and the simple fact is that 
stage races are more controllable than 
one-day races. Of course Sky are better  
at stage racing.

The team usually has a presence at the 
front of the Monuments and Classics. 
Geraint Thomas won E3 last year, and was 
in at the kill at Milano-Sanremo and 
Gent-Wevelgem. Thomas broke away before 
the Poggio in Milano-Sanremo, was away 
alone up the climb, and was still first over 
the top. If the chase had faltered, you could 
say he wasn’t far off winning, although 

5
THE TACTICAL 

DEMANDS ARE VERY 
DIFFERENT

THE 
GOOD 
NEWS

Sky have beefed up their chances in the hilly Classics 
by signing Michał Kwiatkowski. The most important 

thing you need to win races is a race winner

tactically, you know the chase up the Poggio 
rarely falters, especially with a solo break.

Sky have also considerably beefed up 
their chances in the hilly Classics by signing 
Michał Kwiatkowski, and this could be the 
biggest admission that while developing 
systems and organising strategy is all well 
and good, the most important thing you 
need to win races is a race winner. 
Kwiatkowski is a former world champion 
and he won Amstel Gold last year.

But the Tour will remain their priority, 
and looking at the variety of races on  
the calendar, and the number of riders  
a WorldTour team is allowed to have  
(a maximum of 30), something has to  
give. It’s close to impossible to compete  
in GC, sprints and one-day races over the 
whole season, and Sky’s compromise until 
now has been one-day races. 

Will Sky win a Monument in 2016?  
Will they improve on their previous 
comparatively poor results in one-day  
races? While they are not far off, the bigger 
question for the management will be, can 
they realistically aim to do these things 
while guaranteeing their performance in  
the (to them) more important races, and 
especially the Tour de France? It says a lot 
about the reality of modern cycling, where 
no team can dominate in every field, that 
even the best cycling team in the world can’t 
be the best at everything. 

Below Michał 
Kwiatkowski, who won 

Amstel Gold in 2015, will  
help Sky’s challenge in 

the Ardennes races
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How close are you to winning  
a Monument?
I think we’re getting close. G 
[Geraint Thomas] has won E3.  
We were happy with that. Ian 
[Stannard]’s Het Nieuwsblad win 
was great and we’ve won Kuurne-
Brussels-Kuurne a couple of times. 
It’s a case of getting it right on the 
day but it’s not for lack of trying.

How would you assess Sky’s 
performance in one-day races 
since the team started?
I think we often have our guys on 
form but race knowledge is another 
thing. Take Etixx, who have grown 
up where the races happen. That 
makes a difference and we’re  
trying to catch up in terms of race 
knowledge and the demands of the 
parcours. We’ve gone well on a few 
occasions and the guys give their 
best. Tactically sometimes you get  
it wrong, so it’s a mix.

Does it matter that you win 
fewer one-day races?
We’re a WorldTour team and we  
go into every race with a plan to  
try and win it. Of course, every time 
you don’t win, you ask what has 
happened and look at it. I think we 
have been committed to our group 
of riders for the Classics and we’re 
still prepared to give them a good 
opportunity to try and win them.

So it does matter. These are  
some of the biggest bike races in  
the world, and people in the team 
are excited about them.

 
Why does the team not win 
many one-day races?
They are hard to win, aren’t they? 
Any race is hard to win. The 
difference is that it can come down 

to one mistake in a one-day race, 
and you’ve got no time to put it 
right. A great example was Chris’s 
win in the Dauphiné. With a couple 
of stages to go you’d say he wasn’t 
going to win but he fought hard, 
was determined, and pulled the 
result around. There are more 
opportunities to put things right  
in a stage race.

Is it possible to maintain the 
Grand Tour and stage race-
winning ability of the team,  
and build an equivalent one- 
day team?
One of the difficult things is that 
with the race programme and the 
number of riders you have, there  
is a compromise. Look at Etixx – 
they’re great at Classics, not so good 
at the Tour. Hardly any teams can 
win everything.

We don’t fill our roster with really 
punchy race winners. When you 
look at Etixx they rack up the wins 
because they have that kind of rider. 
We go a different way but we still  
go full-on for the Classics and try  
to win them. If Stannard, Geraint or 
Luke pulled off a Classic, it would be 
a great story and that is our dream.

In six years we’ve won three 
Tours, and some teams go their 
whole lifespan and don’t win a 
Grand Tour. But the Classics are  
a huge challenge and that makes it 
interesting. Personally, I love the 
Classics and I love being around 
them and working with the lads.

ONE DAY 
WE’LL WIN

If Stannard, Geraint, 
or Luke pulled off  
a Classic, it would be  
a great story and that  
is our dream.

Below Riding on the 
front does have 

advantages, such as 
avoiding delays at  

level crossings

Above Wiggins attacks 
in Paris-Roubaix, 2015, 

but it was Luke Rowe 
who was the team’s 

highest finisher, in 8th

Procycling asks Sky’s head of 
performance operations, Rod 
Ellingworth, why the team 
has less success in one-day 
races than stage races
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Procycling’s diarists bring you right into the heart of 
the peloton, with monthly dispatches and fascinating 

insight. Our 2016 selection is a broad cross-section, 
and each will bring a unique perspective

JOE DOMBROWSKI

MATT WHITE

MATTEO TOSATTO

HANNAH BARNES

C A N N O N D A L E  P R O  C YC L I N G

O R I C A  -  G R E E N E D G E

T I N KO F F  P R O  C YC L I N G

C A N Y O N - S R A M

One of the most intelligent and articulate riders in the WorldTour, Joe 
Dombrowski is also a rider of great potential, having won the Tour of Utah 

in 2015. With Cannondale, he’ll be targeting stage races this year

The Orica team manager is such a goldmine of anecdotes, we once 
considered running a series called “Matt White Stories”. His diary through 

the season will be a must-read, both for entertainment value and insight

They say that the older they get, the better they were. If that’s true in 
Matteo Tosatto’s case, 2016 should be a good season. The veteran Tinkoff 

rider is hoping to ride his 32nd and 33rd Grand Tour this year 

She’s got more national titles than we can shake a frame-fitting pump at, 
but Hannah Barnes is still only 22. Hannah will report back from her new 

team, Canyon-SRAM, and share her experiences of life on the road

I N T R O D U C I N G

PRO DIARIES
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PALMARÈS 2012  1st - GiroBio,  2012  4th - Tour of Utah,  2012  10th - USA Pro Cycling Challenge,  2015  7th - Tour de San Luis,  2015  4th - Tour of California,   
2015  2nd - National Road Race Championship,  2015  1st - Stage 6, Tour of Utah,  2015  1st - Tour of Utah    
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PRO DIARIES

oe Dombrowski has spent one season at Cannondale 
but already it’s difficult to imagine a better pairing of 
team and rider. Despite a swathe of personnel changes 
over the past couple of seasons Cannondale continues 
to march to a different beat to most WorldTour teams. 

That’s something that, from the outside at least, seems to suit the 
24-year-old’s thoughtful, slightly leftfield character. “It’s pretty 
relaxed, everybody has a good time and I think that suits me well.”

Upon his arrival in the WorldTour in 2013 at Team Sky, Dombrowski was 
heralded as a huge talent. However, he struggled to make the impact that his 
second on GC at the Giro della Valle d’Aosta in 2011 and victory in the Baby 
Giro a year later seemed to foretell. In the first year, he struggled to settle 
into a life alone in Europe and admitted feeling lonely in Nice, where he was 
and still is based. Going from “a small team in America to the biggest of big 
teams [Sky] was quite a shock,” he tells Procycling, but “I’m now at a point 
where I’m comfortable being there [Nice]. Now I’m sort of indifferent. I can 
be here or there, it’s sort of the same to me.”

Compounding the sense of unease and frustration, midway through year 
one at Sky, a crooked iliac artery in his left leg – which took a year to be 
identified and treated – meant his power output tended to fade the harder 
he worked. Invasive surgery and a six-week lay-off in the middle of 2014 to 
recuperate put the problem right but it meant that at the end of the year he 
had finished just two stage races and a handful of one-day events. Despite 
scant results, Dombrowski had several offers for  
a new contract. Eventually he settled upon Jonathan 
Vaughters’s offer and joined Cannondale-Garmin. 

The change in teams heralded an uplift in 
fortunes. There were no wild expectations on either 
side just, perhaps, a sense that the American needed 
a chance to re-rail a career that had gone slightly 
sideways at Sky. Still, he finished seventh at the Tour 
de San Luis, took his first professional victories and 
completed the Vuelta. “Looking back at last year, the 
objectives from my end were pretty much the same 
as what the team wanted me to do, which was get in 
my first Grand Tour, which I did with the Vuelta, and 
support the team leaders.” It was a success and he felt 
good late in the race. “It sounds strange when I tell 
people this but the third week of the Vuelta was 
easier for me maybe than the first week.”

Before the Vuelta, Dombrowski also took his  
first pro wins at the Tour of Utah. He assumed the 

JOE 
DOMBROWSKI

CANNONDALE PRO CYCLING

J

leadership in difficult circumstances 
when Tom Danielson announced he 
had failed a drugs test. Dombrowski 
won the key mountain stage to 
Snowbird on stage 6 and defended  
his GC lead to the finish. 

2016 will be a year of progression 
for Dombrowski. He’s armed with  
a plan that runs contrary to the 
prescription handed out to most of 
his fellow stage racers: to put on some 
weight and become a more complete 

rider, rather than just a light climber. He spent much of the winter in the 
gym putting on muscle and working on his flexibility in order to maintain 
power output in a more aerodynamic position. 

In the past he has struggled with the constant high-torque efforts when  
a peloton sprints out of corners and when the crosswinds blow. The extra 
weight and gym work aim to make him more robust, so that “I can become 
a good GC rider and not just a lightweight climber; somebody who can time 
trial, be good in the crosswinds and if there’s a cobbles stage [know] you’re 
going to make it through and survive – that is what I’m aiming towards.” 

For Dombrowski, all roads lead to the Giro, via Comunitat Valenciana, 
Catalunya and Romandie. In Italy he will ride in support of Rigoberto Urán.

Giro success will be measured by whether he can help Urán in the hard 
final week of the race. “First and foremost is being there with Rigo, when it 
gets down to that 15 or 20-rider front group and still being around to help.”

Dombrowski is characteristic of the handful of well-educated Americans 
in the WorldTour these days. He was enrolled in an economics degree when 
the opportunity to ride for Axel Merckx’s development team presented 
itself. As the excellent results mounted he made the “big decision” to put  
his studies on hold indefinitely and turn professional. “My parents – I don’t 
know if they were quite as on board as I was,” he says, with a chuckle. 

And in the short period he spent in the peloton so far he’s recruited 
numerous fans attracted by his mature and incisive analysis of his job 
– which he clearly relishes – something he’s bound to bring to his diary.

CHARLY WEGELIUS Director Sportif, Cannondale Pro Cycling 

Physiology won’t limit Joe but he 
must become more efficient in the 
race environment.

“When we spoke about objectives before last 
season with Joe, it wasn’t about given results at 
any races, it was just to be able to string together  
a complete season, with appropriate rest, to get 
the racing days consistently under his belt.
“Joe’s engine and his physiological capabilities 
aren’t going to be his limiting factor but it’s the 
racing environment, with lots of pace changes,  
that can be a bit tough for him. A rider can place 
himself at the correct place in a race with a big 
energy cost or they can do it efficiently and luckily 
we’ve got riders who can do it in a really smart 

way, like Langeveld, Navardauskas and Bauer. 
They’re all very skilled at that so I think Joe’s got  
a good crew who he can learn that from. 

“I don’t think he lacks toughness. What I do 
think he has in his favour is empathy and if he 
hopes to become a leading rider in the future that 
empathy is going to gain him social capital with  
his team-mates. Someone who understands the 
people around him gets more out of them. 

“He had a first experience of a three-week race 
last year at the Vuelta, which is another box he’s 
ticked. Joe’s still in a development phase so I think 
it is counter-productive to put really specific 
result-based goals on him this year but [at the 
Giro] we expect him to be competitive in the hills 
and be of support to Rigoberto Urán.”
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elaxed, outgoing and a subscriber to the ‘work hard, 
play hard’ ethos. It’s a set of attributes that could be 
equally applied to Orica-GreenEdge the team or its 
driving force, the lead sport director, Matt White. 
White is known as one of the best man managers in  

the WorldTour. His long career as a professional, his interest in 
sports psychology and his strong, galvanising character have helped 
him to create the squad that took 28 wins last year and 129 since its 
formation in 2012. Orica-GreenEdge without Matt White would be  
a totally different proposition. 

As the lead director on the Australian team, the 41-year-old has overall 
responsibility for putting together the race schedule for the team’s 25 riders 
and helps set the ‘global direction’ of the team. He does more race days than 
the team’s other directors and gets behind the wheel at the Australian races 
in January, through Milano-Sanremo, Tirreno-Adriatico, the hilly Classics, 
the Giro, the Dauphiné, Tour and the late-season one-day races. Then he 
prepares the squad for the World Championships team time trial. Despite 
the diversity of the role and the length of the season, White says he gets the 
biggest buzz from the simple day-to-day dealing with the riders.

“Every team has its ups and downs and it’s a challenge but I thrive on it.  
I enjoy being around the guys and I enjoy working with the staff,” he says. 

White was instrumental in the establishment of Orica-GreenEdge. In the 
year before the team’s formation in 2011, he identified and recruited many 
of the personnel who would run and ride for the 
team. “A lot of them have worked with me in the past 
and I think we’ve created a really enjoyable culture  
in which to work.” He stood down from the role in 
October 2012, when he admitted to doping while 
riding for US Postal, but was reinstated in June 2013.  
“Two or three staff have left the team in four years. 
Being with the team since inception and creating the 
team is something I’m very proud of.” 

Perhaps White’s greatest strength is as a motivator. 
His style is familiar, fraternal, empathetic and based 
on his experience as a professional himself for a 
decade. On retiring from Discovery Channel in 
December 2007, he was in the team car at Garmin 
the following month. He was a director at big races 
almost immediately and stayed for three years. The 
transition between riding and direction was perhaps 
eased by the fact he was instructing his experienced 
former team-mates who were also his friends: riders 
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such as David Millar and Christian Vande Velde.  
He admits that now, as the age gap to the youngest 
riders widens, it is becoming harder to connect with 
and motivate the neophytes. “The way you speak to  
a 35-year-old is different to the way you speak to 
21-year-old,” he says. 

His solution is to be transparent. “You’ve got to be 
yourself. We have openness in this team. Not everyone 
is as outgoing or as talkative as I am but we’ve got to 
encourage people to express themselves in meetings  
or briefings so you can learn who people are,” he says.

White believes sports teams could gain an edge by 
making use of psychology to improve performance – 

something that he claims is over-looked. “I think it’s neglected in male 
sport a lot and I think it’s something that can have a big effect on the team 
atmosphere and especially on individuals’ performances,” he says.  In 2011, 
as he worked on establishing GreenEdge for the following year, he spoke  
to coaches in hockey, AFL, rugby league and other team sports to see what 
strategies he could apply to his team. And in 2016, he will be starting a 
formal, remote study degree – one course a semester. “I’ve done a lot of 
reading and talking to other coaches from other sports because I think  
in cycling how you deal with athletes is changing.” 

What does success look like for White in 2016?  He insists the team will 
not measure success in bald terms – the number of victories at the end of 
the season, and which is down by about five races on its three-year average 
– but rather in the continued progression of its key riders such as the Yates 
twins and Chaves standing on stage race podiums. But with riders such  
as Ewan, Matthews and Gerrans – born winners to a man – the victories 
should start flowing early and consistently.  

However, the problem that seemed to be occupying White before  
a pedal had been turned in a race was the nagging question of how to  
retain the Yates twins at the end of the year when their contract ends. 

“The biggest challenge for us at the end of 2016 is keeping them.  
I think we’ve done very well on the old Moneyball side of things – we’ve 
bought very well in the last four years and we’re coming to a point where  
it’s time to judge people’s financial interest and 
their individual goals,” he says.

Matt’s strength is making decisions 
and sticking to them – everyone 
knows what they’re doing.
  
“Matt’s biggest skill is that he has the balls to make 
decisions and stick to them. He makes a plan and 
gives everyone a job. For some DS’s if there’s a 
couple of leaders they can’t make a decision of 
who to work for. But [with Matt] everyone knows 
their job. He’s a strong leader and if the plan 
doesn’t work, he accepts responsibility for it.

“Matt researches targets very thoroughly, so if 
the team has a target, they know about it well in 
advance. By the team meeting, it’s him telling you 
what’s going on and there doesn’t really need to 
be much talk among the riders because he’s 

already got a plan. But of course he’ll discuss the 
plan with that particular leader in advance.

“It’s no accident the team’s got the personality 
and character it has. All the top managers from 
Shayne Bannan through Gerry Ryan, Matt Wilson 
and Matt White, said at the beginning; ‘This is how 
the team is going to act and this is the feeling in 
the team.’ We were told how it was going to be.

“In the beginning a lot of us were peers who 
had raced with him, like Stuart O’Grady, Matt 
Wilson and myself. When he became our boss, he 
made a concerted effort to step away from us a 
little bit. He was obliged to not be one of the boys. 
He still has a joke with the boys but he’s definitely 
the boss and he doesn’t let friendships get in the 
way of what he is doing.”

BADEN COOKE EX ORICA-GREENEDGE PRO
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CAREER HISTORY 1999  1st - Stage 6, Tour de Suisse,  2001  10th - Tour de Picardie,  2003  7th - Quatre Jours de Dunkerque,  2003  9th - Tour of Belgium,   

2004  9th - Trofeo Luis Puig,  2005  5th - Australian National Road Race Championship,  2005  1st - Stage 4, Tour Down Under
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PALMARÈS  2000  1st - Stage 4, Paris-Nice,  2001  1st - Stage 12, Giro d’Italia,  2002  1st - Coppa Placci,  2004  1st - Giro di Toscana,   

2004  1st - GP Kanton Aargau,  2006  1st - Stage 18, Tour de France,  2008  4th - Giro del Lazio,  2012  7th - Paris-Roubaix  
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e should cherish Matteo Tosatto. The 41-year-old 
Tinkoff domestique is the only surviving rider in  
the current WorldTour to ride in a bygone era of the 
sport. Tosatto was just getting his career going when 
names like Claudio Chiappucci, Evgeni Berzin and his 

particular hero, Gianni Bugno  – “such elegance and class” – were 
winding theirs down. Tosatto rode in the same peloton and rubbed 
shoulders with a generation of riders who felt more affinity with 
cycling in the 1970s and 80s rather than the sport of today.

Tosatto started his first Tour de France in 1997 as a first year professional 
with the MG-Technogym outfit – a rare achievement that is a source of 
enduring pride for the rider from Veneto in north-east Italy. Since then, 
he has started 31 Grand Tours and finished all but five of them. He is 
therefore the most experienced Grand Tour domestique in the peloton 
right now and should provide a window onto the sport’s changing face 
over the years.

He might be a veteran but he is no relic. Tosatto says he remains as 
passionate and committed to racing and training as he was 10 years ago, 
even if the sport is much more regimented and prescribed than when he 
started out. And the day before we spoke to him, in early January, he had 
been on a five-and-a-half-hour training ride in temperatures around 
freezing point. He did not resent the commitment – he relished it, in fact. 
He says the source of his motivation has changed over the years. Even 
though he was already an established domestique 
15 years ago, the rare prospect of success was still  
a carrot worth chasing. He got the odd win, too, 
most notably a stage of the Giro in 2001 and a  
Tour stage in 2006. Now it’s the charisma and 
enthusiasm of leaders – particularly Alberto 
Contador – and the knowledge that he is working 
towards clearly defined goals that drive him on.  
“As you get older, you have to be more careful with 
your nutrition, your daily schedule, your sleeping 
hours, in general you have to live the life of a top 
athlete and abide to stricter rules,” he said last year. 
Age has not led to a reduced workload. In 2015, he 
did 76 race days that included all the big Classics 
and the Giro and the Tour. If health and fitness 
hold, he will do a similar schedule in 2016.  

He can’t speak highly enough of Contador, for 
whom he has worked since 2011, when they both 
joined Saxo Bank. “Alberto is incredible at 

MATTEO 
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motivating the team. Incredible, because he is always 
very, very strong and he takes time to speak to us all 
the time and thank us for our work.” 

Tosatto appreciates the human touch in his 
directors. He says the best director sportif he ever 
worked with – and he’s had a few in his 20-year career 
– was the late Franco Ballerini, Italy’s national coach, 
who directed the squadra azzurra to four rainbow 
jerseys between 2002 and 2008. Tosatto was a 
member of every winning team in that period. “Every 
night he spent 10, 20 minutes with every rider, finding 
out how they were doing. He was brilliant,” he said. 

At the end of January the Italian will join Contador and the rest of the 
Tinkoff Tour group for a training camp on Mount Teide. His aim is to be 
in top form for the French race, where he will be by the Spaniard’s side for 
what is likely to be his last attempt to win the yellow jersey. We couldn’t 
help but compare Tosatto’s labrador-like enthusiasm to be off training 
with the reluctance that other riders convey when faced with a trip to  
the windy mountain island. “I have no trouble with lots of travel or long 
training sessions at all,” shrugged Tosatto. 

But age has caught up in Tosatto in one respect. Though he’s an 
accomplished Classics rider and he waxes lyrical about Milano-Sanremo 
and Paris-Roubaix, he will not ride them. His appetite for risks in those 
races has diminished says team DS, Steven de Jongh. 

At the start of his 20th year, Tosatto says he is not, for the moment, 
considering his retirement – he just wants to get stuck into the racing and 
be useful. He does admit, however, that he has started making plans for 
life after the bike and has “two or three options” to consider when the 
moment to hang up those wheels finally does arrive. His most favoured 
course is to start sharing his experience with U23 riders, not sliding 
behind the wheel of a WorldTour team car, though he admits that is  
also a possibility. He says he still feels like one of the lads and is able  
to connect with young riders in their early 20s. One thing is definite; 
positivity abounds from the 41-year-old who has lost none of his 
enthusiasm for the sport despite two decades at 
the highest level.

“I raced with Matteo for four years at the Quick 
Step team and I know he is a guy who knows 
how to survive in a bike race. And if we say  
to Matteo at the team meeting, ‘Make sure that 
Alberto [Contador] is in no problem here, here, 
and at this point,’ you can trust that it’s going  
to happen.

“We have no trouble giving advice to Matteo  
but at the same time if Matteo wants to bring 
something up in team meetings because he 
thinks it’s important that’s fine, we listen. It  
feels like we’ve got an extra sports director  
out there in the race, on the bike. 

“Matteo’s role is to be a super domestique for 
the team and we have no fear that he will not 
fulfil his tasks. Last year when we saw the first 

flat 10 days of the Tour we had no hesitation in 
selecting Matteo. He’s very professional and 
knows exactly what he needs to do to be in  
top shape for a race. He’s got so many years  
of good training in him that he will always 
deliver a really decent level.

“It doesn’t often happen but he is also the  
first person to say if he cannot do something  
on a given day. Or, ‘I feel bad.’ If he says that  
you know something’s up. 

“We really think Matteo has come to an  
age now where the Classics are too much for  
him – some of the guys are taking massive  
risks and he is not one of them, so he will aim  
to be in top shape for the Tour with Alberto  
and the Giro as well.”

STEVE DE JONGH Director Sportif - Tinkoff Pro Cycling 
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annah Barnes secured the biggest victory of her career 
when, shortly after her 22nd birthday, she outkicked a 
field of top sprinters to take the final stage of the Aviva 
Women’s Tour in Hemel Hempstead last year. The win 
– plus taking the best young rider jersey – was a useful 

reminder of Barnes’s status as one of Britain’s most exciting up-and-
coming riders after a long spell in America, where she had been 
working the criterium circuit. It was also the moment she decided  
to pursue a return to Europe in 2016. “Europe is the place to be and 
that’s when I felt I was ready to come back,” she told Procycling. 

But back to the start of Barnes’s competitive career. Almost as soon as she 
was racing, she was winning. As a junior between 2009 and 2011, national 
titles across a range of disciplines – road, track and cross – piled up. In 2011 
she won the National Circuit Race, TT, Scratch and Points race titles. They 
were results that pushed her into European racing the following year but  
it was too much too soon and victories that had flowed regularly were 
conspicuous by their absence in 2012. The step up was too big for the 
first-year senior on the small Ibis Cycles team. Undaunted, Barnes 
regrouped and returned to domestic racing with MG-Maxifuel in 2013 
where she rediscovered the winning habit. She dominated the Johnson 
Health Tech Series, won the prestigious London Nocturne in controversial 
circumstances and took victory in the National Criterium Championship 
– her 22nd national title. At the end of the year UnitedHealthcare, attracted 
by her strong crit credentials, came up with the best 
offer and a chance to race Stateside. 

America was a valuable experience for the 
Northamptonshire rider, who is also an alumna of 
the Dave Rayner Fund. She enjoyed being aboard the 
UHC blue train as the team crisscrossed America but 
admits the “travel did get to me in the end.” 

The win in Hemel Hempstead gave her both  
the confidence to pursue a return to Europe and  
a world-class result she could point to when 
petitioning team managers for a contract. 

And it was Ronny Lauke, the team manager who 
resurrected the Canyon-SRAM team from the 
Velocio-SRAM outfit, who gave Barnes the nod  
and a chance to ride alongside big names such as  
Lisa Brennauer, Elena Cecchini and the supremely 
experienced Trixi Worrack.  

What made the contract even more impressive 
was that Barnes had not raced since August and the 
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Women’s USA Pro Challenge where she crashed and broke the 
talus bone in her ankle. 

The weight-bearing bone takes a notoriously long time to heal 
and Barnes, even in mid-January, had only just received the 
all-clear to start gentle indoor training again. It’s been a very 
frustrating five months for Barnes who has had to watch from  
the sidelines as her new squad gears up for the season ahead. It’s 
unlikely she will pin a number on before late March, though even 
that rough date is subject to change.  

“At the pre-season camp, I didn’t know how I was going to be 
able to cope with 12 days in a hotel on Majorca while everyone’s 
out riding but it turned out really well and I got to know 
everyone. I’m pleased I stayed for the whole thing,” she said. 

“We went through the schedule for the whole year. It’s difficult. You 
usually get to the start of the year knowing what races you’ll be doing.  
I don’t, unfortunately. There are a few races I’d like to target. I’d love to go  
to the Olympics but I don’t know. I’ve not found out when the selection date 
is, so if it happens, it happens but I’m not going to stress about it too much.”

If all this sounds daunting – a young rider playing catch-up in a new team 
of big hitters – Barnes didn’t betray any sign of nerves. In fact, she is already 
looking beyond her return and the chance to soak up the experience from 
her team-mates: “I feel I’ve still a lot of learning to do and I also feel I’m on 
the best team for that.”

In particular, she says she needs to work on her bunch positioning.  
“I found in America the roads are a lot wider and the peloton is a lot smaller 
so you kind of switch off a bit because you can get to the front in two 
seconds. That’s what I’m really going to have to work on.”

And beyond that, Barnes even hopes that she will get the chance to 
experience captaincy. “I’d like to go to a few races with responsibility and be 
able to handle the pressure in certain situations,” she admitted. “I’m sure I’ll 
learn a lot and develop,” Barnes said.

It’s Barnes’s second attempt at cracking Europe. This time around, 
frustrating injury aside, she is more mature and better equipped to take on 
the rigours and pressures of a season at the highest level. It will be a year of 
discovery for Barnes, at the end of which she hopes she will have started to 
reserve her place in the WorldTour for a long career  
ahead. We’re looking forward to sharing it with her.

We want to expose Hannah to 
different types of racing to see  
where she can grow most.  

“What I like about Hannah is that she has found  
her own way, her own path, at a young age  
already and she has committed to that. And  
from what I’ve seen from the outside, she has 
done it without much support from British Cycling. 
So she found the way herself, instead of waiting 
around for someone to push her about, and that 
shows initiative.

“The only thing I know about her really is that 
she’s a young rider and that she has shown some 
sprint abilities and that she is technically in a good 
space. But honestly, at the moment, I don’t know 

where else we can bring her up. I’m keeping an 
open mind about whether she can be a time 
triallist, should we improve her sprinting, does  
she become a Classics rider or is she able to be  
a stage race rider?

“I don’t want to put limits on her right now, I just 
want to give her opportunities and a chance to  
fit into the team and learn. 

“I believe the personality of each individual 
within the team is super-important and when  
I choose riders a lot of it is down to gut feeling 
about who to take onto the team. Hannah is not  
a loudmouth but nor is she shy – she is reserved  
at first when she is getting to know a person and 
thinks a lot about what she is saying and rather 
what she doesn’t say.”

RONNY LAUKE TEAM MANAGER CANYON-SRAM
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PALMARÈS 2014  1st - Stage 1, Tour Femenino de San Luis,  2014  3rd - Stage 1, The Women’s Tour,   2015  1st - GP San Luis Femenino,  2015  1st - Stage 1, Tour Femenino de San Luis,  

2015  1st - Stage 2, Tour Femenino de San Luis,  2015  1st - Stage 4, Tour of the Gila,  2015  1st - Stage 5, Aviva Women’s Tour,  2015   5th - Aviva Women’s Tour
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CLASHES 
OF 2016

Procycling looks at the rivalries which will 
define the coming season, in the Classics, 

Grand Tours and sprints, and predicts which 
up-and-coming riders will shine

WORDS: Peter Cossins, Sam Dansie, Daniel Friebe, 
Richard Moore, Edward Pickering
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tim De Waele
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Tinkov’s blaze 
of inglory
Throughout the 2015 
season, Oleg Tinkov’s 
default response to any 
enquiry about cycling’s 

business model was a sneer of disdain. In 
May, he told La Gazzetta dello Sport that 
his team was a “toy”, and that “you can get 
bored with toys.” So it was not much of  
a surprise when he said late last year that 
he would pack up his play-mat at the end 
of 2016, and neither should it be when he 
goes out with a provocative flourish in a 
few months’ time. Exactly what form the 
parting bombardment will take is 
anyone’s guess, but hard hats should 
surely be de rigueur at UCI HQ.

Mikel Landa to win the Giro
A week into last year’s Giro d’Italia, Mikel 
Landa’s agent named an ambitious price 
of €400,000 a year for a rider who, in four 
years as a pro, had amassed three race 
wins. A week later the tariff had doubled, 
and, after three weeks, on the third step of 
the Giro podium in Milan, Landa wore  
a seven-figure price tag. Sky chief Dave 
Brailsford had been following Landa for 
years and took another dip into the 
Murdoch millions, once again blessing the 
power of Pounds Sterling. The signs from 
last year’s Giro and Vuelta, where Landa 
was  restricted by team duties, are that 
Brailsford has got himself a rider who can 
outclimb Nibali, Valverde and Tom 
Dumoulin to win the 2016 Giro.

Max Walscheid: Germany’s 
next great sprinter.
Having now got itself a team (Giant), and  
a Grand Départ (Düsseldorf 2017), what 
Germany really needs is a Tour de France 
contender. There’s currently no-one on 
the horizon. The better news is that the 
land which gave us Ludwig, Zabel, Greipel 
and Kittel may have produced a worthy 
heir to those sprinters in Giant’s Max 
Walscheid. A tower of a young man 
standing 199 centimetres tall, Walscheid 
dished out comprehensive beatings to 
John Degenkolb and the team’s other 
sprinters and finisseurs at their training 
camps in Calpe, Spain, this winter.

The Richie Porte/
Tejay van Garderen 
cohabitation will 
not be productive
I think the Australian and 
American are so similar 

in their talents and ability that I can’t quite 
see the point of having them in the same 
team. Both can time trial, both are stayers 
in the mountains, rather than attackers, 
and both will likely target the Tour de 
France. Assuming Porte has been hired for 
his race-winning ability, rather than in the 
same role as he played at Team Sky, as a 
Grand Tour domestique de luxe, it’s likely 
that BMC will end up with two riders near 
the front of the Tour, and all the split work 
and divided priorities that entails. Van 
Garderen’s Tour pedigree is better than 
Porte’s, and he could probably do without 
the distraction of having to prove that he 
deserves the support.

Caleb Ewan is going to win 
a lot of races
No Tour de France stage yet - it takes time 
to adjust to the higher intensity and even 
Mark Cavendish took a beating from the 
race in 2007. But elsewhere, I can see 
Ewan winning a lot. He’s chosen his team 
well – Orica have a strong tradition of 
sprint leadouts, and the management are 
developing a reputation as the best 
nurturers of young talent in the peloton, 
not putting undue pressure on any of 
their riders. I get the same impression of 
pure acceleration and sprinting form from 
Ewan as I did from Cavendish in his first 
couple of seasons.

The Tour de France is 
going to be close
I think Froome has peaked, and Quintana 
is still improving. If it’s a straight physical 
battle, there won’t be much to choose 
between them. Team support and the 
ability to get through the flat stages 
unscathed will be more important than 
ever. Contador is past his best, while I 
think Nibali has had his Tour victory, and 
won’t win it again. Fabio Aru is the 
unknown quantity, but I think the time 
trials and higher intensity and pressure at 
the Tour will find him out this year.

Bouhanni to 
dominate the 
sprints.
Nacer Bouhanni will win 
early and often in 2016, 
bringing good ROI at the 

Tour for Cofidis. He surely exhausted all 
his bad luck last year (10 falls) and his 
sprint train got its act together. Mark 
Cavendish and Marcel Kittel moving 
teams means inevitable disruption and 
could provide a gap in the early season for 
Bouhanni to make hay, and confidence is 
the sprinter’s friend. It’s difficult to gauge 
Ewan’s impact, and even his team are 
unsure about what he will achieve in the 
WorldTour next year. André Greipel, 
confident and settled, is another big rival 
but at 33 time is not on his side.
 
Valverde will burn out this year
Alejandro Valverde, for once, has bitten 
off more than he can chew. Surely? The 
Movistar man’s schedule is ambitious.  
A Flanders debut, the hilly Classics, a Giro 
debut, a support role at the Tour and a tilt 
at the Olympics represents a huge body of 
work. He’s barely raced in Italy, meaning 
he’s an old dog learning new tricks there 
and that’s going to cost energy. There’s a 
touch of the bucket list about his season. 
Meanwhile other riders, namely Froome 
and Contador, are trimming back their 
programme in 2016. Having said all that, 
Valverde’s durability and resilience is  
a marvel and if he pulls it off, fair play.   
 
The Classics belong 
to the new generation
There’s a fine tradition of elder statesmen 
schooling up-and-comers in the Classics 
when everybody says they’re past it. But 
this time around there’ll be no fairytale 
ending for Fabian Cancellera and Tom 
Boonen. Both these riders have taken their 
knocks in the last 12 months, but more 
than that, the lust for the fight seems to 
have gone. Meanwhile the threat posed  
by the current champions John 
Degenkolb and Alexander Kristoff plus 
perennial runners-up, Peter Sagan, Sep 
Vanmarcke and Greg Van Avermaet 
represents an already well-populated  
field of established favourites.
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ach season the hype that 
builds around the Spring 
Classics begins earlier 
than ever. For the 2016 
season, it started not long 

after Peter Sagan crossed the line to 
claim the world title in Richmond, 
putting an end to the hoodoo that 
appeared to be affecting the Slovak’s 
interests in the major one-day races. 
So often the nearly man, Sagan has 
subsequently been anointed as  
the sport’s outstanding superstar, 
apparently set to sweep aside the 
established order in between pulling 
wheelies and lip-syncing Travolta 
impersonations.

Yet before assessing the prospects 
for Sagan, his likely rivals for success 
in the Spring Classics and the 
up-and-comers who might emerge 
as the kings of the one-day scene, 
let’s remember those who already 
hold that status and are preparing to 
stand aside after years of triumphant 
campaigning. This spring will bring 
down the final curtain on Fabian 
Cancellara’s Classics career, while  
his long-time rival Tom Boonen has 
indicated that he won’t be too far 
behind ‘Spartacus’ in calling an end 
to his time as a professional cyclist. 

Between them, the Swiss and  
the Belgian have racked up an 
astonishing 14 victories in the major 

Spring Classics. Cancellara outdoes 
Boonen at Milano-Sanremo thanks 
to a single success in 2008, the pair 
are tied at three wins each in the Tour 
of Flanders, while Boonen’s four 
Paris-Roubaix wins put him one 
ahead of his long-time rival in  
the collection of cobbled 
trophies. (Boonen has also 
won the Worlds road race, 
while Cancellara has 
numerous other 
achievements, so a straight 
comparison is complicated.)

Both riders will go into 
the 2016 Classics with their 
possibilities dimmed by 
injuries sustained in crashes 
during the latter half of last 
season. But both are on the 
way back. Of the pair, 
Cancellara appears best set 
to thwart the likes of Sagan, 
John Degenkolb and 

Alexander Kristoff by adding an 
eighth victory in the Monuments  
to his palmarès. Thanks to his 
crash-induced early exit from the 
Tour de France last year, followed  
by an equally premature, illness-
induced exit from the Vuelta a 
España, Cancellara ended the 2015 
season physically and mentally fresh, 
albeit frustrated by his luck. 

Buoyed by Trek’s new co-
sponsorship deal with Segafredo 
and, particularly, by his team’s 
recently established coaching and 
training relationship with the Mapei 
Training Centre, where he started his 
career back in 2000, Cancellara will 
be among the favourites at Sanremo, 
Flanders and Roubaix. He turns 35 
the day before the first of those 

Monuments, and the 
Swiss can also draw on 
plenty of experience 
within his team, notably 
two-time Flanders 
champion Stijn Devolder. 
Cancellara would take a 
victory in any of them  
but a fourth triumph  
in the Ronde would be 
especially sweet as it 

would establish him as the all-time 
most successful rider in that race.

Boonen, too, could take that 
record, although his recent results 
suggest that the 35-year-old Belgian 
is past his best. You have to go back 
to 2012 for the last time that he 
finished on the podium in a major 
Classic. Although apparently 
recovered from the effects of a heavy 
crash at October’s Abu Dhabi Tour, 
save for permanent damage to his 
hearing, Boonen’s best hope of 
ending that barren stretch lies in the 
Etixx-Quick Step team’s all-round 
strength, which runs as deeps as ever. 
Niki Terpstra, Zdenek Stybar, Yves 
Lampaert and Matteo Trentin are  
just the most obvious names in the 
Belgian team’s line-up, which seems 

E

Despite the sheen that the rainbow 
bands have added to his status, Sagan  
is the one who has the most to prove

 2016 is going to see the last head- 
to-head battle between two of 
cycling’s best ever Classics riders, 
Tom Boonen and Fabian Cancellara

 Peter Sagan, world 
champion, will be hoping to 
break his Monuments duck  
in the 2016 season

If the Grand Tours are cycling’s 
soap operas, then the Classics are 

its thrillers and the contenders 
for star billing in 2016 are  
more numerous than ever

ONE-DAY 
WONDERS

C L A S S I C S

WORDS: Peter Cossins
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tim De Waele
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 Sky’s Kwiatkowski  
is hugely talented but 
may have to choose 
between Classics and 
stage races

 It was a running joke 
that Sagan always 
comes second but  
he got the last laugh 
at the 2015 Worlds

may cloak this weakness but the 
Slovak may return to the familiar 
scenario where there is always one 
man who has the edge on him.

As for Degenkolb and Kristoff, the 
German and Norwegian look very 
well matched in every way. With 
experience, success and strong 
back-up to bolster their own ability, 
they should be prominent again. 
However, it will be interesting to see 

whether the loss of the hugely 
influential Luca Paolini has an 
impact on Kristoff and how 
Degenkolb bears the weight of 
outright leadership now that  
Marcel Kittel has moved on.

Looking at those on the next rung 
down, it only looks a matter of time 
before Greg Van Avermaet finally 
bags a title bigger than his 2011 
success at Paris-Tours. Third at 

Flanders and Roubaix last 
year, the 29-year-old Belgian 
will benefit from the return 
of his BMC team-mate 
Taylor Phinney at Roubaix 
and will form an intriguing 
tandem with compatriot 
Philippe Gilbert at Sanremo. 
But Flanders looks like  
the race that suits his 
puncheur’s style the best.  
A partnership with Gilbert 
at the Ronde would seem to 

suit both riders’ prospects but Van 
Avermaet is rumoured to be less than 
keen on allowing his team-mate into 
the mix on the bergs and cobbles. 

Among the others hoping for a 
long-expected breakthrough in the 
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Monuments are 
LottoNL-Jumbo’s Sep 
Vanmarcke and anyone 
on Team Sky. Belgian 
Vanmarcke has endured 
a heap of bad luck since 

his very narrow loss to Cancellara  
in the 2013 edition of Roubaix. 
Surprisingly quick in a sprint at the 
end of the toughest races, Vanmarcke 
will lead his team from Het 
Nieuwsblad through to the Amstel 
Gold Race, a responsibility that 
highlights his versatility but also  
his Dutch team’s lack of options

As for Sky, the British squad have 
lost Bradley Wiggins but have gained 
more one-day options as they 
continue to seek a first major  
Classics success thanks to the arrival 
of 2014 world champion Michał 
Kwiatkowski. Past performances 
suggest that the Pole could be  
a contender for any one of the 
Monuments if he were to forsake  
his Grand Tour ambitions. Will Sky 
point him in this direction? Possibly 
not but given the opportunity  
he could boost their ambitions at 
Sanremo. He will definitely do so  
for the Amstel Gold Race and in the 
Ardennes, where Sky have generally 
failed to perform.

Turning to those hilly Classics, it  
is hard to see past the established 
names when considering potential 

likely to be boosted at Roubaix by 
some very significant horsepower in 
the shape of Tony Martin. Holding 
twice as many aces as a normal pack, 
Etixx are the team to watch in the 
Spring Classics, which will boost 
Boonen’s prospects, but perhaps 
only as much as those of several  
of his team-mates.

Turning from the team to the 
individuals to watch, the riders 
currently bidding to replace 
Cancellara and Boonen as the  
kings of the northern Classics are 
Degenkolb, Kristoff and Sagan. All 
three have impressive records at 
Sanremo and over the cobbles at 
Flanders and Roubaix. Yet, despite 
the sheen that the rainbow bands 
have added to his status, Sagan is  
the one who has the most to prove. 

Like Degenkolb and Kristoff, 
Sagan can count on absolute support 
from his team-mates. Unfortunately 
for the world champion, Tinkoff’s 
roster doesn’t have the same quality 
as either Degenkolb’s Giant-Alpecin 
or Kristoff’s Katusha when it comes 
to these races. Indeed, Matti 
Breschel’s departure to Cannondale 
has exacerbated this deficit. The 
exuberance Sagan will gain by 
competing in the rainbow jersey  

Kwiatkowski could be a contender for 
any one of the Monuments if he were 

to forsake his Grand Tour ambitions

 BMC have talent  
to burn but the key 

will be finding a way 
for their riders’ 

ambitions to coexist
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victors. The form of Philippe Gilbert, 
Movistar’s Alejandro Valverde and 
Orica-GreenEdge’s Simon Gerrans 
will peak as usual for Amstel, Flèche 
Wallonne and Liège-Bastogne-Liège. 
Of the younger guard, Gerrans’s 
team-mate Michael Matthews has 
shown he’s got the ability, strength 
and speed to compete with the very 
best in these Classics. Matthews is 
also a good bet for Sanremo, where 
he came third in 2015. His silver 
medal at the World Championships, 
taken by winning the bunch sprint, 
demonstrated his staying power.

Like Orica, Etixx-Quick Step can 
offer a potent twin threat in the form 
of star signing, 2013 Liège champion 
Dan Martin, and Julian Alaphilippe, 
last year’s Flèche and Liège runner-
up, whose punchy style and fast 
finish makes him the best placed  
of the new wave of French riders to 
end their nation’s drought in the 
Monuments, which still extends  
back to Laurent Jalabert’s Giro di 
Lombardia victory in 1997. 

In addition to Alaphilippe, France 
can look to a number of other riders 

for hope of ending that dreadful run. 
Romain Bardet impressed in Liège 
last season with a sixth place to go 
with his 10th the year before. His 
hopes have only increased with the 
emergence of Ag2r team-mate Alexis 
Vuillermoz, whose victory on the 
Tour de France stage to the hill above 
Mûr-de-Bretagne points him out as 
an Ardennes pretender. 

C L A S S I C S 
W I N N E R S

8 WINS TOM BOONEN 
 (Etixx-Quick Step)

7 WINS FABIAN CANCELLARA 
 (Trek Factory Racing)

4 WINS PHILIPPE GILBERT 
 (BMC)

3 WINS ALEJANDRO VALVERDE 
 (Movistar)

2 WINS MARK CAVENDISH 
 (Dimension Data)

 JOHN DEGENKOLB 
 (Giant-Alpecin)

 STIJN DEVOLDER 
 (Trek Factory Racing)

 SIMON GERRANS 
 (Orica-GreenEdge)

 ALEXANDER KRISTOFF 
 (Katusha)

 DAN MARTIN 
 (Etixx-Quick Step)

 JOAQUIM RODRÍGUEZ 
 (Katusha)

WorldTour riders who have 
won a Monument or a World 

Championships RR 

WT riders who have won a 
Monument, Worlds, WT 

one-day race or Paris-Tours

France also provides an 
intriguing dark horse for 
several of the Classics in 
Tony Gallopin. Since his 
Tour stage win and brief 
spell in the yellow jersey in 

2014, the 27-year-old Lotto-Soudal 
puncheur has grown in stature. Over 
that period, he has put together a 
series of impressive top-10 finishes 
in the Worlds (twice), Sanremo, 
Amstel and Il Lombardia. Riding as 
part of a team that is often 
underrated but frequently upsets the 
star names, Gallopin could be its 
next member to do precisely that. 

Gilbert, Valverde and Gerrans will 
peak as usual for Amstel Gold,  

Flèche and Liège-Bastogne-Liège

16 WINS TOM BOONEN 
 (Etixx-Quick Step)

12 WINS PHILIPPE GILBERT 
 (BMC)

10 WINS FABIAN CANCELLARA 
 (Trek Factory Racing)

8 WINS ALEJANDRO VALVERDE 
 (Movistar)

6 WINS SIMON GERRANS 
 (Orica-GreenEdge)

5 WINS JOHN DEGENKOLB 
 (Giant-Alpecin)

4 WINS ALEXANDER KRISTOFF 
 (Katusha)
  
 PETER SAGAN (Tinkoff)

3 WINS EDVALD BOASSON HAGEN 
 (Dimension Data)
 
 JOAQUIM RODRÍGUEZ 
 (Katusha)

 Old vs new: veteran 
Valverde pipped 
young Alaphilippe in 
2015. Will the balance 
tip in 2016?

 Michael Matthews is 
one of Orica’s biggest 
young hopes in the 
Classics. Milano-
Sanremo is a target
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tage racing is a numbers 
game and last year the 
number was four. It 
referred to cycling’s 
Galácticos – Chris 

Froome, Alberto Contador, Nairo 
Quintana and Vincenzo Nibali –  
and cycling fans’ anticipation of an 
almighty tussle at the Tour de France, 
justified, it seemed, when all four 
arrived in Utrecht race-fit and 
apparently ready.

All four survived the carnage of 
the opening days. Yet the anticipated 
showdown never sparkled and had 
all but sputtered out by the summit 
of the race’s first mountain. Froome 
was tactically smart and physically 
strong in the first week, then 
dominant in the early mountain 
stages. Contador and Nibali were 
mere shadows – Contador tired after 
his efforts to win the Giro, Nibali 
below par and with a distracted, 
unsettled air about him. Only 
Quintana rose to the occasion, but 
too late. The Colombian came to life 
in the final week with a late surge 
that would have won him the Tour 
– if the Tour had been a day or so 
longer and if Froome’s health had 
continued to deteriorate.

At the summit of Alpe d’Huez, 
when Quintana realised that he had 
run out of road 24 hours before the 
finish in Paris, he broke down in 
tears. He knew he had lost not in the 
mountains but in the first week – on 

the second day, when the crosswinds 
of Holland cost him one minute and 
28 seconds. In the end, he would lose 
the Tour by 1:12. But this could be 
ominous for Froome; in 2013, with 
the same two riders first and second, 
the gap was 4:20. 

So what have we in 
2016? A big two? Or, as 
Eddy Merckx sees it, only 
one? “On paper,” said 
Merckx in December, 
“Froome hasn’t really 
got any rivals.”

Perhaps Merckx 
missed the final week of 
last year’s Tour, or hasn’t 
realised that in 2016 
Froome will be 31 and 
Quintana 26 (after all, 
even he, the greatest of 
all time, was just 29 
when he won his fifth 
and final Tour).

Or are we, instead, on 
the brink of an exciting 
new era with Froome, 
Contador and Nibali all 
in their 30s and if not yet 
in decline, then soon, 
and Quintana set to be 

energy on, it’s why I take care of all 
the little details, and I would like to 
think that gives me an edge.”

As well as encroaching age, what 
might count against Froome – or at 
least divert his focus – is that he has 
new responsibilities – a son, Kellan, 
born on 15 December. Then again, 
Quintana and Nibali are fathers, too. 

A more serious omen is that he 
didn’t finish the 2015 Vuelta after 
crashing and breaking his foot on 
stage 11. A tough Vuelta has in the 
past been a vital ingredient in his 
preparation for the next season. He 
was 2nd at the Vuelta in 2011, then 
2nd in the 2012 Tour; 4th in 2012 
and 1st in the following year’s Tour; 
2nd in 2014 and 1st in the 2015 Tour. 
Spot the pattern, and the aberration: 
in 2013 he skipped the Vuelta and 
then crashed out of the 2014 Tour. 
Although bad luck played its part, he 
later admitted that he wasn’t in the 
same condition as in 2013.  

S

Aru, who will make his Tour debut, 
arguably belongs in the company of  
the Big Four as a Grand Tour winner

 Second at the Giro and winner  
of the Vuelta, Fabio Aru will get his 
first crack at the Tour de France, 
and the biggest names, this season

Richard Moore reads the runes in 
the stage-racing landscape to find 
out what we can expect from the 

coming battles in 2016

THE 
BIG ONE

S T A G E  R A C E S

WORDS: Richard Moore
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tim De Waele

joined at the top table by Fabio Aru 
and Tom Dumoulin, and perhaps 
also Mikel Landa and Rafał Majka? 

Aru, who will make his Tour de 
France debut this year, arguably 
already belongs in the company of 
the Big Four as a Grand Tour winner, 
even if he received a fraction of the 
acclaim for winning the Vuelta a 
España as Dumoulin received for 
leading it until his collapse on the 
penultimate day. 

Other stars are in the firmament 
– Landa, now at Team Sky, will ride 
against Nibali, Dumoulin, Alejandro 
Valverde and Rigoberto Urán at the 
Giro d’Italia. Then there is Thibaut 
Pinot, who had miserable luck at last 
year’s Tour but saved face by winning 
at Alpe d’Huez, and two more young 
Frenchmen with great potential: 
Warren Barguil and Romain Bardet. 

The Giro will be intriguing but  
as ever the Tour will be the main 
battleground for the stage racers. 
“For the four or five months leading 
up to the Tour de France that’s all  
I think about,” said Froome this 
winter. “It’s what I focus all my 





The main threat to 
Froome is certain to 

be Quintana, who will 
enjoy the mountains, 

cope with the time 
trials and relish the 
absence of cobbles
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 Chris Froome now 
has Kwiatkowski and 
Landa alongside him 
for support in the 
mountain stages

the team, with Nieve, in particular, 
proving a great servant since his 
move from Euskaltel-Euskadi at the 
end of 2013. Froome is a fan. “I don’t 
really know Landa or [Intxausti] but 
if these guys are anything like Nieve 
then they’ll be a huge asset to the 
team,” he said. “Nieve is such a strong 
rider in his own right but so humble 

and always willing to work for 
someone else.” 

With the two Colombians, Sergio 
and Sebastián Henao, not to mention 
Geraint Thomas, Wout Poels, 
Leopold König, Lars Petter Nordhaug 
and Ian Boswell, the British team has 
an embarrassment of riches in the 
mountains, their recruitment drive 

(also including the 2014 
world champion Michał 
Kwiatkowski) assisted by  
a notably strong pound and 
weak Euro. 

The challenge will be how 
to split resources to support 
Landa’s ambition of 
winning the Giro and 

Froome’s of emulating Miguel 
Indurain by becoming the first man 
since the Spaniard to win back-to-
back Tours (in 1994 and ’95) and to 
win three (Contador, with his wins in 
2007 and 2009, could do it instead). 
Landa has said that he also wants to 
ride the Tour in support of Froome 
– and if he comes out of the Giro in 
decent shape, he could be as vital as 

the now departed Richie 
Porte was in 2013 and 
last year.

The main threat to 
Froome in France is 
almost certain to be 

Quintana, who will enjoy the 
mountains, will cope with the time 
trials, and will relish the absence of 
cobbles. And he will have the full 
support of his team, with Valverde 
set to make his debut at the Giro. 
Valverde was third in the Tour  
last year and an ally to Quintana, 
certainly, but there were questions 
about how willing he was to 
compromise his own podium 
ambitions in pursuit of a win for  
his team-mate. If Valverde starts the 
Tour there will surely be no such 
questions this year: it will all be for 
Quintana. And despite the loss of 
Intxausti (who, in any case, has a 
poor record at the Tour, finishing 
only once), Quintana is not exactly 
short of support in the mountains – 
who can forget the performance of 
his Colombian team-mate, Winner 
Anacona, on Alpe d’Huez?

Nibali also says he wants to ride 
the Tour as well as the Giro, believing 
it to be the best preparation for an 
Olympic road race in Rio that should 
favour the stage racers. Nominally,  

In Froome’s favour is the team that 
Sky has assembled for 2016. It is 
certainly the strongest in their 
history, particularly in one 
department. For all of Sir Dave 
Brailsford’s talk of wanting to  
finally win one of the major one-day 
Classics, his signing policy suggests 
that his heart remains in stage racing. 
His team is stacked with climbers, 
with the Basque contingent 
increasing to five with 
the acquisition of Landa 
and, from Movistar, 
Beñat Intxausti. 

The capture of 
Intxausti, a stage 
winner in last year’s 
Giro, represents a 
double whammy, 
strengthening Sky and 
weakening the Movistar 
team of Froome’s main 
rival, Quintana. It 
might have been worse 
for Movistar: Brailsford 
was rumoured to be 
after at least one of the Izagirre 
brothers, Ion and Gorka, though 
they have remained with the  
Spanish team. 

Intxausti and Landa join fellow 
Basques Mikel Nieve, David López 
and the veteran, Xabier Zandio, a Sky 
stalwart entering his final season and 
tipped to end up in the team car as a 
sports director. The British team also 
has a Basque coach, Xabier Artetxe.  

Brailsford has been impressed by 
these riders’ willingness to sacrifice 
their own chances in the service of 

The capture of Intxausti represents a 
double whammy, strengthening Sky 
and weakening main rivals Movistar

 Landa was mighty 
at last year’s Giro; this 
year he will lead Sky  
in Italy and support 
Froome in France
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he will ride in support of Aru but 
many will believe that when they see 
it. The two Italians are not close, and 
few will be surprised if 2016 ends 
with Nibali leaving Astana. 

As for Aru, one of his aims this 
year is to show a bit more outside of 
the Grand Tours, with Paris-Nice and 
the Tour of Catalonia likely to be on 
his programme. Whereas Froome, 
Quintana, Contador and Nibali have 
all tended to show consistency 
throughout the season – expect to 
see them at the fore from Tirreno-
Adriatico to the Critérium du 
Dauphiné – Aru has seemed like a 
throwback, showing nothing in the 
early season races then coming to 
the boil when it most matters. At  
the Tour, a stage win and a top-five 
overall placing would represent 
progress for 25-year-old Aru.

Then there is Contador, the  
most decorated of all the current 
generation of stage racers. He is set to 
retire at the end of the year and will 
not ride the Giro, as he did last year, 
putting it all on the line for the Tour. 
He was very poor at the 2015 Tour 

but assessing his prospects this year 
is tricky: would his Giro-winning 
performance, which included 
overcoming a serious shoulder 
injury, have beaten Froome in July? 

Like Nibali at Astana, Contador 
has domestic worries at Tinkoff with 
the nagging suspicion that Majka’s 
ambitions don’t extend far beyond 
Rafał Majka. This year, having 

finished third at the 
Vuelta, the Polish rider 
may be even more likely 
to remove his earpiece in 
the event of being told to 
wait for his leader – as  

he allegedly did when Contador 
punctured during last year’s Tour.

It is not a flippant point. Although 
the influence of the team can be 
overstated, it is no coincidence  
that of all the stage race favourites, 
the strongest two, Froome and 
Quintana, also have the strongest, 
best organised and most united 
teams behind them. 

Nibali is due to ride in support of  
Aru at the Tour de France but many 

will believe that when they see it

Nibali has seemed far 
from his old ‘tranquilo’ 
self in the last year, 
perhaps because of 
pressure from Aru

 Majka will be tasked 
with helping Contador 
at the Tour but his 
selflessness has been 
questioned in the past

GIRO 
VS

TOUR

GIRO
MIKEL LANDA
(Team Sky)

TOM DUMOULIN 
(Giant-Alpecin)

VINCENZO NIBALI 
(Astana)

ALEJANDRO VALVERDE 
(Movistar)

RAFAŁ MAJKA 
(Tinkoff)

RIGOBERTO URÁN 
(Cannondale)

RYDER HESJEDAL 
(Trek Factory Racing)

Who’s targeting what

TOUR
ALBERTO CONTADOR 
(Tinkoff)

CHRIS FROOME 
(Team Sky)

FABIO ARU 
(Astana)

NAIRO QUINTANA 
(Movistar) 

TEJAY VAN GARDEREN 
(BMC)

WHO WANTS 
TO DO BOTH?
ALEJANDRO VALVERDE
MIKEL LANDA 
VINCENZO NIBALI
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Following his 
impressive Vuelta 
victory, Aru replaces 
Nibali in the ‘Big Four’ 
Tour contenders
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dded spice is an ingredient 
that is rarely needed when 
the peloton’s fast finishers 
go elbow to elbow for the 
first time in a new season. 

Yet this year’s contest of the bravest 
and most bullish riders in the bunch 
is brimful of it.

For a start, the hierarchy in place 
since 2012, when Marcel Kittel 

emerged to challenge and then go  
on to usurp Mark Cavendish’s 
hegemony, has been overturned. In 
2015, Alexander Kristoff and André 
Greipel took centre stage. Or at least 
they did until the will-he-won’t-he 
saga of Cavendish’s contract 
negotiations with Etixx-Quick Step 
not only ended with no agreement 
but with Kittel appearing from the 

wings to fill the role vacated by the 
Manxman. As a result of all this 
upheaval, the battle between the 
sprinters to be crowned the fastest 
man in the sport is more intriguing 
than ever, especially as the rider who 
seizes that title is likely to ride off 
with the world champion’s jersey  
in Qatar at the end of the season.

Judged on recent form, Kristoff 
and Greipel currently lead the 
sprinting pack. Katusha’s Kristoff 
topped the 2015 win chart with  
20 victories, including the Tour of 
Flanders, Scheldeprijs and the Grand 
Prix de Plouay, each of them run over 

quite different courses, 
demonstrating the 
range of the 28-year-
old Norwegian’s 
ability. Surprisingly, 
however, Kristoff came 
up short in the very 
biggest arena, failing to 
snag a single stage win 
at the Tour de France 
and finishing one place 

out of the medals at the World 
Championships road race. 

With key lieutenant Luca Paolini 
dismissed after a positive test for 
cocaine, Katusha have turned to 
former Tinkoff stalwart Michael 
Mørkøv to add some much needed 
experience to a lead-out train in 
which Austrian champion Marco 
Haller and Italian galloper Jacopo 
Guarnieri will also feature 
prominently. This should mean  
that Kristoff will quickly be at  
his best as he seeks to regain the 
Milano-Sanremo title he lost to John 
Degenkolb and defend his Flanders 
crown. Beyond that, Kristoff is not 
yet certain whether he will ride the 
Giro d’Italia or the Tour of California 
as he prepares for the Tour de France 
and the Worlds, which he affirms is 
his primary goal this season. Given 
his proven ability to combine 
endurance and finishing speed, the 
Norwegian could head to Qatar as 
the favourite for gold.

Greipel, too, has made the Worlds 
his principal focus, but his route to 
success in the Qatari desert appears 
more complicated than Kristoff’s. 
On the back of his best-ever year,  
in which the highlight was his four 
Tour stage wins, Greipel is planning  
a well-tested path through the 
season, via the Giro and Tour. 
Although the oldest member of  
the sprinting elite, at 33 the German 
is not yet in the veteran category. 
Indeed, he’s sprinting better than 
ever. He says there is no secret to  

A

At 33 the German is not yet in 
the veteran category. Indeed, 
he’s sprinting better than ever

 The best sprinter in the 
world in 2015, with Mark 
Cavendish on the right 
hand side

 Alexander Kristoff won 
virtually everything in early 
2015 but faltered at the 
Tour de France

 Greipel may have been 
faster in 2015 but Cav is 
clearly winning the staring 
contest here

A flat Worlds and all the major 
sprinters having a point to prove 
this year will give an extra edge 

to the battle for supremacy 
between the sport’s fastest men

READY, 
STEADY, 
SPRINT!

S P R I N T E R S

WORDS: Peter Cossins
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tim De Waele
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Given his ability to 
combine endurance 
and finishing speed, 

the Norwegian could 
head to Qatar as the 

favourite for the 
rainbow jersey
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 John Degenkolb 
insists he is a Classics 
rider first and a 
sprinter second, but is 
a threat in any sprint

 Marcel Kittel tells 
the press that he’s 
hoping 2016 is a little 
more like 2014, and a 
little less like 2015

this, simply ascribing his recent 
purple patch to luck, experience and 
the fact that winning a few sprints 
means that his rivals look to get on 
his wheel, which gives him an edge 
over the final 200 metres. 

Yet, for the Lotto-Soudal sprinter 
to have a chance of the rainbow 
jersey he will have to assert his 
superiority over his German rivals 
Kittel and Degenkolb. He has been 

quick to point out that his experience 
in the Classics ensures he has the 
endurance and race-craft to deal with 
the very windy conditions likely to 
face the field in Qatar in mid-
October, which could give him an 
edge on Kittel, while his faster finish 
may give him the upper hand on 
Degenkolb when the Germans come 
to choosing their leader.

Kittel’s replacement of Cavendish 
as Etixx-Quick Step’s  
deluxe sprinter is the most 
fascinating of the off-season 
transfers. Dismayed by 
Giant’s decision to omit  
him from their Tour line-up 
as a result of a debilitating 
viral illness, the 27-year-old 
German managed to 
negotiate his way out of the 
final year of the contract 
with his former team to take 
up Etixx’s offer. But it looks 

like a risky move for both parties. 
For a start, there are obvious 
question marks over Kittel’s mental 
and physical strength. Cavendish, 
most notably, has questioned his 

long-term rival’s 
psychological fortitude 
since his return from 
long-term illness, 
suggesting that his rival 
had buckled rather than 

battled when he was labouring to 
stay the pace in the peloton. “He was 
scared to go and swing out the back 
and be the first dropped with all the 
cameras on him,” said the Manxman, 
who went on to point out that any 
top rider coming back from illness or 
injury has to be prepared to deal with 
this kind of unwanted focus. 

On the performance side, opting 
out of his contract resulted in the 
German leaving Giant without  
a single member of the well-drilled 
lead-out train that had served him  
so successfully over the previous  
few seasons. Of course, Etixx have 
high-quality riders who can fill  
this gap, despite lead-out specialist 
Mark Renshaw’s decision to follow 
Cavendish to Dimension Data. Going 
into the new season, Fabio Sabatini 
and new arrival Max Richeze, who 
has come in from Lampre, have been 
earmarked for this role. However, 
replacing a rider who won 14 races 
last season with one who won just  
a couple will look like a major 
gamble on the part of Etixx boss 
Patrick Lefévère until Kittel once  

Kittel’s replacement of Cavendish  
at Etixx-Quick Step is the most 

fascinating of the off-season transfers

THE 
FORGOTTEN 

SPRINTER

IT WAS NO 
surprise when, 
late in 2014 and 
forced to choose 
between his 
team’s two 
sprinters, FDJ 
boss Marc 

Madiot opted for Arnaud Démare 
over Nacer Bouhanni. More popular 
within the team and apparently 
blessed with more potential as  
a sprinter and Classics rider, Démare 
trailed only André Greipel in that 
season’s victory ranking, his 15 wins 
putting him just one behind the 
German’s total

Last year, however, Démare’s star 
waned dramatically. Two stage wins 
at the Tour of Belgium were his sole 
successes, leading Madiot to suggest 
that Démare’s future lies in the 
Classics rather than sprints. However, 
the 24-year-old who won the world 
U23 road title on the sprinters’ 
course in Copenhagen in 2011 insists 
he can rebound from what he admits 
was a “testing” season.

Set back by crashes and 
mechanical problems at key 
moments, Démare says he has no 
doubts about his ability as a sprinter, 
insisting his lack of results was not 
down to any physical issue. 
Consequently, he will focus once 
again on the cobbled Classics, where 
he believes he has made progress, 
and the Tour. He also acknowledges 
he has an eye on the Qatar Worlds, 
although he will need to establish  
an edge on Bouhanni as leader of  
the French team before a second 
rainbow jersey becomes a possibility.

Arnaud Démare 
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again manages to leave Cavendish, 
Greipel and Kristoff thumping their 
bars with frustration when caught in 
his wake.

The two sprinters who look most 
likely to challenge the established 
guard are Cofidis’s Nacer Bouhanni 
and precocious Orica-GreenEdge 
talent Caleb Ewan. At the start of this 
year, L’Équipe cheekily suggested that 
Bouhanni’s main contribution to 
sprinting in 2015 was to push up 
everyone’s asking price as a result of 
the impressive salary he managed to 
persuade Cofidis to give him and for 
which the French team received just 
two WorldTour wins in return, both 
coming at the Dauphiné. However, 
first-week crashes ended the 
25-year-old Frenchman’s hopes at 
the Tour and Vuelta, scuppering his 
hopes of building on his 2014 Giro 
points jersey win. On a positive note, 
Bouhanni’s regular cajoling did result 
in Cofidis developing an impressive 
lead-out train, which should gain an 
extra boost with the arrival of Borut 
Bozic from Astana. Milano-
Sanremo, where Bouhanni was  

sixth last year, will provide an early 
indication of further advance by the 
rider and his team.

At 21, Orica’s Caleb Ewan may be 
a little too green to match and beat 
the leading sprinters in the bunch  
but the Australian’s brave win at the 
Vuelta – where he was too quick for 
John Degenkolb and 
Peter Sagan – signalled 
the coming of a huge 
talent. Frequently 
compared to 
compatriot Robbie 
McEwen, Ewan is a 
firecracker of a sprinter, 
full of energy, verve 
and explosive power. 
His team have 
indicated that it  

is still too early for him to ride the 
Tour but he is in line for the Giro, 
where Greipel, Kittel and perhaps 
Cavendish may be among his rivals. 
The Worlds are also a possibility, 
although the distance and very 
blowy conditions in Qatar will  
favour more practised speedsters. 

The Australian’s brave win at the Vuelta, where 
he was too quick for John Degenkolb and Peter 
Sagan, signalled the coming of a huge talent

 (l-r) Cavendish, Kittel and 
Greipel are still the three best 
sprinters in the world. Who will 
dominate in 2016?

 Caleb Ewan has been 
nurtured in smaller races by 
Orica but was good enough  
to take out a Vuelta stage win

LOOKING 
TO RIO

THE HILLY NATURE of the road 
race course at this year’s Rio de 
Janeiro Olympics means that most 
of the peloton’s sprinters won’t be at 
the Games this summer. But at least 
three notable fastmen will be in 
Brazil hunting for gold.

Sixth in the Omnium at the 2012 
London Games, Sky’s Elia Viviani 
aims to use the Giro as his launchpad 
to Olympic success in that same 
event in Rio. This could pitch the 
Italian against Mark Cavendish,  
who has picked out an Olympic title, 
wearing the Tour’s yellow jersey and 
the Qatar Worlds as his primary 
objectives for this season.

Fernando Gaviria, who was 
Cavendish’s back-up at Etixx-Quick 
Step and is now filling that role 
behind Marcel Kittel, claimed the 
world omnium title in 2015. The 
21-year-old Colombian, who has yet 
to start a WorldTour event for his 
team, is planning to mix road and 
track through the first half of the 
season before heading to Rio, where 
he is set to be one of the favourites 
for the omnium crown.

Run to the hills
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Milano-Sanremo, 
where Bouhanni was 

sixth last year, will 
provide an early 
indication of any 

further advance by 
the rider and his team
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SØREN KRAGH ANDERSEN
Giant-Alpecin

Danish press think – and hope – that 
they have an heir to Classics star Rolf 
Sørensen in young Kragh Andersen, 
who joined Giant-Alpecin at the start 
of the season. Far-fetched? Maybe, 

but the auguries are promising for 
the 21-year-old. Last year with the 
TreFor-Blue Water team, he handed 
out whippings all over the place on 
the U23 circuit. He won the prologue 
and a stage of the Tour de l’Avenir,  
a stage at the Tour des Fjords and the 
GC at the Nations Cup ZLM 

Roompot Tour among six UCI wins 
total. At the team launch in Berlin  
he said the usual about wanting to 
progress step-by-step but the cut of 
his jib – already stripped of any 
puppy fat and with a steely glint in 
his eye – suggests he’s keen to keep 
his win tally ticking.  

LAURENS DE PLUS
Etixx-Quick Step

When EQS kingpin Patrick Lefevere 
offers a 20-year-old neo-pro a 
three-year contract over the stock 
two-year deal it’s worth taking notice 
of the recipient – especially when the 
paperwork is signed before the Tour 
de l’Avenir. In this case it’s a rare bird: 
a Flemish stage racer. There hasn’t 
been a really good one of those since 

Lucien Van Impe in the 
1970s and 80s. Or since 
Jurgen Van den Broeck,  
if you’re generous. Last 
year De Plus took a stage 
and finished second at 
the Giro delle Valle 
d’Aosta and took the 
runner-up spot at the 
U23 Peace Race. Even  
if the team pretends to 
look the other way to 
avoid undue pressure 
while he develops, 

expectation will inevitably attach 
itself to the rider who won both Het 
Laatste Nieuws and Het Nieuwsblad’s 
U23 rider of the year awards in 2015. 

GUILLAUME MARTIN
Wanty-Groupe Gobert

We like a rider with hidden depth, so 
we’re intrigued by Guillaume Martin. 
The French rider is a product of the 
CC Étupes talent factory, which 
produced Roman Bardet, Adam 
Yates and Thibaut Pinot, and, like 
most of the riders on this list, he has 
some prestigious wins in the amateur 
ranks. The Norman is the current 
Liège-Bastogne-Liège Espoirs 
champion and is also an Avenir  
2015 stage winner. But it’s the 
extracurricular activities that mark 
him out: he went travelling in Nepal 
before the start of the 2015 season 
and is a keen student of Nietzsche. In 
fact, his university thesis was on the 
links between mind and body in the 
German philosopher’s work. Martin 
opted for Wanty-Groupe Gobert 
after being seduced by the team’s 
programme and the greater 
abundance of chances that are likely 
to come his way than if, say, he had 
joined Pinot’s FDJ team, which was 
also an option. Outings at the Tour 
of Catalonia and Tour de Suisse 
beckon for the 22-year-old and  
we’ll watch with anticipation. 

 
PATRICK BEVIN

Cannondale

After bumping along at the 
American Bissell Continental team 
between 2010-13 doing not very 
much and then doing little again in 
2014 – unless you’re an Aussie who 
takes the NRS seriously, in which 
case we apologise – Bevin had a big 
year in 2015 when he turned down 
an offer to join Drapac and signed for 

 De Plus arrives at Etixx-Quick Step 
amid enormous hype and with an 
unprecedented three-year contract

A bumper crop of exciting young 
neo-pros have entered the 

ProContinental and WorldTour 
squads in 2016. Procycling picks 
10 of the best to keep tabs on 

BRIGHT 
YOUNG 
THINGS

N E O - P R O S

WORDS: Sam Dansie
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tim De Waele
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 Kragh Andersen has 
a good TT and placed a 
respectable 16th in the 
U23 Worlds last year
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Peters fits the Sky 
mould… Not only 

does he lean  
towards stage  

racing, he’s 
fascinated by  

sports science

 Jack Haig has already tasted 
WorldTour opposition at the Tour 
Down Under and fared very well

Avanti. The best result was a stage 
and second place on GC at the Herald 
Sun Tour against good competition 
in solid form. In June, he went to  
the Tour of Korea and was on the 
podium every day from stages 2-8. 
He even beat Caleb Ewan, Orica-
GreenEdge’s fast man, on stage 4. 
Cannondale won the race to sign the 
24-year-old New Zealander and the 
question now is, will he continue 
winning or has he reached his 
particular ceiling? Close observers  
of the scene Down Under reckon he 
can do the former.  

 
ALEX PETERS

Team Sky

In six years, Sky have taken on  
just 10 riders from amateur or 
Continental teams. Three of those 
have moved on and one’s been fired. 
The team doesn’t as a habit take on 
still-to-be-fettled riders. But this year 
it’s taken on two – Gianni Moscon, a 

rouleur, and Alex Peters, a climber. 
Both are impressive but Peters 
initially seems to fit the Sky mould 
better. Not only does he lean towards 
stage racing, he’s fascinated by sports 
science – something that should have 
been useful when his training plan 
landed. He’s a fast talker who used  
to be a fidget at school; he’s got real 
character. First running and then 
cycling focused his abundant energy. 
Last year, the Londoner, now 21, was 
second at the Tour of Normandie and 

won a stage of the Tour of Brittany – 
big races for amateurs – and was 
second in the AN Post Ras the year 
before with Madison.  

SILVIO HERKLOTZ
Bora-Argon 18

Close watchers of the espoir ranks 
quivered with expectation after 
Herklotz’s 2014 season in which  
he finished sixth at the Tour of 
Luxembourg among a series of 

standout results. However, 
2015 didn’t offer much in 
the way of progression 
apart from second at 
Liège-Bastogne-Liège 
Espoirs – illness and injury 
were partly to blame – but 
it now means the 22-year-
old is heralded into the pro 
ranks with slightly less 

fanfare than may previously  
have been the case. The Berliner 
reportedly turned down offers from 
WorldTour teams in order to join 
Bora-Argon 18. The German squad 
gives him a chance to find his feet  
but will he get the support and the 
opportunities he needs to keep pace 
with rivals who start on bigger teams 
with more experience? 

JACK HAIG
Orica-GreenEdge

The Australian team’s ability to spot 
and nurture talent is on a roll at the 
moment and one of the latest rough 
diamonds is 22-year-old Jack Haig. 
He’s not yet taken a victory in a UCI 
ranked race but his track record is 
still top notch: second at l’Avenir in 
2015, he also went top-10 in Valle 
d’Aosta and the tough Tour Alsace  
in 2015. He’s also ridden the last two 
Tours Down Under with the UNISA 
team and finished in the top 20 on  IM
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ambitions will be cut according to 
the team’s race invitations, team 
management will give the 23-year-
old rouleur plenty of opportunities 
to impress. He spent two years riding 
in Europe with the Etixx-Quick Step 
feeder squad and won two stages and 
the GC at the 2014 U23 Peace Race, 
before joining Drapac last year, so  
he is still technically a neo-pro. This 
year, his goal is to win his first 

professional race. Team management 
are particularly satisfied with his 
application this winter/Southern 
Hemisphere summer, and he is due 
to be part of the team that heads to 
the Middle East races and to Europe 
for a spell in late March. 

JORGE ARCAS
Movistar

Hailing from the Pyrenees, the new 
Movistar recruit steps up from the 
Lizarte squad, which also delivered 
Dayer Quintana and Marc Soler to 
the ‘telephone team’ as it’s called in 
Spain. Arcas has taken 10 victories in 
his past two years in the U23 ranks. 
He rates himself as an all-rounder, 
good at short stage races that are  
run over a variety of terrain. Like 
most young pros, he 
intends keeping his  
head down in 2016 and 
learning the ropes. He 
wants to conduct himself 
humbly, learn to fit in and 
then start to make a name 
for himself. If it sounds 
like there aren’t many 

Spanish neo-pros to choose from 
this year, you’d be right: just six 
amateur or Continental level  
Spanish riders made the step up  
to a professional team for 2016. 

FERNANDO GAVIRIA
Etixx-Quick Step 

Now here is a rider with presence. 
The Colombian is a strapping 
sprinter who licked the best in the 
business – Mark Cavendish and 
André Greipel – into shape at the 
Tour de San Luis and Tour of Britain 
respectively; EQS boss Lefevre 
wasted no time and signed him after 
the first of those wins last January. 
The 21-year-old has an astonishing 
kick that could be the spectacle of the 
season. However, he is still balancing 

his road programme with 
track work: the Olympics 
beckon and he will be a 
favourite in the Omnium. 
There’s a spikiness and a 
class about Gaviria that is 
reminiscent of a young 
Cavendish. We’re  
very excited. 

21-year-old Gaviria has an astonishing turn of speed 
that could be one of the spectacles of the season. But 

he’s balancing his road programme with track work

both occasions. It should be said, 
though, that the real golden boy at 
Orica-GreenEdge is Robert Power, 
who is just 20 and was second at the 
Tour de l’Avenir in 2014 and won the 
Valle d’Aosta last year – which was 
claimed to be harder than most 
professional races. A rare, 
untreatable bone marrow disease 
that will clear up with time has had 
to suspend his career for now but 
when he’s back, rivals should quake.  

SIMONE PETILLI
Lampre-Merida

Friendly and smiling off the bike, 
Petilli is a lethal climber on it and he 
finished fifth at the Tour de l’Avenir 
last year and won one of France’s 
premier amateur tours, the Ronde  
de l’Isard. Another solid result was 
his seventh-place finish among 
professionals on stage 4 of the Giro 
del Trentino last year. He’s joined 
Lampre-Merida this year and his big 
strength he says is that he never gives 
up and is a relentless attacker 
on mountains. “In a climb  
I can attack as many times as 
needed to make a difference,” 
he told Cyclingnews last year. 
He has the powerful build of a 
rider who could excel in hilly 
Classics in the future, too.  

SAM SPOKES 
Drapac Procycling

 
The Drapac rider’s season got off to  
a solid start with a podium in the Bay 
Crits and seventh in the Australian 
Nationals on the Buninyong circuit 
in January. He made his debut at  
the Tour Down Under shortly after 
Procycling went to press. And while 

 Petilli is an exciting 
climber with both  
the ability and the 
inclination to attack 
repeatedly

 Gaviria broke 
through last January 
at the Tour de San 
Luis; by September he 
was in an Etixx jersey
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 A
mbition is a fundamental 
quality of every professional 
athlete. Talent will get an 
individual so far but it is the 
desire to achieve more, to get 
the very best from themselves, 

that propels them into the sporting elite. Almost 
inevitably, however, most athletes have to temper 
that ambition as a result of competitive reality. 
After a few months, a year, or even two or three, 
they begin to understand that they are not going 
to win the Tour de France, contend for victory  
in the Classics or leave the bunch floundering in  
a sprint or on a mountain summit. For some that 
realisation is the death knell of their ambition, yet 
for others this is a moment for the recalibration 
of their ambition. They can still be the best but 
that does not have to mean being the first across 
the line. They become the ‘water carriers’ to the 
stars, or domestiques.

These terms are dismissive to a degree, 
suggesting ordinariness in an arena where 
brilliance is paramount. At the same time, there 
is more than a hint of necessity, of these water 
carriers being essential to the success of the 
major stars in any sporting team. French 
footballing great Eric Cantona indicated as much 
when he described his team national captain, 
Didier Deschamps, as “a water carrier”. Cantona’s 
typically cheeky implication was that it was 
Deschamps’s job to regain possession of the ball 

from the opposition and immediately pass it  
to more talented players so that they could do 
something magical with it. It should be noted 
that Deschamps’s ability as a water carrier was so 
extraordinary that he led France to victory in the 
World Cup in 1998, won the Champions’ League 
twice and claimed many other titles.

Within the professional peloton, almost every 
rider has to act as a water carrier at some time  
or another but only a few take on the role 
wholeheartedly and make a career out of  
it. Britain’s Sean Yates was one of the most 
notable and was in some ways the archetypal 
domestique: big, powerful, relentless, no-
nonsense and very self-sacrificing. Jens Voigt was 
another in that mould. Among the pick of the 
modern breed are Ag2r’s Johan Vansummeren, 

Lotto-Soudal’s Marcel Sieberg, Trek’s Grégory 
Rast and BMC’s Marcus Burghardt. But Orica-
GreenEdge rider Mat Hayman can boast greater 
longevity even than these loyal domestiques. 
Hayman recently signed a two-year contract  
with the Australian team that is set to see him 
complete 18 seasons in the top rank after he 
passes his 39th birthday in 2017.

Hayman first came to prominence in 1996 
when he took the silver medal in the World 
Junior Time Trial Championship in Lugano.  
That performance earned him a place with the 
Rabobank Development team. Over the next 
three seasons, the Sydney-born rider progressed 
steadily towards the professional ranks. In 1999, 
he underlined his readiness when he finished 
second behind team-mate Marcel Duijn in the 
tough Olympia’s Tour and then went on to claim 
the Dutch under-23 title, his Dutch residency 
card allowing him entry to that championship. 

Standing 190cm and packing huge power,  
the young Aussie was drafted straight into 
Rabobank’s Classics squad, where he was given 
the job of working for leaders Rolf Sørensen, 
Léon Van Bon and Marc Wauters. A series of 
decent performances early on in the season led  
to him being selected for Paris-Roubaix, where, 
after sheltering Van Bon to the Arenberg Forest, 
he went on to fulfil a long-held dream by 
finishing on the velodrome and then sluicing  
off the day’s accumulated dirt in the famous  

MATHEW 
HAYMAN

Cited by a former DS as an example for young riders, and by his current 
team as “completely invaluable”, Orica rider Mat Hayman typifies the 

qualities required for any team captain, both on the road and off it

WRITER: Peter Cossins   PHOTOGRAHY: Getty Images*

The Ultimate Water Carrier

Name: Mathew Hayman
Born: 20 April, 1978, 
Camperdown, Australia
Age: 37
Pro career: 
2000-present
2016 team:  
Orica-GreenEdge 
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Roubaix shower block. “To my surprise, they 
were warm,” he noted. 

In those first couple of seasons with 
Rabobank, Hayman nurtured dreams of 
challenging for victory in cobbled Classics such 
as Roubaix but he and his directors soon realised 
his qualities could best be applied in the service 
of others. Indeed, according to LottoNL-Jumbo 
DS Frans Maassen, who was a member of the 
management team at Rabobank during the years 
Hayman spent there between 2000 and 2009, the 
Australian quickly became so adept at working 
for others that Maassen still tells younger riders 
to keep an eye on him in the peloton.

“I often use him as an example that our 
younger riders should follow because of the  
way he is both off the bike and on it,” Maassen 
explains. “When he’s not racing, he’s such a nice 
person and is someone I really like to talk to 
when we get the chance. But from what I’ve  
seen and I’ve also heard from others, he’s very 
different in races. He’s a really bad guy but in  
a good sense. He will never move out of the way 
and will always fight for his position. I also think 
he’s got a great mentality. He’s a great guy to have 
on your team because you always know that he’s 
going to give 100 per cent and that you can rely 
on him completely. He’s such a team player and 
that of course helps the guys around him.”

Maassen admits that he can recall any number 
of instances when Hayman’s work resulted in 
Rabobank’s leaders taking victory but recounts  
a quite different incident in order to describe the 
Australian’s dedication and commitment. “I can 
remember the first Vuelta we did together in 
2003. He was finding it really hard and struggling 
a lot but he was really determined to finish 
because he wanted to go on and ride the  
Worlds,” says Maassen.

“One day in the mountains was particularly 
tough for him, because he’s not a great climber. 
He was in a bad way and got dropped on his own. 
He was definitely on his way out of the race, or at 
least it seemed that way. But, fortunately for him, 
the group ahead decided to stop for a pee and 
that enabled him to get onto the back of the last 
car in the convoy. Having been given that 
opportunity, he then managed to work his way 
back up into that group and finish the stage, 
which emphasised the determination he’s got.” 

Maassen quickly adds that there is a whole lot 
more to Hayman than simply that determination 
and relentless attitude, that those qualities alone 
don’t lead to a rider become a team’s road 
captain. “Another very significant aspect of Mat’s 
make-up as a racer is that he thinks quickly and 
works out what’s the best thing to do, which is 
great for a DS as it’s so hard to react immediately 
to lots of situations. You need to be able rely on 
riders making the right decision,” says Maassen. 

In his book Inside Team Sky, Walsh describes 
meeting the Australian during one of the British 
team’s training camps on Mount Teide in Tenerife 
to discuss the furore. During the conversation 
with Walsh, Hayman explains: “From the 
beginning [at Rabobank] I let it be known that  
I wouldn’t dope and no one tried to push me.  
I didn’t want to go to bed worrying about testing 
positive. I suffered because of that, never got to 
ride in the Tour de France, and settled for the life 
of a domestique. I felt it was unfair and there were 
lots of performances I was suspicious about, 
from riders in other teams and riders in my  
own team.”

Walsh goes on to say that he checked with 
Marc Miserus, a journalist from Dutch 
newspaper De Volkskrant, who had broken the 
story about Rabobank having an organised 
doping programme. Miserus told Walsh: “I spoke 
to a lot of guys from Rabobank, both on and off 
the record. They pointed the finger at each other 
but no one mentioned Hayman in connection 
with doping.”

Like many other pros during that period when 
doping was rife at the top echelon of the sport, 
Hayman almost certainly missed out on 
opportunities to show the full extent of his 
ability. Indeed, it is significant that when looking 
back at the decade he spent with the Dutch team, 
his biggest success was the Commonwealth 
Games Road Race title in 2006, when he was 
racing in Australian colours.  

1996: 2nd, World Junior Time Trial Championship
2001: 1st Trofeo Manacor and Majorca Challenge
2005: 1st overall, Sachsen Tour
2006: 1st, Commonwealth Games Road Race
2011: 1st, Paris-Bourges; 3rd, Omloop Het   
Nieuwsblad
2012: 8th, Paris-Roubaix
2014: Becomes the Tour’s oldest debutant in the 
modern era, aged 36 years and 76 days

Career Highlights

“That’s why Mat is still so vital now, he’s got that 
mix of strength, determination, fight and tactical 
nous that a top domestique requires. That’s why  
I tell our younger guys to watch how he performs 
when they can.”

Although it’s an unwitting coincidence, 
Maassen’s mention of that 2003 Vuelta is 
significant in a very different way when analysing 
Hayman’s career. A decade later, after Michael 
Rasmussen had admitted he had doped himself 
on the Rabobank team bus during that race, 
Hayman, now a key member of the Team Sky 
roster, came under pressure to speak about  
what he witnessed at the time, if anything. 
Initially, he refused to do so, but was later 
encouraged by Sky boss Dave Brailsford to  
go on the record and speak to Sunday Times 
journalist David Walsh.  
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Riding for the Australian 
team, Hayman won the 
Commonwealth Games 
road race in 2006



Hayman finished third in 
the 2011 Het Nieuwsblad, 

riding for Team Sky
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*
file    The Ultimate Water Carrier    Mathew Hayman

During his four seasons with Sky and continuing 
with Orica-GreenEdge, Hayman has been given 
more opportunities to play his own card, 
particularly in the cobbled Classics. However,  
his unselfishness and commitment to  
a team cause have been valued above all.  
Sky boss Dave Brailsford said of him that his 
“strength, stamina and leadership are second to 
none”, while Matt White, his current boss at 
Orica-GreenEdge, describes his experience, 
particularly in the Classics, as invaluable to  
a team that has one of the youngest rosters in  
the WorldTour.

“One of the things that he brings is that he’s  
a perfectionist,” says White. “Even when things 
go right, he’ll be looking at ways that they could 
go even better. If you’ve got a younger group  
of riders who see a guy with 15 years’ experience 
who is not happy with how things have gone, 
then that puts some extra pressure on them to 
perform. Personality-wise, he’s someone who 
asks an awful lot of himself, which is good for the 
younger guys to see. It keeps them on their toes. 
Mat is not someone who hides his feelings, so it’s 
clear when he’s happy, but equally so when he’s 
not happy with the way things are going. He’s 

that when they don’t have that same intensity 
– was a great example for the young guys. 
Hopefully, they could see that he was a guy who 
had been there, done that, but was still putting in 
the same amount of effort right to the very last 
race of the season. That’s got to be inspirational 
for young guys, and if it isn’t there’s something 
wrong with their internal wiring.”

Hayman said soon after joining Orica in 2014 
that his two-year contract would be the last one 
he would sign, that he would continue beyond 
that on one-year deals. However, it is a measure 
of his worth to the team and his form that he  
has signed a second two-year deal with the 
Australian squad. White recognises this could  
be a risk given the rider’s age but insists there is 
no gamble when it comes to staking his faith in 
the veteran. 

“Yes, he is at an age where form can drop away 
quickly. But he’s still going strongly and fully 
committed to what he’s doing. The other side  
of it is that if he was heading into the second year 
of a contract and things weren’t going well, he 
would probably want to stop it anyway. He’s not 
in it for the money, he’s in it because he loves 
what he’s doing and that makes him even more 
valuable as an asset to our team,” White affirms.

His importance as a role model can also be 
seen in the impact he is having on both Orica’s 
leaders and domestiques. Estebán Chaves cited 
Hayman as one of the keys to his breakthrough 
success at the 2015 Vuelta, where he claimed  
two stage wins and finished fifth on GC. 
Meanwhile, having signed a new two-year 
contract of his own, lead-out specialist Mitchell 
Docker acknowledged that working with and 
watching Hayman will help him develop in that 
specialist role and in the Classics. “I’ll get more 
time to learn from his experience now, to take 
that next step,” said Docker. 

Orica-GreenEdge DS White adds that he can 
fully understand why Frans Maassen would cite 
Hayman as an example of an ideal domestique. 

“I think in the sport these days you don’t see 
too many guys who are young domestiques –  
I can’t think of any teams that really have them.  
It seems these days that guys are turning pro  
with the aim of being winners, so we’re still 
relying on the older generation of riders to be  
the selfless team-mates that every team depends 
on, guys like Mat. We gave him his debut at the 
Tour in 2014 because he could provide several 
ingredients that were vital to us being successful 
and that’s also the case at an awful lot of other 
races from January when he starts to October 
when he finishes. He is completely invaluable.” 

always keen to discuss ways that things could 
have gone better. He’s quick to let the staff and 
the other riders know that.”

White offers an example to support this, 
referring back to the 2014 edition of the Tour de 
l’Eurométropole stage race. “It’s not the biggest of 
races and comes at the end of a very long season, 
so it’s not that important in the overall scheme  
of things but something didn’t go right with the 
lead-out. Mat came back to the bus and he was 
very upset that things hadn’t gone as planned, in 
the way that the team had talked about before the 
stage,” White recalls. 

“I think to see that from a 36-year-old in 
October – a time of the year when a lot of guys 
can switch off, especially at a smaller race like 

“HE’S NOT IN IT FOR THE 
MONEY, HE’S IN IT BECAUSE 

HE LOVES WHAT HE’S 
DOING AND THAT MAKES 

HIM EVEN MORE VALUABLE 
AS AN ASSET”
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Hayman’s role at 
Orica-GreenEdge is 
that of road captain, for 
which his experience in 
the Classics is vital
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Retro
Marino Basso

THE PERFECT 
CRIME

The early 1970s saw the emergence of a charismatic playboy 
Italian sprinter. Procycling recalls Marino Basso and the  

most dramatic World Championship finale in history

Writer: Herbie Sykes 
Photography: Offside L’Équipe

nd so, this broiling 
August day in 1972, to 
the Hautes-Alpes. Over 
seven hours and 272 
malevolent kilometres, 
the burgeoning resort 
town of Gap would 

host its first World Championships. 
Most agreed that the usual suspects 

would lead the way. Claudine Merckx, 
wife of the insatiable, irrepressible 
Eddy, was days from becoming a 
mother for a second time. Her man, 
his empire-building almost complete, 
resolved to celebrate the only way he 
knew how. He’d become the first to 
add a rainbow jersey to the yellow and 
pink ones in the same calendar year. 

Roger De Vlaeminck, Belgium’s 
new Classics hero, was the enemy 
within. Merckx declared himself 
outraged that De Vlaeminck, Walter 
Godefroot and Frans Verbeek had 
been given carte blanche to rain on his 
parade. Next, Cyrille Guimard, the 
French rapier. He alone had challenged 
Merckx at the Tour, his four stage wins 
an antidote (of sorts) to the generalised 

asphyxia. If his bothersome knee held 
up, Guimard might just be a threat. 
Elsewhere the Danes, Ole Ritter and 
Leif Mortensen, would be thereabouts, 
and so too the Portuguese warrior 
Joaquim Agostinho. 

For Italy’s Felice Gimondi there was 
a great deal riding on the race. Twice 
he’d podiumed at the Worlds but so 
omnipotent had Merckxism become 
that Salvarani, his team sponsor, had 
decided to pull the plug. No point, they 
figured, in blowing their budget on  
a cyclist fast becoming synonymous 
with second place. As such Gimondi 
had opened negotiations with the 
powerful French outfit BIC and with 
the Trapletti family, new owners of 
Bianchi. Nothing if not obdurate, 
Gimondi very well understood that  
a rainbow jersey won in Merckx’s 
presence would greatly enhance his 
market value. 

Likewise, another of the Salvarani 
victims, the sprinter Marino Basso.  
A winner of 12 Giro stages (and six  
at the Tour), Basso had developed  
a reputation as the enfant terrible of 

Italian cycling. He tended to polarise 
opinion and his selection for the 
Azzurri was no exception. His form 
leading into the race had been patchy, 
Italy had an identikit rider in Michele 
Dancelli, and Basso was anything but 
a team player. Gimondi had pleaded 
with the selectors to include Giacinto 
Santambrogio, one of his most trusted 
lieutenants, in his stead. They had 
refused and so Basso’s place, however 
contentious, was assured. 

In common with any number of 
cycling-daft Venetian kids, Marino 
Basso had ridden himself out of 
poverty. Growing up in Vicenza, he’d 
found an idol close to home. Some 50 
kilometres south, in Padua, resided the 
velocista Dino Zandegù. Inspired by 
his success and by his own natural 
predilection for individual sports, 
Basso had called time on a promising 
football career. Instead he’d pinned it 
all on the bike and, in 1966, signed a 
contract with Mainetti, a coat hanger 
manufacturer based in his home town. 

His timing, like his sprinting, had 
been excellent. Young Gimondi’s 

A
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Marino Basso was happy to be the 
bad boy of Italian cycling and the 

image served him well for a time as  
he duelled with his countrymen
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FINALLY, BEFORE AN 
INCREDULOUS ROADSIDE 

PUBLIC AND THE TV 
CAMERAS, THEY HAD  

AN ACTUAL PUNCH-UP

capture of the previous year’s Tour had re-energised 
the Italian scene and, with Merckx yet to emerge, 
the new breed had fleetingly made hay. Zandegù 
won twice at the 1966 Giro, while Basso announced 
himself with a vehement gallop in Naples. The 
following spring Zandegù landed the Tours of 
Campania and Flanders, and followed up with two 
stages and the points competition at the Giro. Basso 
countered by helping himself to the Tour’s blue 
riband stage in Bordeaux. Anything you can do…

Thus Basso owed his fame, at least in part, to 
Zandegù’s star quality. Local rivalries always were 
grist to the cycling mill and the two of them, the 
angry young man and the song-and-dance man, 
made great copy. Famously and delightfully, 
Zanegù had sung ‘O Sole Mio on the podium 
following the Flanders win and soon it became his 
calling card. He was a terrific rider but something 
more besides. Zandegù was a simpaticone whose 
voice, allied to his ready wit and open, expansive 
personality, began to transcend his profession. He 
loved to be loved and he well understood that Basso 
provided the perfect foil. Wild-eyed, enigmatic and 
surly, the Vicentino quickly emerged as Italian 
cycling’s anti-hero. He was everything that Zandegù 

wasn’t and, given that cycling was essentially show 
business, each of them understood that they had  
a mutual interest in promoting the fact. Dino’s 
folksy, boy-next-door reputation grew with each 
passing lullaby, and so did Marino’s infamy. Two 
sides of the same coin, they hammed it up in public 
and were as thick as thieves behind closed doors. 

TIME PASSED, AND the wild one soon had the 
measure of Zandegù on the road. He podiumed at 
Flanders, Roubaix and Sanremo, and won copiously 
in May and July. Now, however, Zanegù’s advancing 
years and imminent retirement became a 
double-edged sword. Zandegù was washed up but 
in the absence of a ready replacement in the gruppo 
the press began to look elsewhere for tittle-tattle. 
Moreover, his exit coincided with Basso’s worst 
season. He failed again to win a big Classic and was 
over the time limit on stage four of the Giro. A 
foreigner, De Vlaeminck, subsequently romped to 
four stage wins, then Basso compounded matters 
by failing abjectly at the Tour. 

His “wine, women and song” lifestyle, a useful 
construct while he’d been winning and while 
Zandegù had been in tow, now began to undermine 
his status. His supposed fecklessness, hitherto a  
tidy counterpoint to Zandegù’s homespun charms, 
confirmed that he was essentially a degenerate. He 
was the best sprinter in Italy and yet many had him 
down as a one-trick pony. Sure he’d won a lot of 
stages but his inability to land a Monument was 
symptomatic of a lack of discipline. In reality he was 

eminently capable of looking after himself both on 
the cobbles and in the hills (he’d once been first over 
the top of the Pordoi) but that never quite fit with 
the press pack’s post-Zandegù narrative. 

What Basso needed, they said, was to cease his 
philandering, leave the Porsche in the garage and 
train like a champion. Train, in fact, like the great 
Franco Bitossi. The two-time Lombardy winner and 
multiple Italian champion was held up as the ideal 
of a professional cyclist. A fabulous climber with  
a very tidy sprint, he’d been winning at home and 
abroad for over a decade. He’d honoured both his 
country and his profession, and his modesty and 
sportsmanship had earned him global respect. 

Aside from his obvious physical talent, Basso 
held a unique distinction in the professional ranks: 
he’d managed to make an enemy of Bitossi. On the 
concluding stage of the previous year’s Tour de 
Romandie, he’d annoyed the Tuscan by sitting on 
for kilometre after kilometre. They’d exchanged 
angry words and then, three days later at the Coppa 
Bernocchi, carried on where they left off.

Just then, Eddy Merckx had been engaged in a 
spat of his own with Gianni Motta. The Milanese,  
he claimed, had betrayed his talent. He’d become 
naught but a wheelsucker and Merckx therefore 
vowed not to attack. To do so was to offer Motta  
the chance of a morale-boosting win a few days  
in advance of the Giro, so instead he’d simply roll 
round in the bunch. Just for once he’d let the pure 
sprinters sort it out among themselves. In theory it 
played into Basso’s hands. 

Basso’s antics in Switzerland, though, had left 
Bitossi incandescent. He started half-wheeling his 
nemesis and then, when Basso tried to surge away, 
stuck like glue to his back wheel. When Basso 
slowed almost to a standstill, Bitossi did likewise. 
The two traded insults for the thick end of an hour 
and then climbed theatrically from their bikes. 
Finally, before an incredulous roadside public and 
the TV cameras, they had an actual punch-up.

Five days later the opening road stage of the Giro 
saw them shoulder to shoulder, quite literally, for 
the sprint. The jury initially awarded it to Bitossi  
but then, when the dust settled, the decision was 
overturned. Marino Basso pulled on his first maglia 
rosa at the expense of popular, evergreen Bitossi.  
He was a great rider but there was something truly 
Machiavellian in his character.

Basso and Bitossi were as different as night and 
day but, as the Worlds loomed on the horizon, they 
had one issue in common. For all that he was one of 
the best-loved cyclists in the world, Franco Bitossi 
too was about to become unemployed.  

 Basso swipes the 1972 World 
Championship Road Race in the  
final few metres from Bitossi, 
Guimard and Merckx
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Filotex, the Tuscan team for whom he’d been 10 
years a standard bearer, had also been crushed by 
the Merckx bulldozer. There was less cycling on TV 
and, worse still, Merckx, riding for an Italian team, 
Molteni, was winning 40 per cent of the races he 
started. Sanremo had become his own personal 
fiefdom, and he’d annihilated the field at Lombardy. 
Three bulwarks of the sport – Filotex, Salvarani and 
Ferretti – walked away, with 50 riders out of work. 

And so it was that, more than ever, Italian cycling 
needed one of its heroes to deliver at the ’72 Worlds 
in Gap. Like the French, the Dutch and even half the 
Belgians, they were set on toppling Merckx. Their 
collective firepower gave them a chance but they 
had nothing resembling a strategy. Gimondi talked 
the talk to the press but in his heart he knew he 
couldn’t expect any favours from his team-mates. It 
would be hot and hard and every man for himself. 

Bizarrely, Bianchi called a press conference on 
the morning of the race. Gimondi, Basso and the 
rest of the Salvarani cadre had all signed up for the 
1973 season. All had been forced to accept a pay cut 
but this was, after all, the age of Eddy.

Merckx’s concerns that the course wouldn’t be 
selective enough were justified. Though slightly 
off-colour, the champion rode hard. He did enough 
to shake off Gimondi, and likewise De Vlaeminck 
and the rest of the Belgian ‘team’. As they entered 
the city limits for the final time, however, a handful 
of bloodsuckers remained. 

Neither Guimard nor Basso had lifted a finger. 
With Merckx crowbarring the race apart on the 
front they hadn’t needed to, and each fancied their 
chances in the long, uphill drag to the finish. Franco 

knew he must do, to change down at least one gear. 
What was he thinking?

At 50 metres Merckx could smell him. But at  
30 metres Merckx, the great Merckx, was dying. 
Suddenly, incredibly, as Bitossi floundered, Marino 
Basso swung round the Belgian. At 10 metres he 
was almost upon his compatriot and at five – five 
metres – it was done. Basso had twisted the knife into 
poor, tragic Franco Bitossi. Cain had killed Abel. 

Rarely had bike racing been so good, and never 
had a World Championship podium been so 
poignant. Two cyclists, each in tears, each 
immortalised by an extraordinary sequence of 
events. It was and remains the greatest World 
Championship in history, indissoluble because  
of who they were, but also because what they 
delivered was the perfect bike race. The perfect 
sporting moment. The perfect crime. 

Basso celebrates winning 
stage 3b of the 1970 Tour de 
France into Rennes, one of 
three stages the showman 
would take that year

A NEVER ENDING STORY…

Bitossi, though, had other ideas. A kilometre and  
a half from the finish he shoved another couple of 
gears on and, as the rest played cat and mouse, he 
bolted. With 500m to race, as he began the final 
drag, he led by 100m. Venerable Bitossi, winner of 
over 100 races, was about to crown his career with 
the biggest of them all. He was about to secure the 
maglia iridata for himself, his country and its 
beleaguered cycling community. 

But then Guimard finally did a turn, and Merckx 
gave it one last shove. As he did so, Bitossi, out of 
the wind on the right of the road, glanced back and 
drifted into the centre, cardinal sins both. Now he 
was in the wind, uphill, and in 53x16. He was 
pedalling squares. 150 metres to go.

150 became 100. Still Bitossi looked round and 
still, inexplicably, he heaved at the 53x16. Still he 
failed to do the one thing he better than anyone 

Though the circumstances of  
it were quickly forgotten, Gap 
became rooted in the collective 
consciousness. For all Merckx’s 
hegemony and for all that Bitossi 
and Basso won over 250 races, it 
remains the iconic race of the 
early 70s. None who witnessed it 
will ever forget its extraordinary 
denouement. Basso collapsed 
deliriously and theatrically, before 
Bitossi broke down during a TV 
interview. Then the two of them, 

the inconsolable Bitossi and the 
joyful Basso, stood in floods of 
tears side by side on the podium, 
passing directly into legend. 
They eventually patched up their 
diferences but opinions difer on 
whether Basso was right to come 
round Bitossi. Many believe that 
he had no choice. Merckx had 
dragged them across, Guimard 
was right there among them, and 
had he not, it would have been a 
desecration of sporting principle. 

If he hadn’t won, and Merckx or 
Guimard rolled over Bitossi, it 
would have been unforgivable. 
Others say that had he simply sat 
on there was no way Guimard 
and Merckx would have caught 
Bitossi. He won but in so doing he 
not only deprived a popular, more 
deserving team-mate, but risked 
Italy’s cycling future. And the 
truth? The truth is both and, as 
ever with cycling, a great deal 
more besides.
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Wishlist
The world’s best cycling kit

Photography: David Caudery, Philip Sowels, Adam Gasson

Cervélo S5  
Team MTN-Qhubeka Ltd Ed
£9,999 ||| $12,500

The heavily revised S5 is claimed to be  
faster than ever – a massive 21 watts faster  
than the previous model, in fact, and with 
improvements to stiffness throughout the 
frame as well. However, the real story with 
this particular bike is the team-spec build  
and paint. It’s one of a limited run of just  
200 bikes worldwide and for each one sold 
Cervélo will donate a Buffalo Bike to the 
Qhubeka Foundation’s campaign Bicycles 
Change Lives. The spec includes Dura-Ace 
Di2, Enve 4.5 clinchers and a Rotor INpower 
power meter crankset. 
www.cervelo.com
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Bontrager Aeolus 5 

£2,100 ||| $2,849.98

Bontrager’s wide D3 aero rim shape has been 
around for a couple of years now, delivering 
great speed and crosswind stability. The 
significant feature of this TLR version is that  
it’s compatible with tubeless tyres. Bontrager 
have long been advocates of tubeless so it’s 
no surprise that they are one of the first to 
produce a compatible all-carbon aero rim. 
Clinchers can still be fitted, too, of course.  
The claimed weights for the 50mm Aeolus  
5 are 650g front and 790g rear. 
www.trekbikes.com

Elite Volano 

£349.99

Direct drive trainers save you from needing  
a specific wheel and tyre for your turbo  
and eliminate slippage. The Volano is more 
affordable than most direct drive trainers  
and is also easily upgradeable into a ‘smart 
trainer’, that is, one that can connect to your 
phone, bike computer and/or PC to enable 
online virtual racing. The Volano uses a 
non-adjustable fluid brake with strong 
resistance. The ANT+/Bluetooth transmitter 
costs an extra £59.99.  
www.elite-it.com

Selle Italia Kronos Tekno 

£288.99 ||| $449.99

The Kronos is the UCI-legal version of Selle 
Italia’s tri-focused Iron. To make it meet UCI 
regs, Selle Italia flattened the rear part that 
you could push against. At the same time, 
a non-slip coating has been added to help 
you hold your position. Other features  
are carried over, including the very light 
‘CarboKeramic’ rails, the slim two-pronged 
nose that is designed to accommodate  
an aggressive position, and the extended 
carbon hull. Selle Italia claim that the rear is 
shaped to be aerodynamic but don’t give a 
claimed saving. Two widths are available. 
www.selleitalia.com
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Wishlist

Cannondale Cypher Aero 

£109.99 ||| $200

The Cypher is Cannondale’s top helmet.  
Its dual-density core features 30 vents for 
optimum airflow on warm days, or you can  
fit the clip-on shell for an aerodynamic boost 
or to fend off bad weather. Cannondale make 
no claims for the aero savings. The retention 
device has three height settings to ensure a 
great fit on most head shapes. 
www.cannondale.com
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Wishlist

Northwave Extreme 

£259.99 ||| $374.99

This new hyper-reflective shoe from 
Northwave is the Extreme Tech Plus shoe 
with the name simplified and a special  
finish on the BioMap shaped, vented and 
perforated microfiber upper. In other 
respects it is technically the same, including 
the carbon sole with seven vents and the 
Speed Lace Winch 2 fastening system. The  
heel cup is lined with a cat’s tongue fabric  
for heel hold. We weighed these size 45s at 
297g each. 
www.northwave.com
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Connecting you with the cycle specialists

To advertise in Procycling please contact James Law-Smith

Telephone: +44 (0) 117 300 8256

E-mail: james.law-smith@immediate.co.uk

store&tour

Stuart Hall Cycling 

  www.stuarthallcycling.co.uk 
  stuart@stuarthallcycling.co.uk 
  07801914929

Start planning your 2016 cycling 
holidays and training camps! Our 
training camps kick off in Mallorca in 
January, and we will be bringing you 
such cyclist favourite events as the 
Ventoux, Marmotte, Raid Pyrénéen and 
more! Visit our website or get in touch 
for more info. Prices from £325 per 
person.
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trainsharpcycle 
coaching.co.uk  

  www.trainsharp.co.uk 
  info@trainsharpcyclecoaching.co.uk  
  01892 457 010

A UK based cycle coaching company working 
in partnership with cycling legend Sean Yates. 
Time crunched, new to cycling, riding a 
sportive? Everyone can benefit from 
TrainSharp, allow them to create a manageable 
training program to fit in around your lifestyle 
and get you the results you deserve. 

Villa Select

  www.villaselect.com  
  holidays@villaselect.com   
  01789 595438

Hand-picked villas with private pools 
across Europe and Worldwide. Villas from 
£299 per week. Browse or book our 
collection of villas online, or order a copy 
of our brochure. 2016 NOW on SALE.

Balearic Islands, Spain, Portugal, Cyprus, 
Greece, Croatia, Barbados, Thailand.  
ABTA Y1152 & ATOL 10417
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Bikeradar.com

  www.bikeradar.com

The world’s leading cycling journalists 
have teamed up to bring you BikeRadar.
com, the planet’s most comprehensive 
cycling website. With breaking news, 
expert analysis, fitness and technique tips, 
gear reviews, advice, thousands of bike 
routes worldwide and a lively forum, 
BikeRadar is fully specced. For everything 
you need to know about cycling, head 
over to www.BikeRadar.com today!

Verge Sport 

  www.vergesport.com    
  j.dempsey@vergesport.com       
  +353 86 3791704

Verge Sport custom cycling apparel is 
now available in the UK and Ireland. 
Verge Sport has been producing 
high-quality cycling apparel for 
20 years with zero minimums, 100% 
on-time delivery and fast delivery times. 
Please contact us for samples and price 
lists today. We also offer a full range of 
triathlon apparel. 

Cyclepaths 

  www.cycle-paths.co.uk 
  cyclepathspoole@aol.com 
  01202 680123

Based in Poole, Dorset we are a large 
family run shop with a huge range of 
bikes, components and accessories from 
brands such as Giant, Cube, Bianchi, Felt, 
GT, FFWD, Zipp, Kask, Mavic, Fi’zi:k and 
much more. We offer 0% finance and 
cycle scheme. Free professional bike 
fitting service with the purchase of any 
road bike.
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Col Conquerors

  www.colconquerors.com 
  info@colconquerors.com  
  +33 6 85 12 18 29

Established for 6 years with a professional 
and inclusive approach we specialise in:

³ Road cycling and sportives in the French Alps
³ Gran Canaria warm weather trips
³ Galibier to Ventoux epic tours
³ Performance development coached weeks
³ British Cycling level 3 coaching

You ride, we look after everything else.

SRM Powermeters 

  www.trainsharp.co.uk 
  info@trainsharpcyclecoaching.co.uk  
  01892 457 010

The Ultimate Training tool – Gold standard 
in Power Meter technology! Unrivalled 
levels of proven accuracy – 26 years of 
being the market leader! ANT + compatible. 
Trade Enquiries – Ex Team Models – 
Servicing. Buy SRM Power Meters from 
TrainSharp the UK Distributors. First class 
support and after care.

The Bromley Bike Co  

  www.bromleybike.com 
  info@bromleybike.com   
  0208 460 4852

Bromley Bike Co is situated 20 mins from 
Central London, trains every 10 mins from 
Victoria. We have a good range of road 
and mountain bikes up to 5K. We also 
have clothing, shoes and helmets from top 
brands, and an in-store workshop for on 
demand repairs.

Contact Joe, Adam or Chris.
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Wishlist

Time Xpresso 15  
£339.99 ||| $599.95

Aimed at the truly weight-obsessed – and 
wealthy – Time’s new range-topping pedals 
tip the scales at an astonishing 71g each.  
To save 7g per pedal over the previous top 
model, the Xpresso 12, Time switched to a 
hollow version of the titanium axle inside  
the same carbon composite body. While  
they were at it, they upgraded the bearings  
to super-smooth Ceramic Speed units to 
reduce frictional losses. 
www.timesport.fr
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evaluate the bike properly I itted known 
wheels (Enve 4.5 tubs) and it was on these 
that the Donder tipped our scales at 7.1kg.

This bike is up for the ight. It’s hugely 
stiff under power and through the front end, 
responding crisply to steering input and 
lunging into corners. It’s exciting, eager and 
– certainly in this lavish spec – it’s fast, too.  
I enjoyed some really quick blasts on it.

That drainpipe of an ISP does result in  
a irm feel at the saddle but no more so than 
most aero posts and I’d happily use it for 
long rides. A carbon ibre seat-tube and ISP 

are among the options, or you 
could go for a regular seatpost.  
But admit it, this looks cool.

If you just want the lightest, look 
elsewhere, but for individuality, an 
effervescent character and bespoke 
it, the Donder shines. I came away 
really wanting one, and that 
doesn’t happen often. Jamie Wilkins

 PROS

Excitement, value, 
custom fit and 

options, individuality

CONS

Carbon is lighter  
and smoother

 VERDICT

Alternative bespoke 
racer with brilliant 

ride character

Below Engineered 
can build in any BB 
you like and paint the 
frame in any colour

The Procycling Race & Test Team  
is powered by

Dedacciai, continued to develop the 
material and frame builders such as 
Engineered are making the most of it.

The Donder is a very cool bike. The 
graphics are distinctive and attractive yet 
understated. This is a bike that speaks softly 
but carries a big stick, literally; this one has 
the massive integrated seatpost (MISP?) 
which is just one of myriad options. Most 
important of those is full custom geometry 
for just £150, making this a very affordable 
way onto a made-to-measure race bike. It’s 
ideal for the irregularly-proportioned 
competitive individualist. 

Without being pushed to excess, the 
Donder’s geometry shows clear intent. The 
BB is high, the rear triangle is snug and the 
overall wheelbase is trim. Our test bike 
came built with a Shimano Dura-Ace group 
and a stunning Enve Aero Road bar but 
rolling on no-name carbon clinchers. To 

THIS ISN’T A pro-issue bike but it is a pure 
racer and it’s very interesting because it’s 
aluminium, or scandium-alloy to be precise. 

Engineered is a small British irm local to 
us in Bristol. The Donder is an unapologetic 
crit bike conceived to be exciting and fast.

Thanks to the likes of the Cannondale 
CAAD 12 and Specialized Allez Sprint X1 
there’s a resurgence of interest in aluminium 
and its performance potential with modern 
R&D. The harsh reality is that aluminium 
earned a poor reputation for its ride quality 
during its brief moment in the sun between 
a century of steel and the subsequent focus 
on carbon ibre. Early carbon frames were 
poor compared to what we have now so 
why can’t aluminium be loads better too?

Of course, among small frame builders, 
whose customers tend to want something 
different, aluminium never went away. The 
makers of this scandium-alloy tubeset, 

Engineered Donder
Price £1,300 (frameset, £4,200 complete as tested) » Weight 7.1kg » www.engineeredbikes.co.uk

harp
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Pro kit in the real world
Roadtested
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WE EXPECT THAT even 
Louis Garneau would admit 
that they are not among the 
leading names in cycling 
shoes, so ierce is the arms 

race these days between huge brands such  
as Giro, Mavic and Specialized, with  
weights being shaved lower and new  
factors such as aerodynamics being 
introduced (see opposite). 

By contrast, LG have kept the Course 
Airlite straightforward and that’s why  
we just didn’t see it coming. This shoe  
is brilliant.

The Course Airlite it doesn’t try so hard to 
be techy that it compromises comfort, a trap 
that many shoes now fall into. The dual IP1 
Boas provide micro-adjustment both ways 
for easy mid-ride tweaks, and you can pull 

them out for an instant full release, so  
they’re easier to get out of quickly than the 
Specialized shoes opposite. The shape is 
great and it its like a sock, with the supple 
upper form itting rather than boxy, and the 
dual Boas giving a more precise it than a 
single dial. 

The heel hold is solid without being too 
aggressive and the venting is top notch. 
Thoughtfully, LG provide two sets of insoles, 
one perforated for hot weather and one 
more insulated for the winter. Freezing or 
over-heating feet can ruin a ride and these 
insoles make a useful difference. 

The sole is extremely stiff, only out-done 
by the freakily rigid bath-type carbon soles 
of Bonts and the Lake CX402. Personally, I 
prefer the feel of these. Unless you’re a track 
sprinter, I expect you will, too.

Louis Garneau Course Airlite

There’s good arch support, the heel pads 
are replaceable from the inside, the weight of 
268g (size 45) is low and we found them to 
be comfortable for hours. What’s more, the 
Course Airlite is currently on sale from 
Evans for just £180. Bargain. Jamie Wilkins

 PROS

Light, stiff,  
universal, unfussy, 

strong value

CONS

Limited colour 
choice 

 

 VERDICT

Outsider blind-sides 
the big names; a 

brilliant shoe

The Course Airlite’s 
carbon fibre sole is very 
stiff and exceptionally 
well ventilated

Price £224.99  |  $379.99   www.louisgarneau.com
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Endura FS260-Pro SL 
Thermal Windproof Jacket
Price £129.99 » www.endurasport.com

Specialized  
S-Works 6
Price £280  |  $400 » www.specialized.com

IN ORDER TO set out its stall, this new 
piece from Endura has possibly the 
longest name of any jacket we’ve ever 
tested. This is designed to be warm and 
windproof in a low-bulk, close-itting 
garment that suits quick riding. Race  
wear for winter. 

Conspicuous by its absence is any 
mention of water-resistance. That’s odd, 
in these post-Gabba days. We were caught  
in a downpour on one ride and soon got 
soaked through. We asked Endura about  
it and they told us that actually there is  
a DWR treatment on the back and a PU 
membrane in the front and the sleeves. 
That’s doubly odd, then, because they 
don’t mention it in the product 
description and it doesn’t 
work very well. Maybe the last 
two are connected… When 
run under a tap it seems very 
effective but that’s actually a 
rubbish test; in use, slightly 
stretched over a base layer 
that’s also trying to expel 
moisture the other way, is 

much tougher and water soon gets 
through if it’s more than a light shower.

That issue aside, this is a really good 
jacket. The it is great, with long, slim 
sleeves, an athletic cut to the torso and a 
clever double collar with a bafle around 
the neck to keep out drafts even if it isn’t 
zipped right up. The sizing is ‘Scottish’ 
(opposite to Italian) so you will likely have 
to drop a size. At 185cm/72kg a Small its 
me perfectly. There’s a zipped pocket for 
keys plus the usual three and large 
relective details. 

It’s fully windproof and the ‘wafle’ 
insulation is very effective so this is very 
warm for what feels like a mid-weight 
jacket. On a steady ride that began at -3ºC 

and barely topped freezing  
I was comfortable with a 
winter base layer and a 
long-sleeve jersey underneath. 
The back panel is lighter to 
help it breathe and you could 
wear this up to double-digit 
temperatures for endurance 
training. Jamie Wilkins

THE PREVIOUS S-WORKS shoe 
was enormously popular so 
Specialized have been brave to 
change it so signiicantly. This 
latest version is slimmer and  
has a more positive it, closing 
around your foot as if it’s 
vacuum formed and needing 
only ingertip tension on the 
two-way (micro-step each  
way) Boa dials to provide an 
exceptionally secure it and 
direct connection to your bike. 
In fact, it’s easy to over-tighten 
them if you crank on the dials  
as you would on other shoes  
and the Velcro toe strap is also 
surprisingly effective (most are 
all but useless). 

The heel hold is very tight, 
which is good, but the irm, 
grippy lining to the opening 
feels overly aggressive initially. 

Once you’ve learned that the it 
does most of the work and that 
you only have to nip up the 
Boas, these are comfortable for 
many hours. At 248g each in 45, 
these are light shoes, even if they 
are only 2g under the previous 
version and 40g above the 
lightest out there, the Giro 
Empire SLX. To rival that shoe, 
Specialized have a lace-up 
S-Works Sub-6 on the way. 

The carbon ibre sole is 
immensely stiff yet doesn’t 
transmit road vibration nor 
inluence the it as some 
bath-type soles can. The heel 
bumper is replaceable from 
inside, ensuring a long service 
life. Specialized claim the 
low-proile shapes of the upper 
and sole are aero, saving 30s in 
40km. Jamie Wilkins

 PROS

Warm, stylish, great fit,  
good value 

CONS

Water-resistant features 
aren’t effective 

 

x VERDICT

Efficient, low bulk winter 
wear but not as weather 
resistant as it should be

Left The jacket also 
comes in red and green 
but looks smarter, if a 
little plain, in black

Below The baffle inside 
the collar blocks drafts 
and is genius; shame the 
tall collar is a bit tight

 PROS

Close fit, stiffness, 
weight, heel hold

CONS

 Now less plush and 
more costly 

 

x VERDICT

 Awesome race 
shoes with  
very firm fit

harpThe Procycling Race & Test Team  
is powered by
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harpThe Procycling Race & Test Team  
is powered by

WHILE THE JACKET on the 
previous page acknowledges  
the likely indefatigability of 
intemperate climes for several 
more months, this combination 
from Santini looks ahead with a 
degree more optimism to spring. 
The cruel twist for all riders so 
discontented with winter is that 
once the Easter eggs are gone 
from the shelves it’s easier to ind 
oneself dressed incorrectly – too 
cold, too warm or worse, last 
year’s colours – than in winter 
when you can at least be assured 
of character-testing conditions.

The Beta jersey and warmers 
(available separately for £109.99 
and £39.99, yes that’s a penny 
less) are designed for those days 
when the weather looks different 
out of each window and the app 
on your phone just shrugs. It’s 
claimed to be windproof, 
water-resistant and breathable. 

And it is. Rain and chill air alike 
rebound, out-matched, and it 
breathes effectively. It’s ideal for 
the tricky 10-14ºC zone, yet feels 
almost summer jersey light.

The Beta is not without its 
idiosyncracies, though. It’s short 
in the tail, far from the aero it 
promised, and the pockets are 
oddly shallow and loose. The 
sleeves have grippers which feel 
unpleasant when against skin 
rather than retaining the arm 
warmers, which should be able  
to stay up unaided yet struggle 
for being unusually short and 
loose. Most surprising is that the 
black sections of the warmers are 
not repellent, so you still get wet. 
The fundamentals here are good 
but these faults keep the Beta well 
behind the best. Jamie Wilkins 

Spring time is training camp 
season. Here are some tips 
that you may not have 
considered when thinking 
about your next camp:

WHERE TO GO – Have you 
studied the weather history? 
Just because it was 25ºC in 
December, doesn’t mean it 
won’t be covered by snow in 
February. Make sure it fits your 
criteria: if your season goal is 

La Marmotte then ensure you 
can ride long, steady climbs.  
If you’re a crit racer then you 
need the opportunity to build 
in some speed. If it’s a new 
destination for you, do some 
research and plan your routes 
before you go to save time, 
avoid getting lost and ensure 
you get to ride the best roads. 
 
WHAT TO GET OUT OF IT 
– Don’t use a camp to ‘peak’ 

your fitness; use it to train for 
the year ahead. Few of us have 
the luxury of doing multiple 
training camps, and cannot use 
an ‘endurance camp’, ‘peaking 
camp’ etc. Instead, make the 
most of the time you have and 
simply enjoy riding lots. Go out 
there, have fun, get some good 
miles in the legs. When you get 
home, rest up and return to 
training as quickly as possible. 
The overload will set you up 
with a good base to build upon 
going into the season.
 
WHAT TO DO – Enjoy it! Take 
in the scenery, the weather, the 
good cofee etc. Don’t worry 

about doing complex intervals 
that need taping to the length 
of your stem unless you’re 
near the start of your season. 
We give our pro teams specific 
camps based around where 
they are and their goals, 
whether that is hill specific 
work, time trial eforts or  
group lead-outs.

TIPS – Pack your essentials  
in your hand luggage (shoes, 
pedals and helmet). If your bike 
goes astray, at least you can 
rent a bike with the essentials 
safely stowed in the cabin. 
Don’t go unfit – train into the 
camp. It’s a common mistake, 

often people wait for the camp 
to kick-start their training but 
by the third or fourth day they 
are cooked! Don’t eat too much 
- we often see riders come 
back heavier! Take it easy on 
the descents; there  
are too many horror stories  
of crashes in foreign countries 
from riders taking too many 
risks. Most of all, have fun and 
don’t take it too seriously.

Get in touch with TrainSharp 
for more training advice: 
trainsharpcyclecoaching.co.uk

TRAINING  
CAMP SEASON… 
Jon Sharples, TrainSharp 

Santini Beta jersey  
and arm warmers
Price £149.99, $245 » www.santinisms.it

 PROS

 Jersey is windproof, 
breathable and  
water resistant

CONS

Warmers not fully 
water resistant, 
inconsistent fit 

 

x VERDICT

 Almost great but  
let down by the 

execution

Right The Beta is claimed to be ‘aero fit’ 
but clearly isn’t; the sloppy arm warmers 
are a weak link in the weather resistance
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Breakout There was a touch of irony to John Degenkolb’s sensational, career-transforming win at Milano-Sanremo last year. Here was a rider, one 

who had long been perceived inaccurately as ‘just’ a sprinter, getting the huge win that would put his name among the Classics elite, yet doing so 

entirely in the manner of a sprinter. The German stayed hidden all day and only led when it mattered, passing Alexander Kristoff with 50m to go.
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JOHN 
DEGENKOLB

 & WOMEN’S SEASON PREVIEW 
WE TALK TO THE GERMAN CLASSICS STAR 

AHEAD OF HIS SPRING CAMPAIGN, AND  
PREVIEW THE FIRST WOMEN’S WORLDTOUR

NEXT 
ISSUE
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RACE CALENDAR
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18-24 La Tropicale Amissa Bongo GAB 2.1

18-24 Tour de San Luis ARG 2.1

19-24 Santos Tour Down Under AUS 2.UWT

28 Trofeo Campos-Santanyi-Ses Salines ESP 1.1

29 Trofeo Pollença-Port de Andratx ESP 1.1

30 Trofeo Serra de Tramuntana ESP 1.1

31 Cadel Evans Great Ocean Road Race AUS 1.HC

31 Grand Prix Cycliste la Marseillaise FRA 1.1

31 Trofeo Palma ESP 1.1

3-6 Dubai Tour UAE 2.HC

3-7 Etoile de Bessèges FRA 2.1

3-7 Herald Sun Tour AUS 2.1

3-7 Volta a la Comunitat Valenciana ESP 2.1

7 G.P. Costa degli Etruschi ITA 1.1

8-12 Tour of Qatar QAT 2.HC

11-14 La Méditerranéenne FRA 2.1

13 Vuelta Ciclista a la Región de Murcia ESP 1.1

14 Clasica de Almeria ESP 1.1

14 Trofeo Laigueglia ITA 1.HC

14 Vuelta Mexico Telmex MEX 2.1

16-21 Tour of Oman OMA 2.HC

17-21 Volta ao Algarve POR 2.1

17-21 Ruta del Sol ESP 2.1

20-21 Tour du Haut Var FRA 2.1

23-25 1er Tour Cycliste International La Provence FRA 2.1

27 Classic Sud Ardèche FRA 1.1

27 Omloop Het Nieuwsblad BEL 1.HC

28 Gran Premio Città di Lugano SUI 1.HC

Date Race Country Cat

In recent seasons ‘The Race to the 
Sun’ has lost out to the concurrently-
staged Tirreno-Adriatico in enticing 
GC superstars, so organisers will be 
delighted to see a debut from the 
Tour de France-bound Fabio Aru. 
Route headlines are the return of 
Mont Ventoux (up to Chalet Reynard, 
at 1,435m, at least) early on stage 5 
and a hilly 141km loop around Nice to 
finish the week.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Richie Porte 
2nd Michał Kwiatkowski 
3rd Rui Costa

With the planned introduction of the 
Pompeiana climb to the finale of the 
race rightly consigned to the dustbin, 
‘La Primavera’ can get on with what it 
does best: producing an 
unpredictable finale that offers the 
sprinters their only shot at 
Monument glory. John Degenkolb 
opened his account last time out.

2015 PODIUM 
1st John Degenkolb 
2nd Alexander Kristoff  
3rd Michael Matthews 

6 – 13 MARCH

PARIS-NICE

9 MARCH

MILANO-SANREMO

FEBRUARY

JANUARY

{ RACE CALENDAR }
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28 Kuurne-Bruxelles-Kuurne BEL 1.HC

28 La Drome Classic FRA 1.1

2 Le Samyn BEL 1.1

4-6 Driedaagse van West-Vlaanderen BEL 2.1

5 Strade Bianche ITA 1.HC

6 GP Industria & Artigianato ITA 1.1

6-13 Le Tour de Langkawi MAS 2.HC

6-13 Paris - Nice FRA 2.UWT

6-10 Tour de Taiwan TPE 2.1

9-15 Tirreno - Adriatico ITA 2.UWT

16 Nokere Koerse - Danilith Classic BEL 1.HC

17 GP Nobili Rubinetterie ITA 1.HC

18 Handzame Classic BEL 1.1

19 Classic Loire Atlantique FRA 1.1

19 Milano - Sanremo ITA 1.UWT

20 Cholet - Pays de Loire FRA 1.1

21-27 Volta Ciclista a Catalunya ESP 2.UWT

23 Dwars door Vlaanderen BEL 1.HC

24-27 Settimana Internazionale Coppi e Bartali ITA 2.1

25 E3 Harelbeke BEL 1.UWT

26-27 Critérium International FRA 2.HC

27 Gent - Wevelgem BEL 1.UWT

29-31 Driedaagse De Panne-Koksijde BEL 2.HC

1 Route Adélie de Vitré FRA 1.1

2 Gran Premio Miguel Indurain ESP 1.1

Date Race Country Cat

MARCH

APRIL

Last year’s podium didn’t back up the 
trend of this being a race for the 
sprinters and the introduction of the 
other side of the Kemmelberg – said 
to be the toughest climb in Flanders – 
won’t encourage the fast men into 
thinking that this year will prove any 
different. Organisers believe the 
climb, 23 per cent in places, will make 
the race an “open book”. 

2015 PODIUM 
1st Luca Paolini 
2nd Niki Terpstra  
3rd Geraint Thomas 

Belgium’s biggest race celebrates its 
100th edition in 2016 but it’s a recent 
inclusion that continues to dominate 
the race in 2016. It’s taken a while for 
riders and TV fans to appreciate the 
finishing circuit but you can’t argue 
with the spectacle it has created for 
spectators on the ground.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Alexander Kristoff  
2nd Niki Terpstra  
3rd Greg Van Avermaet  

27 MARCH

GENT-WEVELGEM

3 APRIL

RONDE VAN 
VLAANDEREN
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2 Volta Limburg Classic NED 1.1

3 Paris-Camembert FRA 1.1

3 Ronde van Vlaanderen BEL 1.UWT

3 Vuelta Ciclista a La Rioja ESP 1.1

4-9 Vuelta Ciclista al Pais Vasco ESP 2.UWT

5-8 Circuit Cycliste Sarthe - Pays de la Loire FRA 2.1

6 Scheldeprijs BEL 1.HC

10 Klasika Primavera de Amorebieta ESP 1.1

10 Paris - Roubaix FRA 1.UWT

13 De Brabantse Pijl BEL 1.HC

14 GP de Denain FRA 1.HC

15-17 Vuelta a Castilla y Leon ESP 2.1

16 Tour du Finistère FRA 1.1

17 Amstel Gold Race NED 1.UWT

17 Giro dell'Appennino ITA 1.1

17 Tro-Bro Léon FRA 1.1

19-22 Giro del Trentino ITA 2.HC

19-24 Tour of Croatia CRO 2.1

20 La Flèche Wallonne BEL 1.UWT

23-30 Presidential Cycling Tour of Turkey TUR 2.HC

24 Liège - Bastogne - Liège BEL 1.UWT

26-1 May Tour de Romandie SUI 2.UWT

29-1 May Tour de Yorkshire GBR 2.1

30-1 May Vuelta Asturias Julio Alvarez Mendo ESP 2.1

1 Rund um den Finanzplatz GER 1.HC

4-8 4 Jours de Dunkerque FRA 2.HC

4-8 Tour d'Azerbaijan AZE 2.1

6-29 GIRO D'ITALIA (see page 8) ITA 2.UWT

Date Race Country Cat

MAY

One of the big gripes with Ardennes 
week is that it lacks variety, the uphill 
sprint nature of the finishes to all 
three races meaning the 
protagonists are often the same each 
season. It was the case in 2015, when 
Alejandro Valverde underlined his 
position as the Ardennes rider of his 
generation by scoring his hat-trick 
both here and in Flèche Wallone.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Alejandro Valverde  
2nd Julian Alaphilippe  
3rd Joaquim Rodríguez

If Fabian Cancellara and Tom Boonen 
are true to their word, 2016 will be 
their final year as professionals, and 
with seven wins between the pair,  
no race will miss them more than  
this one.  We got a glimpse last year 
when injury ruled them both out, so 
here’s hoping they’re fighting fit for  
their swansong.

2015 PODIUM 
1st John Degenkolb  
2nd Zdeněk Štybar 
3rd Greg Van Avermaet  

24 APRIL

LIÈGE–BASTOGNE–LIÈGE

10 APRIL

PARIS-ROUBAIX

{ RACE CALENDAR }
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TUESDAY 10 MAY 191km

Catanzaro

Praia A Mare

FRIDAY 13 MAY 210km

Sulmona

Foligno

THURSDAY 12 MAY 165km

Ponte

Roccaraso (Aremogna)

SUNDAY 22 MAY 10.8km

Castelrotto/Kastelruth

Alpe di Siusi/Seiseralm

SATURDAY 21 MAY 210km

Alpago (Farra)

Corvara

TUESDAY 17 MAY 216km

Campi Bisenzio

Sestola

SATURDAY 14 MAY 188km

Foligno

Arezzo

WEDNESDAY 11 MAY 233km

Praia A Mare

Benevento

WEDNESDAY 18 MAY 212km

Modena

Asolo

SUNDAY 15 MAY 40.4km

Radda In Chianti

Grave In Chianti

THURSDAY 19 MAY 168km

Noale 

Bibione

FRIDAY 20 MAY 161km

Palmanova 

Cividale Del Friuli

SATURDAY 7 MAY 190km

Arnhem

Nijmegen

SUNDAY 8 MAY 189km

Nijmegen

Arnhem

FRIDAY 6 MAY 9.8km

Apeldoorn

Apeldoorn

04

The 2016 Giro d’Italia includes three 
time trials, totalling 61km, and seven 
mountain stages with the hardest 
spell of climbing backloaded into the 
Alps in the closing three days. 

Vincenzo Nibali is likely to battle 
Mikel Landa, and possibly Tom 
Dumoulin, for the 99th Tour of Italy 
which kicks off in the Netherlands for 
the second time in four years. 

The race opens with a 9.8km TT 
in Apeldoorn, then two flat stages 
contested before the 2,100km 
transfer to Catanzaro on the toe of 
Italy. Stages 4-8 are a mix of sprinters’ 
and medium mountain stages that 
take the race up the Apennines of 
central Italy. If they provide anything 
like the level of action of last year’s 
opening week it will be compelling 
viewing all the way to the first GC 
battle: a rolling 40km TT among the 
vineyards of Chianti in Tuscany. 

The first high mountains emerge 
on stage 13 to Cividale del Friuli 
These rarely-used climbs are steep 
and narrow. Stage 14 to Alta Badia in 
the Dolomites is the queen stage of 
the 2016 Giro d’Italia thanks to the 
inclusion of ascents of the Pordoi, 
Campolongo, Giau and Valparola 
before the descent to Corvara. A 
10.8km mountain TT to the Alpi di 
Siusi ski station follows the day after, 
before a welcome rest day.
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TUESDAY 24 MAY 133km

Bressanone/Brixen

Andalo

16
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13

Three flatter stages take the race 
west, into the Alps on the French 
border. After reaching Pinerolo on 
stage 18, the final act begins. First the 
race crosses the border via the Colle 
dell’Agnello, where the first rider over 
will win the the Cima Coppi. 

Stage 20 from Guillestre to 
Sant’Anna di Vinadio is the final 
mountain stage and at 133km it’s 
short, but Giro organisers are hoping 
brevity leads to high drama on the 
three major climbs: the Col de Vars, 
the  2715m Col de la Bonette and the 
race’s final climb, the Colle della 
Lombarda which is  21.2km with an 
average gradient of 7 per cent. 

The overall winner of the 2016 
Giro d’Italia will be crowned in Turin 
on Sunday May 29 after a flat 150km 
road stage from Cuneo.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Alberto Contador 
2nd Fabio Aru  
3rd Mikel Landa 

6 – 29 MAY

GIRO D’ITALIA
STAGES
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THURSDAY 26 MAY 234km

Muggiò

Pinerolo

FRIDAY 27 MAY 161km

Pinerolo

Risoul

WEDNESDAY 25 MAY 196km

Molveno

Cassano d’Adda

SATURDAY 28 MAY 134km

Guillestre 

Sant’Anna di Vinadio

SUNDAY 29 MAY 150km

Cuneo

Torino

18

19

17

20

21

{ RACE CALENDAR }

Time Trial

Team Time Trial

Flat

Medium Mountain

High Mountain

Start

Finish
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FLASHBACK: GIRO 
D’ITALIA, 2015
Alberto Contador is 
cheered on as he 
defends the race lead
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7-8 Vuelta Ciclista Comunidad de Madrid ESP 2.1

13-15 1º Volta Internacional Cova da Beira POR 2.1

13-15 Tour de Picardie FRA 2.1

13-18 Tour of Iran (Azarbaijan) IRI 2.1

15-22 Amgen Tour of California USA 2.HC

18-22 Tour of Norway NOR 2.HC

21-22 World Ports Classic NED 2.1

22 Grand Prix de la Somme FRA 1.1

22 Velothon Wales GBR 1.1

25-29 Baloise Belgium Tour BEL 2.HC

25-29 Bayern Rundfahrt GER 2.HC

27-28 Tour of Estonia EST 2.1

28 Grand Prix de Plumelec-Morbihan FRA 1.1

29 Boucles de l'Aulne FRA 1.1

29-6 June Tour of Japan JPN 2.1

30 Winston Salem Cycling Classic USA 1.1

1-5 Skoda-Tour de Luxembourg LUX 2.HC

2-5 Boucles de la Mayenne FRA 2.1

5-12 Critérium du Dauphiné FRA 2.UWT

5 Philadelphia International Cycling Classic USA 1.1

5-12 Tour de Korea KOR 2.1

9 GP du Canton d'Argovie SUI 1.HC

11-19 Tour de Suisse SUI 2.UWT

12 Ronde van Limburg BEL 1.1

12 Rund um Köln GER 1.1

15-19 Ster ZLM Toer GP Jan van Heeswijk NED 2.1

16-19 Tour de Slovénie SLO 2.1

22 Halle Ingooigem BEL 1.1

Date Race Country Cat

JUNE

It wasn’t just Ilnur Zakarin who 
expressed surprise at his win last 
year. The then 25-year-old Russian, in 
his first season on a WorldTour team, 
received a two-year ban for anabolic 
steroid use in 2009, so a collective 
eyebrow was raised at his 
emergence in beating Chris Froome 
and week-long stage race specialist 
Simon Špilak.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Ilnur Zakarin 
2nd Simon Špilak 
3rd Chris Froome

Keep your cards close to your chest 
or scare your rivals with a show of 
form? That’s the conundrum that 
faces GC riders here, ahead of the 
Tour de France in July. While no Tour 
contender wants to be at the very 
top of their form here, Team Sky’s 
tactic has been to leave everything 
out on the road. It’s worked, too; 
they’ve won here three of the past 
four years, with that rider going on to 
win the Tour on each occasion.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Chris Froome 
2nd Tejay Van Garderen 
3rd Rui Costa 

26 APRIL – 1 MAY

TOUR DE ROMANDIE

5 – 12 JUNE

CRITÉRIUM DU 
DAUPHINÉ



{ RACE CALENDAR }
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2-24 TOUR DE FRANCE (see page 12) FRA 2.UWT

3-10 Int. Österreich-Rundfahrt AUT 2.HC

6-10 Sibiu Cycling Tour ROU 2.1

11-14 Ain'Ternational-Rhône Alpes-Valromey Tour FRA 2.1

12-18 Tour de Pologne POL 2.UWT

17-30 Tour of Qinghai Lake CHN 2.HC

20 Grand Prix Cerami BEL 1.1

23-27 Tour de Wallonie BEL 2.HC

24 Velothon Stuttgart GER 1.1

25 Prueba Villafranca-Ordiziako Klasika ESP 1.1

27-31 Post Danmark Rundt DEN 2.HC

27-7 Aug Volta a Portugal em Bicicleta POR 2.1

30 Clasica Ciclista San Sebastian ESP 1.UWT

31 Circuito de Getxo "Memorial Ricardo Otxoa" ESP 1.1

31 La Polynormande FRA 1.1

31 Rad am Ring GER 1.1

31 RideLondon Classic GBR 1.HC

31 Sparkassen Giro GER 1.1

1-7 The Larry H.Miller Tour of Utah USA 2.HC

2-6 Vuelta a Burgos ESP 2.HC

5 Dwars door het Hageland - Aarschot BEL 1.1

6 OLYMPIC GAMES ROAD RACE (see page 14) BRA JO

7-8 Tour du Gévaudan Languedoc-Roussillon FRA 2.1

10-14 Arctic Race of Norway NOR 2.HC

10 OLYMPIC GAMES TIME TRIAL BRA JO

Date Race Country Cat

JULY

AUGUST
Errant race motorbikes seemed to be 
everywhere last season, never to 
such race-influencing calamity as 
here. Greg Van Avermaet had gone 
clear in the finale, only to be clattered 
into by a motorbike, and it was a 
shame for Adam Yates that his first 
WorldTour win was overshadowed 
by the incident.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Adam Yates 
2nd Philippe Gilbert  
3rd Alejandro Valverde

The other final Tour de France 
preparation stage race and the poor 
relation these days. A particularly 
mountainous route has been 
promised for 2016; as last year with 
Thibaut Pinot’s win, there’s a stage 7 
finish on the Rettenbach glacier, but 
with a week less recovery time before 
the Tour than the Dauphiné, will it be 
even less appealing than usual to the 
Tour-bound GC riders?

2015 PODIUM 
1st Simon Špilak 
2nd Geraint Thomas 
3rd Tom Dumoulin

24 APRIL

CLÁSICA SAN 
SEBASTIÁN

11 – 19 JUNE

TOUR DE SUISSE
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TUESDAY 5 JULY 232km

Saumur

Limoges

FRIDAY 8 JULY 162km

L’Isle-Jourdain

Lac de Payolle

THURSDAY 7 JULY 187km

Arpajon-sur-Cère

Montauban

TUESDAY 12 JULY 198km

Escaldes-Engordany

Revel

SATURDAY 9 JULY 183km

Pau

Bagnères-de-Luchon

WEDNESDAY 6 JULY 216km

Limoges

Le Lioran

WEDNESDAY 13 JULY 164km

Carcassonne

Montpellier

SUNDAY 10 JULY 184km

Vielha Val d’Aran

Andorra Arcalis

THURSDAY 14 JULY 185km

Montpellier

Mont Ventoux

FRIDAY 15 JULY 37km

Bourg-Saint-Andéol

La Caverne du Pont-d’Arc

SUNDAY 3 JULY 182km

Saint-Lô

Cherbourg-en-Cotentin

MONDAY 4 JULY 222km

Granville

Angers

SATURDAY 2 JULY 188km

Mont-Saint-michel

Utah Beach Sainte-Marie-du-Mont

04

After a couple of years with hard 
Classics-style opening weeks, the 
2016 race is more traditional in form 
with a lighter start to the action.   

The key flashpoints for the GC 
contenders such as Chris Froome, 
Nairo Quintana and Fabio Aru will be 
two time trials – a 37km test in the 
Gorges de l’Ardèche and a mountain 
TT in Sallanches – alongside the 
usual visit to the Pyrenees, a finish on 
Mont Ventoux and a prolonged spell 
in the Alps around Mont Blanc. There 
are four summit finishes, although 
the organisers have complicated the 
action by putting a couple of other 
mountain finishes at the bottom of 
technical descents.  

The 103rd Tour starts in the 
shadow of Mont Saint-Michel in 
Normandy. Three windy road stages 
will crisscross the Manche 
departement, visiting landmarks like 
the D-Day landing beaches and the 
Glacerie climb in Cherbourg, before 
the race heads south west into the 
heart of France.   

Three mountain stages in the 
Pyrenees start with a finish beside 
the Lac de Payolle, located at the 
base of the Col d’Aspin. The 
Tourmalet will feature on the second 
Pyrenean stage, which finishes in 
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Luchon. Andorra Arcalis is the first 
set-piece summit finish.

A couple of transition stages for 
keen breakaways lead to a stage that 
finishes atop Mont Ventoux, a 
difficult stage to judge, as the next 
day is the rolling TT in the Ardèche 
Gorges. Which of the GC contenders 
will manage their resources best 
over two crucial days? 

Two more stages take the race 
north and into Switzerland. A finish in 
Bern will be a homecoming for 
Fabian Cancellara, who lives near the 
Swiss city and retires at the end of 
the season. Then the Alpine action 
begins in earnest. Stage finishes at 
Finhaut Emosson (a tough summit 
finish), the consistently-graded 17km 
mountain TT to Megève, Saint-
Gervais Mont Blanc and a finale in 
Morzine after a thrilling descent off 
the Joux Plane, will decide the final 
GC. All that will be left to play for after 
the race caravan packs up and 
heads to Paris will be the grandstand 
sprint finish on the Champs Elysees 
and if the contenders are close, 
possibly the green jersey. 

2015 PODIUM 
1st Chris Froome 
2nd Nairo Quintana  
3rd Alejandro Valverde 

6 – 29 MAY

TOUR DE FRANCE

STAGES
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SUNDAY 17 JULY 159km

Bourg-en-Bresse

Culoz

SATURDAY 16 JULY 208km

Montélimar

Villars-les-Dombes Parc des Oiseaux

THURSDAY 21 JULY 17km

Sallanches

Megève

FRIDAY 22 JULY 146km

Albertville

Saint-Gervais Mont Blanc

WEDNESDAY 20 JULY 184km

Bern

Finhaut-Emosson

SATURDAY 23 JULY 146km

Megève

Morzine

SUNDAY 24 JULY 113km

Chantilly

Paris Champs-Élysées

15
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TUESDAY 18 JULY 206km

Moirans-en-Montagne

Bern
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Team Time Trial

Flat

Mountain

Start
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{ RACE CALENDAR }



FLASHBACK: TOUR 
DE FRANCE, 2015
The Sky train heads 
through a tunnel of 
fans at Dutch Corner
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10-13 Tour de l'Ain FRA 2.1

11-14 Czech Cycling Tour CZE 2.1

13-14 Ronde des Vallées FRA 2.1

15-21 Tour of Colorado USA 2.HC

16-19 Tour du Limousin FRA 2.1

19 Arnhem-Veenendaal Classic NED 1.1

20-11 Sep VUELTA A ESPAÑA (see page 16) ESP 2.UWT

21 Cyclassics Hamburg GER 1.UWT

21 Grote Prijs Jef Scherens - Rondom Leuven BEL 1.1

23 GP Stad Zottegem BEL 1.1

23-26 Tour du Poitou Charentes FRA 2.1

24 Druivenkoers - Overijse BEL 1.1

28 Bretagne Classic - Ouest-France FRA 1.UWT

28 Schaal Sels BEL 1.1

31-4 Sep Tour des Fjords NOR 2.1

31-5 Sep Tour of Alberta CAN 2.1

3 Brussels Cycling Classic BEL 1.HC

4-11 Aviva Tour of Britain GBR 2.HC

4 GP de Fourmies FRA 1.HC

9 Grand Prix Cycliste de Québec CAN 1.UWT

9-16 Tour of China I CHN 2.1

11 Chrono Champenois - Trophée Européen FRA 1.1

11 Grand Prix Cycliste de Montréal CAN 1.UWT

11 Tour du Doubs - Conseil Général FRA 1.1

11 Velothon Stockholm SWE 1.1

14 97° Coppa Bernocchi - G.P. BPM ITA 1.1

14 Grand Prix de Wallonie BEL 1.1

Date Race Country Cat

SEPTEMBER

There was news good and bad for 
Germany’s only WorldTour race in 
2015. While public broadcaster ARD 
returned for the first time since 2008, 
it was the final race for Swedish 
energy company Vattenfall, the long-
time sponsor, leaving a hole in 
finances that’s yet to be filled. The 
sprinters’ race was won by home 
favourite André Greipel last time out.

2015 PODIUM 
1st André Greipel 
2nd Alexander Kristoff 
3rd Giancomo Nizzolo

Colombian Rigoberto Urán signed off 
from his two-year stay at Etixx-Quick 
Step with one of his biggest career 
wins in last year’s GP Québec, 
bursting away audaciously in the final 
500m and holding off a frenetic 
pursuit from the sprinters behind. 
This city circuit race is the first in  
a Canadian double header, which 
finishes two days later in Montreal.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Rigoberto Urán 
2nd Michael Matthews 
3rd Alexander Kristoff

 

21 AUGUST

CYCLASSICS HAMBURG

9 SEPTEMBER

GRAND PRIX 
CYCLISTE DE QUEBEC



{ RACE CALENDAR }

OLYMPIC GAMES

19

The Olympic Games road race is an 
out-and-out climber’s course. Chris 
Froome, who saw the course late in 
2015, estimated that there will be 
close to 5,000m of vertical climbing 
in the 256km men’s event. Many 
Grand Tour contenders have thrown 
their hat in as contenders for gold 
and punchy, durable climbers like 
Valverde and Nibali will be favourites.

6 AUGUST (road race) 10 AUGUST (time Trial)

The race starts and finishes 
beside Copacabana Beach. The 
peloton heads southwest along the 
coast road toward the Parque 
Estadual da Pedra Branca, a nature 
reserve west of the city. Inside the 
park, the peloton will tackle the 
Grumari circuit which it tackles three 
times, and includes two short climbs, 
the 1.2km Grumari and the 2.1km 

Grota Funda. The race then returns 
towards Rio along the same coast 
road which, if it’s windy, could cause 
splits. The peloton then swings left 
onto the tough and very picturesque 
circuit in the Tijuca Forest. The key 
difficulty is an 8.2km climb to the 
Vista Chinesa monument which 
opens up to spectacular views of the 
city. The average gradient is 5.2 per 
cent and the race tackles it four 
times before heading back along the 
flat coast road to the finish. The 
women’s 130.3km race on Sunday 
07 August, uses the same roads. 

The 29.8km TT circuit will also 
pass through the beaches and 
forests of the Grumari countryside in 
the Pontal region west of the city. 
The time trial will start and finish at 
Praça Tim Maia at Pedra do Pontal 
and include a 1.2km lclimb.

The men will ride two laps of the 
TT course for 59.6km, while the 
women will do one lap.

2012 PODIUM 
1st Alexandre Vinokourov 
2nd Rigoberto Urán 
3rd Alexander Kristoff  
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The crux of the 2016 Vuelta a Espana 
is the mountain-packed second 
week - but the double whammy of  
a late 39km TT and a summit finish 
in the baking heat near Alicante will 
provide a thrilling climax.

This year’s race has 10 summit 
finishes, one more than 2015 but 
they are more evenly spread out. 
The race starts in Galicia, northwest 
Spain with a 29km TT.  

The first week of racing will be on 
rugged roads through Galicia. The 
first test will be the very steep 
Mirador de Ézaro in the northwest of 
the province on stage three.

A series of flat and medium 
mountain stages lead to the second 
week’s bumper crop of action. It 
starts on stage 10 with the 
showpiece summit finish at the 
formidable Lagos de Covadonga,  
a regular climb in the Vuelta since 
the 1980s and rated as one of the 
toughest climbs in Spain.

Stage 11 comes after a rest day 
and runs along the Asturian 
coastline through tricky undulating 
terrain and finishes with an ascent to 
Peña Cabarga, where Chris Froome 
memorably beat eventual Vuelta 
winner Juan José Cobo in 2011.

The pressure will continue to 
mount on a third tough day of racing 
on stage 12 through Bilbao, with two 

ascents of the nearby Alto del Vivero 
in the closing kilometres. Stage 13, at 
212.8km, is the longest of the 2016 
Vuelta and runs over seven classified 
climbs, finishing in Urdax near the 
French border.

The Vuelta’s hardest day of all is 
stage 14, with four major Pyrenean 
climbs – the Inharpu, La Pierre Saint-
Martin, the Marie-Blanque and the 
17km ascent to the top of the 
Aubisque. However the next day’s 
summit finish on the Formigal after 
just 120km will catch out riders who 
go too deep the day before.

The next test comes on stage 17: 
the steep 4km climb to Mas de la 
Costa on stage 17 in Castellon in 
eastern Spain, but it’s unlikely to 
cause too many difficulties, 
especially as riders’ thoughts will be 
turning to towards a late double test. 
On stage 19 riders face a 39km TT 
on their winter training roads around 
Calpe and the following day is  
a stage from Holiday Central in 
Benidorm to Alto de Aitana – the  
final summit of the race, last used  
in 2009. The day after, the 2016 
Vuelta transfers to Madrid for the 
closing procession and sprint.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Fabio Aru 
2nd Joaquim Rodríguez  
3rd Rafal Majka

20 AUGUST – 11 SEPTEMBER

VUELTA A ESPAÑA

20

STAGES

TUESDAY 23 AUGUST 161km

Betanzos

San Andrés de Teixido

FRIDAY 26 AUGUST 158.3km

Maceda

Puebla de Sanabria

THURSDAY 25 AUGUST163km

Monforte de Lemos

Luintra. Ribera Sacra

MONDAY 29 AUGUST 186.6km

Lugones

Lagos de Covadonga

SATURDAY 27 AUGUST 177km

Villalpando

La Camperona. Valle de Sabero

WEDNESDAY 24 AUGUST 170km

Viveiro

Lugo

WEDNESDAY 31 AUGUST 168.6km

Colunga. Museo Jurásico

Peña Cabarga 

SUNDAY 28 AUGUST 165km

Cistierna

Oviedo. Alto del Naranco

THURSDAY 1 SEPTEMBER 193.2km

Los Corrales de Buelna

Bilbao

FRIDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 212.8km

Bilbao

Urdax-Dantxarinea

SUNDAY 21 AUGUST 159km

Ourense capital termal

Baiona

MONDAY 22 AUGUST 170km

Marín

Dumbría. Mirador de Ézaro

SATURDAY 20 AUGUST 29.4km

Ourense termal. B. de Laias

P. N. Castrelo de Miño
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SUNDAY 4 SEPTEMBER 120km

Sabiñánigo

Sallent de Gállego. Aramón Formigal

SATURDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 195.6km

Urdax-Dantxarinea

Aubisque - Gourette

THURSDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 191km

Requena

Gandía 

FRIDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 39km

Xàbia

Calp

WEDNESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 173.3km

Castellón

Llucena. Camins del Penyagolosa

SATURDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 184km

Benidorm

Alto Aitana. Escuadrón E. Aire

SUNDAY 11 SEPTEMBER 102.5km

Las Rozas

Madrid

15

14 18

MONDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 158km

Alcañiz

Peñíscola

16

19

17

20

21

Time Trial

Team Time Trial

Flat

Medium Mountain

High Mountain

Start

Finish



FLASHBACK: VUELTA 
A ESPANA, 2015
The race favourites 
tackle Alto de Sotres 
on stage 15
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15 Coppa Agostoni - Giro delle Brianze ITA 1.1

16 Kampioenschap van Vlaanderen BEL 1.1

17 Memorial Marco Pantani ITA 1.1

17 Primus Classic Impanis - Van Petegem BEL 1.HC

18 GP Industria & Commercio di Prato ITA 1.1

18 Grand Prix d'Isbergues - Pas de Calais FRA 1.1

18-25 Tour of China II CHN 2.1

19-25 Eneco Tour --- 2.UWT

20-21 Giro della Toscana ITA 2.1

22 Coppa Sabatini ITA 1.1

24 Giro dell'Emilia ITA 1.HC

25 Duo Normand FRA 1.1

25 Gran Premio Bruno Beghelli ITA 1.HC

27 Omloop van het Houtland Lichtervelde BEL 1.1

27 Tre Valli Varesine ITA 1.HC

28 Milano-Torino ITA 1.HC

29 Giro del Piemonte ITA 1.HC

29-2 Oct Tour de l'Eurométropole BEL 2.HC

1 Il Lombardia ITA 1.UWT

2 Tour de Vendée FRA 1.1

2 Tour of Almaty KAZ 1.1

3 Sparkassen Münsterland Giro GER 1.HC

4 Binche - Chimay - Binche / Mémorial Frank Vandenbroucke BEL 1.1

6 Paris-Bourges FRA 1.1

9-16 UCI ROAD WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS QAT CM

9 Paris - Tours Elite FRA 1.HC

11 Nationale Sluitingprijs - Putte - Kapellen BEL 1.1

Date Race Country Cat

OCTOBER

He’s won Grand Tours aplenty but 
despite threatening in the 
Monuments before, notably at Liège, 
Vincenzo Nibali’s win here in 2015 
was his first in the top-tier one-day 
races. His sublime descending won  
it for him and went some way in 
restoring pride in a season that saw 
him put up a meek defence as Tour 
de France champion before he was 
turfed out of the Vuelta.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Vincenzo Nibali 
2nd Daniel Moreno 
3rd Thibaut Pinot

Recently staged in the no-man’s-land 
between the end of the Tour de 
France and the start of the Vuelta, 
what will come of the Eneco Tour 
with its Olympics-necessitated shunt 
to the end of the season? Set in both 
Belgium and Holland over Spring 
Classics terrain, it’s a race that feels 
out of step in August but at least it 
now avoids the post-Tour hangover.

2015 PODIUM 
1st Tim Wellens 
2nd Greg Van Avermaet 
3rd Wilco Kelderman

1 OCTOBER

IL LOMBARDIA

19 – 25 SEPTEMBER

ENECO TOUR
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AG2R LA MONDIALE FRA

Ag2r was stable on the transfer front ahead of 
2016, with just three new riders. The Savoie-
based team slipped from its 2014 seventh 
place in the WorldTour to 11th last year, mainly 
due to the waning powers of Jean-Christophe 
Peraud. The 38-year-old will go to the Giro 
aiming for the podium, and will retire at the 
end of the year. The offence-minded Romain 
Bardet is leader at the Tour and will target at 
least a top five there. If that strategy fails he’ll 
go for stages. Alexis Gougeard won a Vuelta 
stage and the Eurométropole Tour last year, 
so he gets a broader programme, including 
Paris-Roubaix and the Tour. Alexis Vuillermoz 
showed punch by winning the Tour’s Mûr-de-
Bretagne stage and fancies his chances at the 
Olympic Games road race. 

2015 Team Ranking: 11th / www.cyclisme.ag2rlamondiale.fr

ROMAIN BARDET 
Took a stage, finished 
ninth and was named the 
most attacking rider award 
at the Tour last year and 
he now becomes Ag2r’s 
sole leader. 

CYRIL GAUTIER 
Arrives from Europcar and 
will provide Ag2r with an 
aggressive, and versatile 
rider who can ride in breaks 
all day long. Could be the 
new Thomas Voeckler.

DOMENICO POZZOVIVO 
The diminutive Italian 
climber will be a 
domestique for Peraud and 
Bardet but don’t discount 
him sniffing out the odd 
victory for himself. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Bagdonas, Gediminas LTU 26/12/85 2013 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Bakelants, Jan BEL 14/02/86 2009 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Bardet, Romain FRA 09/11/90 2012 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Bérard, Julien FRA 27/07/87 2010 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Bidard, François Fra 19/03/82 2016 Neo-pro

Bonnafond Guillaume FRA 23/06/87 2009 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Cherel, Mikaël FRA 17/03/86 2007 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Daniel, Maxime FRA 05/06/91 2013 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Denz, Nico GER 15/02/94 2015 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Domont, Axel FRA 07/08/90 2013 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Dumoulin, Samuel FRA 20/08/80 2002 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Dupont, Hubert FRA 13/11/80 2005 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Gastauer, Ben LUX 14/11/87 2010 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Gaudin, Damien FRA 20/08/86 2008 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Gautier, Cyril FRA 26/09/87 2009 Europcar

Gougeard, Alexis FRA 05/03/93 2014 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Gretsch, Patrick GER 07/04/87 2010 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Houle, Hugo CAN 27/09/90 2011 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Jaurégui, Quentin FRA 22/04/94 2015 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Kadri, Blel FRA 03/09/86 2009 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Latour, Pierre FRA 12/10/93 2015 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Minard, Sébastien FRA 12/06/82 2005 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Montaguti, Matteo ITA 06/01/84 2008 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Péraud, Jean-Christophe FRA 22/05/77 2010 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Pozzovivo, Domenico ITA 30/11/82 2005 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Riblon, Christophe FRA 17/01/81 2005 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Sergent, Jesse NZL 08/07/88 2011 Trek Factory Racing

Turgot, Sébastien FRA 11/04/84 2008 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Vansummeren, Johan BEL 04/02/81 2003 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Vuillermoz, Alexis FRA 01/06/88 2013 Ag2r-La Mondiale

† WorldTour/ProConti level since

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

Carlos Betancur, Lloyd Mondory, Rinaldo NocentiniLEAVERS

Team Manager: Vincent Lavenu 
DS: Gilles Mas, Arturas Kasputis, 
Julien Jurdie, Laurent Biondi, 
Didier Jannel, Stéphane 
Goubert
Bike sponsor: Focus
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ASTANA KAZ

The Kazakh-funded team, one of the slickest, 
richest operations in cycling, had a good 2015. 
Fabio Aru won the Vuelta and finished second 
in the Giro, meaning he’s a contender for the 
Tour in 2016. Whether that’s with the support 
of Astana’s other leader, Vincenzo Nibali, 
remains to be seen. The Sicilian had a mixed 
year, enduring criticism for a lacklustre Tour 
defence, and hanging onto a team car at the 
Vuelta, which saw him disqualified. He 
redeemed himself by winning Il Lombardia. 
This year, if his preparation is right he’s a real 
contender for the Olympics road race. 
Astana’s weakness has been a tendency to 
squabble. The imposed hierarchy from 
Alexandre Vinokourov, a tough task master, 
doesn’t breed content among the riders.

2015 Team Ranking: 5th / www.proteam-astana.com

Team Manager: Dmitriy Fofonov 
DS: Dmitriy Sedoun, Stefano 
Zanini, Gorazd Stangelj, 
Giuseppe Martinelli, 
Sergey Yakovlev Bike sponsor: 
Specialized

FABIO ARU 
Showed admirable 
resilience at both the Giro 
and Vuelta and came 
through tough patches. 
He’s now a genuine Tour de 
France contender.   

GATIS SMUKULIS 
Arrives from Katusha as 
a strong and reliable 
domestique. Expect him 
to be plugged into the 
Classics squad assisting 
Lars Boom. 

DIEGO ROSA 
Was a loyal lieutenant 
to Fabio Aru at the Giro 
and Vuelta and finished 
2015 strongly, winning 
Milano-Torino. He could be 
Astana’s coming man.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Agnoli, Valerio ITA 06/01/85 2005 Astana

Aru, Fabio ITA 03/07/90 2012 Astana

Ayazbayev, Maxat KAZ 27/01/92 2015 Astana

Boom, Lars NED 30/12/85 2009 Astana

Capecchi, Eros ITA 13/06/86 2006 Movistar

Cataldo, Dario ITA 17/03/85 2007 Astana

De Vreese, Laurens BEL 29/09/88 2011 Astana

Fominykh, Daniil KAZ 28/08/91 2014 Astana

Fuglsang, Jakob DEN 22/03/85 2009 Astana

Grivko, Andriy UKR 07/08/83 2005 Astana

Gruzdev, Dmitriy KAZ 13/03/86 2012 Astana

Guardini, Andrea ITA 12/06/89 2011 Astana

Kamyshev, Arman KAZ 14/03/91 2013 Astana

Kangert, Tanel EST 11/03/87 2008 Astana

Kozhatayev, Bakhtiyar KAZ 28/03/92 2015 Astana

Lopez, Miguel Angel COL 04/02/94 2015 Astana

Lutsenko, Alexey KAZ 07/09/92 2013 Astana

Malacarne, Davide ITA 11/07/87 2009 Astana

Nibali, Vincenzo ITA 14/11/84 2005 Astana

Rosa, Diego ITA 27/03/89 2013 Astana

Sánchez, Luis León ESP 24/11/83 2004 Astana

Scarponi, Michele ITA 25/09/79 2002 Astana

Smukulis, Gatis LAT 15/04/87 2009 Katusha

Tiralongo, Paolo ITA 08/07/77 2000 Astana

Tleubayev, Ruslan KAZ 07/03/87 2013 Astana

Vanotti, Alessandro ITA 16/09/80 2004 Astana

Westra, Lieuwe NED 11/09/82 2009 Astana

Zeits, Andrey KAZ 14/12/86 2008 Astana

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Borut Bozic, Alexandr Dyachenko,Mikel Landa, Rein Taaramäe
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BMC RACING USA

BMC loosened its purse strings to buy Richie 
Porte who was invincible during the spring 
stage races in 2015. If he can replicate that 
form and lose the bad days that undermine 
his Grand Tour ambitions he could be a real 
force. BMC believe that Porte can mesh well 
with Tejay Van Garderen, a very similar type of 
rider, to give the team a two-pronged attack. 
The team remains strong in every sphere 
except bunch sprints: Greg Van Avermaet will 
try to land a Monument, Philippe Gilbert will 
again aim at the hilly Classics and the team 
has many rouleurs aiming at stage wins and 
TTs. It’ll be a rare team time trial the world 
champions will lose in 2016: Rohan Dennis, 
Van Garderen, Taylor Phinney and Stefan 
Küng are locomotives that will drive that.

2015 Team Ranking: 6th / www.bmcracingteam.com

Team Manager: Jim Ochowicz 
DS: Fabio Baldato, Yvon 
Ledanois, Valerio Piva, Max 
Sciandri, Jackson Stewart
Bike sponsor: BMC

TAYLOR PHINNEY 
Back and winning after  
a 15-month injury lay-off, 
Phinney will hit the 
Classics hard. There’s also 
the Olympic TT, where he 
was fourth in 2012.

LOÏC VLIEGEN 
His arrival has been heralded 
by much expectation. but 
surgery for a heart defect 
will delay judgment on what 
the Belgian is capable of in 
the Classics. 

PHILIPPE GILBERT 
Now 33, but still has the 
hunger to win big races. He 
will hope for a crash-free 
run up to the hilly Classics 
- his home ground and 
favoured terrain. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Atapuma, Darwin COL 15/01/88 2011 BMC

Bohl, Tom SUI 17/01/94 2016 Neo-pro

Bookwalter, Brent USA 16/02/84 2008 BMC

Burghardt, Marcus GER 30/06/83 2005 BMC

Caruso, Damiano ITA 12/10/87 2009 BMC

De Marchi, Alessandro ITA 19/05/86 2011 BMC

Dennis, Rohan AUS 28/05/90 2013 BMC

Dillier, Silvan SUI 03/08/90 2014 BMC

Drucker, Jempy LUX 03/09/86 2011 BMC

Gerts, Floris NED 03/05/92 2016 Neo-pro

Gilbert, Philippe BEL 05/07/82 2003 BMC

Hermans, Ben BEL 08/06/86 2009 BMC

Küng, Stefan SUI 16/11/93 2015 BMC

Moinard, Amaël FRA 02/02/82 2005 BMC

Oss, Daniel ITA 13/01/87 2009 BMC

Phinney, Taylor USA 27/06/90 2011 BMC

Porte, Richie AUS 30/01/85 2010 Sky

Quinziato, Manuel ITA 30/10/79 2002 BMC

Rosskopf, Joey USA 04/09/89 2012 Prof

Sánchez, Samuel ESP 05/02/78 2000 BMC

Schär, Michael SUI 29/09/86 2006 BMC

Senni, Manuel ITA 11/03/92 2015 BMC

Teuns, Dylan BEL 01/03/92 2015 BMC

Van Avermaet, Greg BEL 17/05/85 2007 BMC

Van Garderen, Tejay USA 12/08/88 2010 BMC

Velits, Peter SVK 21/02/85 2007 BMC

Vliegen, Loïc BEL 20/12/93 2015 BMC

Wyss, Danilo SUI 26/08/85 2008 BMC

Zabel, Rick GER 07/12/93 2014 BMC

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Cadel Evans, Campbell Flakemore, Klaas Lodewyck, Peter Stetina

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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CANNONDALE USA

Cannondale’s changes over the winter were 
root and branch rather than a light pruning - 
the second year running that the team’s had 
to make big changes. Eight riders, including 
Dan Martin and Ryder Hesjedal, have moved 
on. Eleven have come into the squad. Most 
exciting is Rigoberto Urán, who has twice 
come second at the Giro. The Colombian 
looked a little lost at Etixx-Quick Step where he 
was a GC rider in a world of one-day 
specialists. He’s joined by Pierre Rolland, who 
arrives from Europcar. The team’s established 
leaders are Andrew Talansky and Joseph 
Dombrowksi. Dombrowski will be an exciting 
rider to watch. He’s putting on muscle this 
winter and working on his aerodynamics in 
order to boost his durability in stage races. 

2015 Team Ranking: 16th / www.slipstreamsports.com

ANDREW TALANSKY
Came close to a Tour stage 
win last year at Pra Loup. 
The 2014 Dauphiné victor 
is overdue another big win 
to reinforce his status as 
team leader.

PATRICK BEVIN
The New Zealander had a 
breakout year with Avanti  
in the Oceania and Asian 
Races last year – can he 
translate that into 
WorldTour wins in 2016?

JOE DOMBROWSKI 
Managed to steady his 
career last year after 
recovering from injury. 
Success will be hanging 
with the leaders in the last 
week of the Giro

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Bauer, Jack NZL 07/04/85 2012 Cannondale-Garmin

Bettiol, Alberto ITA 29/10/93 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Bevin, Patrick NZL 15/02/91 2010 Prof

Breschel, Matti DEN 31/08/84 2005 Tinkoff-Saxo

Brown, Nathan USA 07/07/91 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Cardoso, André POR 03/09/84 2012 Cannondale-Garmin

Clarke, Simon AUS 18/07/86 2009 Orica-GreenEdge

Craddock, Lawson USA 20/02/92 2014 Giant-Alpecin

Dombrowski, Joseph USA 12/05/91 2013 Cannondale-Garmin

Formolo, Davide ITA 25/10/92 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Gaimon, Phillip USA 28/01/86 2006 Prof

Mullen, Ryan IRE 07/08/94 2013 Prof

Howes, Alex USA 01/01/88 2012 Cannondale-Garmin

King, Benjamin USA 22/03/89 2011 Cannondale-Garmin

Koren, Kristijan SLO 25/11/86 2010 Cannondale-Garmin

Langeveld, Sebastian NED 17/01/85 2006 Cannondale-Garmin

Marangoni, Alan ITA 06/07/84 2009 Cannondale-Garmin

Moser, Moreno ITA 25/12/90 2012 Cannondale-Garmin

Navardauskas, Ramunas LTU 30/01/88 2011 Cannondale-Garmin

Rolland, Pierre FRA 10/10/86 2007 Europcar

Skjerping, Kristoffer NOR 04/05/93 2015 Cannondale-Garmin

Skujins, Toms LAT 15/06/91 2011 Prof

Slagter, Tom-Jelte NED 01/07/89 2011 Cannondale-Garmin

Talansky, Andrew USA 23/11/88 2011 Cannondale-Garmin

Urán, Rigoberto COL 26/01/87 2006 Etixx-Quick Step

Van Baarle, Dylan NED 21/05/92 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Villella, Davide ITA 27/06/91 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Wippert, Wouter NED 14/08/90 2014 Drapac Pro Cycling

Woods, Michael CAN 12/10/86 2013 Prof

Zepuntke, Ruben GER 29/01/93 2015 Cannondale-Garmin

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS

Team Manager: Jonathan 
Vaughters DS: Charly Wegelius 
(lead), Andreas Klier, Bingen 
Fernandez, Fabrizio Guidi, Eric 
Van Lancker, Manuel Garate
Bike sponsor: Cannondale

Janier Acevedo, Tom Danielson, Nathan Haas, Lasse Norman Hansen, 
Ryder Hesjedal, Ted King, Dan Martin,  Matej Mohoric

IMAGE Connondale (Bevin) 
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DIMENSION DATA RSA

The African-registered squad ascends to the 
WorldTour thanks partly to extra sponsorship 
euros and signing Mark Cavendish, along with 
Bernhard Eisel and Mark Renshaw and, on the 
management side, Rolf Aldag. The team lost 
four riders and recruited seven in the contract 
season, including Omar Fraile, the Vuelta KoM. 
Other new arrivals are Cameron Meyer and 
Nathan Haas – experienced engines who face 
a long season as the team adjusts to the 
rigours of a WorldTour programme. The team 
will be observed particularly keenly as its 
popularity over the past couple of years was 
based largely on underdog status and its USP 
of channelling African riders to the top. Now 
it’s riding a full programme with one of the 
biggest names in cycling. The pressure is on. 

2015 Team Ranking: N/A / africasteam.com

Team Manager: Douglas Ryder 
DS: Rolf Aldag (Performance 
Manager) Jens Zemke, Roger 
Hammond, Jean-Pierre 
Heynderickx, Alex Sans Vega 
Bike sponsor: Cervélo

 

MARK CAVENDISH 
Still transcends the sport, 
but his reputation is in 
need of a boost that could 
come courtesy of Tour 
stages and an Olympic 
medal. Or a rainbow jersey.

OMAR FRAILE 
Knows how to pick targets: 
two victories and two 
WorldTour KoM jerseys 
show his strength in hilly 
terrain. Fits in well with the 
team’s attacking ethos.

KRISTIAN SBARAGLI 
His 2015 results are 
peppered with top sixes, 
but only one win. If he  
can turn consistency into 
victories he’ll be a valuable 
asset for the team.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Anton, Igor ESP 02/03/83 2005 Movistar

Berhane, Natnael ERI 05/01/91 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Boasson, Hagen Edvald NOR 17/05/87 2008 MTN-Qhubeka

Bos, Theo NED 22/08/83 2010 MTN-Qhubeka

Brammeier, Matthew IRL 07/06/85 2011 Prof

Cavendish, Mark GBR 21/05/85 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Cummings, Stephen GBR 19/03/81 2005 MTN-Qhubeka

Debasay, Mekseb ERI 16/06/91 2014 Prof

Dougall, Nicolas RSA 21/11/92 2014 MTN-Qhubeka

Eisel, Bernhard AUT 17/02/81 2001 Sky

Farrar, Tyler USA 02/06/84 2006 MTN-Qhubeka

Fraile, Omar ESP 17/07/90 2013 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Haas, Nathan AUS 12/03/89 2012 Garmin-Cannondale

Janse Van Rensburg, Jacques RSA 06/09/87 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Janse Van Rensburg, Reinardt RSA 03/02/89 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Jim, Songezo RSA 17/09/90 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Kudus, Merhawi ERI 23/01/94 2014 MTN-Qhubeka

Meyer, Cameron AUS 11/01/88 2009 Orica-GreenEdge

Niyonshuti, Adrien RWA 02/01/87 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Pauwels, Serge BEL 21/11/83 2006 MTN-Qhubeka

Reguigui, Youcef ALG 09/01/90 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Renshaw, Mark AUS 22/10/82 2004 Etixx-Quick Step

Sbaragli, Kristian ITA 08/05/90 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Siutsou, Kanstantsin BLR 09/08/82 2005 Sky

Teklehaimanot, Daniel ERI 10/11/88 2012 MTN-Qhubeka

Thomson, Jay RSA 12/04/86 2012 MTN-Qhubeka

Van Zyl, Johann RSA 02/02/91 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Venter, Jaco RSA 13/02/87 2011 MTN-Qhubeka

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Gerald Ciolek, Matt Goss, Louis Meintjes, Andreas Stauff

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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ETIXX-QUICK STEP BEL

The Belgian team topped the victory ranking 
last year with 54 wins, coming from over half 
the squad, showing admirable depth. Patrick 
Lefevere and Mark Cavendish couldn’t agree 
terms, but the Belgian replaced one star 
sprinter with another, Marcel Kittel, who had a 
dreadful 2015 and will be champing at the bit 
to get a big win under his belt. Etixx looks 
particularly strong in the hilly Classics and 
week-long stage races thanks to the 
excellence of Julian Alaphilippe  and the 
recruitment of Daniel Martin and up-and-
coming Bob Jungels, who has shown great 
promise and is due a big win. The team will 
also be geared towards helping Tom Boonen 
deliver another triumph in the spring 
Monuments in what is likely to be his last year. 

2015 Team Ranking: 4th / www.etixx-quickstep.com

Team Manager: Patrick Lefevere 
DS: Davide Bramati, Brian Holm, 
Wilfried Peeters,  
Jan Schaffrath, Tom Steels,  
Rik Van Slycke  
Bike sponsor: Specialized

TOM BOONEN 
Will bring Flanders to a 
standstill this March and 
April as his adoring public 
pay homage to one of the 
greatest cobbled Classics 
riders ever.  

DAN MARTIN 
Will be hoping the vitality 
and camaraderie at Etixx 
will add fresh impetus to a 
career that stalled last year 
as the Irishman was 
hampered by bad luck. 

MATTEO TRENTIN 
Far from an Etixx drone: 
Trentin is a versatile, 
powerful sprinter who 
pops up and wins tough 
races. Expect him to win 
something big this spring.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Alaphilippe, Julian FRA 11/06/92 2014 Etixx-Quick Step

Boonen, Tom BEL 15/10/80 2002 Etixx-Quick Step

Bouet, Maxime FRA 03/11/86 2008 Etixx-Quick Step

Brambilla, Gianluca ITA 22/08/87 2010 Etixx-Quick Step

Contreras, Rodrigo COL 02/06/94 2016 Neo-pro

De La Cruz, David ESP 06/05/89 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

De Plus, Laurens BEL 04/09/95 2016 Neo-pro

Gaviria, Fernando COL 19/08/94 2016 Neo-pro

Keisse, Iljo BEL 21/12/82 2005 Etixx-Quick Step

Kittel, Marcel GER 11/05/88 2011 Giant-Shimano

Jungels, Bob LUX 22/09/92 2013 Trek Factory Racing

Lampaert, Yves BEL 10/04/91 2013 Etixx-Quick Step

Maes, Nikolas BEL 09/04/86 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Martin, Daniel IRL 20/08/86 2008 Garmin-Cannondale

Martin, Tony GER 23/04/85 2008 Etixx-Quick Step

Martinelli, Davide ITA 31/05/93 2016 Neo-pro

Meersman, Gianni BEL 05/12/85 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Richeze, Maximiliano ARG 07/03/83 2006 Lampre-Merida

Sabatini, Fabio ITA 18/02/85 2006 Etixx-Quick Step

Serry, Pieter BEL 21/11/88 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Stybar, Zdenek CZE 11/12/85 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Terpstra, Niki NED 18/05/84 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Trentin, Matteo ITA 02/08/89 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Vakoc, Petr CZE 11/07/92 2014 Etixx-Quick Step

Van Keirsbulck, Guillaume BEL 14/02/91 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Vandenbergh, Stijn BEL 25/04/84 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Velits, Martin SVK 21/02/85 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Vermote, Julien BEL 26/07/89 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Verona, Carlos ESP 04/11/92 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Wisniowski, Lukasz POL 07/12/91 2015 Etixx-Quick Step

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Mark Cavendish, Michal Golas, Michal Kwiatkowski, Mark Renshaw, Rigoberto Urán
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FDJ FRA

Marc Madiot’s men took only 15 victories last 
year – FDJ’s worst haul since 2001 and the 
same number taken by their sprinter Arnaud 
Démare in 2014. Démare had a season to 
forget, with just two minor wins, but Madiot 
has been careful not to put any blame on the 
24-year-old, saying that he must simply learn 
to be tougher with team-mates. Madiot 
described the season as average so expect 
him to have cracked the whip over winter. The 
French squad is another team to post a net 
increase in riders, including exciting French 
neo-pro Jérémy Maison. Pinot will again 
shoulder the biggest responsibility for results 
in 2015 and he has devoted more time to 
improving his time trialling – something he 
sees as key to being a real Tour contender. 

2015 Team Ranking: 15th / www.equipecyclistefdj.fr

Team Manager: Marc Madiot 
DS: Thierry Bricaud, Martial 
Gayant, Yvon Madiot, Franck 
Pineau, Jussi Veikkanen
Bike sponsor: Lapierre

THIBAUT PINOT
The FDJ frontman has a 
heavy spring line-up and 
has set Tirreno-Adriatico 
and the Tour de Romandie 
as key goals as he builds 
towards the Tour. 

ODD CHRISTIAN EIKING
FDJ have had their 
claws in this neo-pro for 
more than a year and he 
comes with great 
expectation as a top stage 
racer in the making.  

ALEXANDRE GENIEZ 
The Frenchman was a 
rare bright spark in the 
FDJ line-up in 2016 and 
will shoulder more 
responsibility for victories 
in 2016

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Bonnet, William FRA 25/06/82 2006 FDJ.fr

Chavanel, Sébastien FRA 21/03/81 2005 FDJ.fr

Courteille, Arnaud FRA 13/03/89 2011 FDJ.fr

Delage, Mickaël FRA 06/08/85 2005 FDJ.fr

Demare, Arnaud FRA 26/08/91 2012 FDJ.fr

Eiking, Odd Christian NOR 28/12/94 2016 Prof

Elissonde, Kenny FRA 22/07/91 2012 FDJ.fr

Fischer, Murilo BRA 16/06/79 2004 FDJ.fr

Fournier, Marc FRA 12/11/94 2016 Neo-pro

Geniez, Alexandre FRA 16/04/88 2010 FDJ.fr

Hoelgaard, Daniel NOR 01/07/93 2016 Prof

Konovalovas, Ignatas LTU 08/12/85 2008 Prof

Ladagnous, Matthieu FRA 12/12/84 2006 FDJ.fr

Le Bon, Johan FRA 03/10/90 2010 FDJ.fr

Le Gac, Olivier FRA 27/08/93 2014 FDJ.fr

Lecuisinier, Pierre-Henri FRA 30/06/93 2014 FDJ.fr

Maison, Jeremy FRA 21/07/93 2016 Neo-pro

Manzin, Lorenzo FRA 26/07/94 2015 FDJ.fr

Morabito, Steve SUI 30/01/83 2006 FDJ.fr

Offredo, Yoann FRA 12/11/86 2008 FDJ.fr

Pichon, Laurent FRA 19/07/86 2010 FDJ.fr

Pineau, Cédric FRA 08/05/85 2007 FDJ.fr

Pinot, Thibaut FRA 29/05/90 2010 FDJ.fr

Reichenbach, Sébastien SUI 28/05/89 2013 IAM 

Reza, Kévin FRA 18/05/88 2011 FDJ.fr

Roux, Anthony FRA 18/04/87 2008 FDJ.fr

Roy, Jérémy FRA 22/06/83 2003 FDJ.fr

Sarreau, Marc FRA 10/06/93 2015 FDJ.fr

Vaugrenard, Benoît FRA 05/01/82 2003 FDJ.fr

Vichot, Arthur FRA 26/11/88 2010 FDJ.fr

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS  David Boucher, Anthony Geslin, Arnold Jeannesson, Francis Mourey, Jussi Veikkanan

† WorldTour/ProConti level since IMAGE Getty Images (Geniez) 
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Team Manager: Iwan Spekenbrink 
DS: Rudi Kemna (lead), 
Morten Bennekou, Marc Reef, 
Luke Roberts, Arthur Van Dongen, 
Aike Visbeek 
Bike sponsor: Giant

GIANT ALPECIN GER

Giant confirmed it had found a stage racing 
gem at the Vuelta, where Tom Dumoulin led 
before slipping to sixth on the penultimate 
stage. That development, plus Warren Barguil 
banking another good season and Marcel 
Kittel misfiring and leaving has precipated a 
change in direction for 2016: this is now a 
Classics and GC team. Dumoulin will like the 
look of the Giro and if he can make the top 10 
there or win a week-long stage race, he can 
aim even higher in the future. John Degenkolb 
is the team’s bankable, likeable star for the 
Monuments and will be keen to add Flanders 
to his 2015 Sanremo and Roubaix titles. Watch 
out for Søren Kragh Andersen, the young 
Dane who was a dominant force in the U23 
ranks on punchy uphill finishes. 

2015 Team Ranking: 10th / teamgiantalpecin.com

JOHN DEGENKOLB 
Has bags of charisma and 
the talent to back up what 
is starting to shape up as a 
very good career. Chief on 
his 2016 hit-list will be 
Flanders and Tour stages.  

SØREN KRAGH ANDERSEN
They don’t come much 
more physically imposing 
that Andersen, who said he 
aims to help Degenkolb in 
the Classics

TOM DUMOULIN 
Was a revelation at the 
Vuelta and now he’ll be an 
outsider for the Giro on a 
TT-heavy parcours that 
suits him well. Will also 
target the Olympic TT

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Andersen, Søren Kragh DEN 10/08/94 2016 Prof

Arndt, Nikias GER 18/11/91 2013 Giant-Alpecin

Barguil, Warren FRA 28/10/91 2013 Giant-Alpecin

Curvers, Roy NED 27/12/79 2008 Giant-Alpecin

De Backer, Bert BEL 02/04/84 2009 Giant-Alpecin

De Kort, Koen NED 08/09/82 2005 Giant-Alpecin

Degenkolb, John GER 07/01/89 2011 Giant-Alpecin

Dumoulin, Tom NED 11/11/90 2012 Giant-Alpecin

Fairly, Caleb USA 19/02/87 2011 Giant-Alpecin

Fröhlinger, Johannes GER 09/06/85 2007 Giant-Alpecin

Geschke, Simon GER 13/03/86 2009 Giant-Alpecin

Haga, Chad USA 26/08/88 2014 Giant-Alpecin

Ji, Cheng CHN 15/07/87 2007 Giant-Alpecin

Jones, Carter USA 27/02/89 2015 Giant-Alpecin

Ludvigsson, Fredrik SWE 28/04/94 2015 Giant-Alpecin

Ludvigsson, Tobias SWE 22/02/91 2010 Giant-Alpecin

Lunk, Sindre Skøstad NOR 17/04/93 2013 Prof

Oomen, Sam NED 15/08/95 2014 Prof

Preidler, Georg AUT 17/06/90 2012 Giant-Alpecin

Sinkeldam, Ramon NED 09/02/89 2012 Giant-Alpecin

Stamsnijder, Tom NED 15/05/85 2007 Giant-Alpecin

Ten Dam, Laurens NED 13/11/80 2004 LottoNL-Jumbo

Timmer, Albert NED 13/06/85 2007 Giant-Alpecin

Van Der Haar, Lars NED 23/07/91 2015 Giant-Alpecin

Veelers, Tom NED 14/09/84 2008 Giant-Alpecin

Waeytens, Zico BEL 29/09/91 2012 Giant-Alpecin

Walscheid, Maximilian GER 13/06/93 2012 Prof

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Lawson Craddock, Thierry Hupond, Marcel Kittel, Luka Mezgec, Daan Olivier
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IAM CYCLING SUI

Sprinters Heinrich Haussler and Matteo 
Pelucchi gave IAM’s debut WorldTour season 
a flying start in 2015. But then they slipped into 
anonymity: it was the only team in the top tier 
not to take a Grand Tour stage and ended the 
year with 15 wins. Sylvain Chavanel, now at 
Direct Énergie, was flat. Former Hour record 
holder Matthias Brändle didn’t kick on as 
many expected, though he won stages at the 
Tours of Oman and Belgium. IAM’s aim is to 
improve on last place in the WT rankings and 
boost visibility, according to boss Michel 
Thétaz. Thus it has improved the sprint train 
for Pelucchi with the recruitment of Oliver 
Naesen and Leigh Howard. 2011 Lombardy 
winner Oliver Zaugg is a notable signing, 
though he hasn’t built on that result.

2015 Team Ranking: 17th / www.iamcycling.ch

Team Manager: Rik Verbrugghe 
DS: Rubens Bertogliati, 
Kjell Carlström, Mario Chiesa, 
Thierry Marichal, 
Eddy Seigneur, Lionel Marie 
Bike sponsor: Scott

MATTEO PELUCCHI 
Was the team’s best 
performer last year, taking 
four wins, two of them at 
the Tour of Poland. The 
team will hope the Italian 
continues to improve.

OLIVER ZAUGG 
Had a crash-afflicted 
2015, but the Lombardy 
and Vuelta stage victor 
will be hoping a new 
team will breathe life 
into his career. 

JÉRÔME COPPEL 
Rode to an unexpected 
third in the world TT in 
Richmond – a result that 
suggests he will be 
expected to fill the  
vacuum left by Chavanel.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Aregger, Marcel SUI 26/08/90 2013 IAM Cycling 

Brändle, Matthias AUT 07/12/89 2009 IAM Cycling 

Chevrier, Clément FRA 29/06/92 2015 IAM Cycling 

Clement, Stef NED 24/09/82 2006 IAM Cycling 

Coppel, Jérôme FRA 06/08/86 2008 IAM Cycling 

Denifl, Stefan AUT 20/09/87 2006 IAM Cycling 

Devenyns, Dries BEL 22/07/83 2007 IAM Cycling 

Elmiger, Martin SUI 23/09/78 2001 IAM Cycling 

Enger, Sondre Holst NOR 17/12/93 2014 IAM Cycling 

Frank, Mathias SUI 09/12/86 2008 IAM Cycling 

Fumeaux, Jonathan SUI 07/03/88 2013 IAM Cycling 

Haussler, Heinrich AUS 25/02/84 2005 IAM Cycling 

Hollenstein, Reto SUI 22/08/85 2009 IAM Cycling 

Howard, Leigh AUS 18/10/89 2010 Orica-GreenEdge

Kluge, Roger GER 05/02/86 2010 IAM Cycling 

Lang, Pirmin SUI 25/11/84 2013 IAM Cycling 

Laengen, Vegard Stake NOR 07/02/89 2012 Prof

Naesen, Oliver BEL 16/09/90 2015 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Pantano, Jarlinson COL 19/11/88 2011 IAM Cycling 

Pellaud, Simon SUI 06/11/92 2015 IAM Cycling 

Pelucchi, Matteo ITA 21/01/89 2011 IAM Cycling 

Reynès, Vicente ESP 30/07/81 2003 IAM Cycling 

Saramotins, Aleksejs LAT 08/04/82 2010 IAM Cycling 

Tanner, David AUS 30/09/84 2011 IAM Cycling 

Van Genechten, Jonas BEL 16/09/86 2012 IAM Cycling 

Warbasse, Larry USA 28/06/90 2013 IAM Cycling 

Wyss, Marcel SUI 25/06/86 2009 IAM Cycling 

Zaugg, Oliver SUI 09/05/81 2004 Tinkoff-Saxo

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Sylvain Chavanel, Thomas Degand, Jérôme Pineau, Sebastien Reichenbach, Patrick Schelling

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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KATUSHA RUS

Katusha has a different look and feel for 2016 
as it aims to dilute its Russian character. It’s an 
economically-driven change, aiming to attract 
a headline sponsor to wean itself off team 
owner Igor Makarov's largesse. On the road 
the team is mostly unchanged: Alexander 
Kristoff, 2015's most prolific winner, targets the 
Classics, but won’t want to let another Tour 
pass without a stage win. Joaquim Rodríguez, 
a perennial also-ran in Grand Tours, will hope 
that he breaks the habit of a lifetime and 
makes the top step, most likely in the Vuelta. 
He’s a real contender on the very selective 
Olympics course too. New boy Jurgen Van 
den Broeck will be a domestique de luxe. He 
says his new team gives him the enthusiasm 
of a neo-pro and the experience of a veteran. 

2015 Team Ranking: 2nd / www.katushateam.com

ALEXANDER KRISTOFF 
Closing in on Thor 
Hushovd’s status as 
Norway’s best ever cyclist. 
A couple of Tour stage 
wins and a Worlds jersey 
would bring hero status.

NILS POLITT 
From Cologne, and comes 
with bags of expectation. 
He’s the German U23 road 
race champion and has a 
string of high placings in 
big races. Strong in the TT.  

ILNUR ZAKARIN 
The surprise Romandie GC 
winner goes to the Giro as 
co-leader with Taaramäe. If 
that goes well, he could 
debut at the Tour as a 
domestique for Rodríguez.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Belkov, Maxim RUS 09/01/85 2009 Katusha

Bystrøm, Sven Erik NOR 21/01/92 2015 Katusha

Chernetskiy, Sergey RUS 09/04/90 2012 Katusha

Guarnieri, Jacopo ITA 14/08/87 2009 Katusha

Haller, Marco AUT 01/04/91 2012 Katusha

Isaichev, Vladimir RUS 21/04/86 2008 Katusha

Kochetkov, Pavel RUS 07/03/86 2013 Katusha

Kozontchuk, Dmitriy RUS 05/04/84 2007 Katusha

Kristoff, Alexander NOR 05/07/87 2010 Katusha

Kuznetsov, Vyacheslav RUS 24/06/89 2013 Katusha

Lagutin, Sergey RUS 14/01/81 2004 Katusha

Losada, Alberto ESP 28/02/82 2007 Katusha

Machado, Tiago POR 18/10/85 2010 Katusha

Mamykin, Matvey RUS 31/10/94 2014 Prof

Mørkøv, Michael DEN 30/04/85 2009 Tinkoff-Saxo

Politt, Nils GER 06/03/94 2013 Prof

Porsev, Alexander RUS 21/02/86 2011 Katusha

Rodríguez,  Joaquim ESP 12/05/79 2001 Katusha

Restrepo, Jhonatan COL 28/11/94 2016 Neo-pro

Silin, Egor RUS 25/06/88 2010 Katusha

Taaramäe, Rein EST 24/04/87 2008 Astana

Spilak, Simon SLO 23/06/86 2008 Katusha

Tsatevich, Alexei RUS 05/07/89 2012 Katusha

Van den Broeck, Jurgen BEL 01/02/83 2003 Lotto-Soudal

Vicioso, Angel ESP 13/04/77 1999 Katusha

Vorganov, Eduard RUS 01/12/82 2007 Katusha

Vorobyev, Anton RUS 12/10/90 2013 Katusha

Zakarin, Ilnur RUS 15/09/89 2015 Katusha

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS

Team Manager: Viacheslav 
Ekimov DS: Jose Azevedo, 
Dmitry Konyshev, Claudio Cozzi, 
Gennady Mikhaylov, Torsten 
Schmidt, Xavier Florencio 
Bike sponsor: Canyon

Giampaolo Caruso, Alexandr Kolobnev, Daniel Moreno, Luca Paolini, Rudiger Selig, Gatis Smukulis, Yury Trofimov
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LAMPRE-MERIDA ITA

Lampre-Merida’s transfer strategy this year is 
to pick up young talent and hope it blossoms. 
Louis Meintjes joins from MTN-Qhubeka. 
They’ve also signed Matej Mohoric and 
Federico Zurlo, touted as one of Italy’s best 
young pros. Marko Kump, who won 18 minor 
races in 2015, returns to the WorldTour. There’s 
a familiar stage-hunting zeal to the team: 
sprinter Sacha Modolo is a proven winner and 
Diego Ulissi continues his rehabilitation after a 
ban. Notable departures include Tour stage 
winner Ruben Plaza, terminally unfocussed 
Filippo Pozzato and Tour of Oman winner 
Rafael Valls who joins Lotto-Soudal. The team 
will be aiming to improve on its victory haul of 
31 last year and support Meintjes to a high GC 
or two in WorldTour stage races.

2015 Team Ranking: 12th / www.teamlampremerida.com

RUI COSTA 
His status has slipped since 
its high point in 2013 when 
he won two Tour stages 
and the Worlds road race 
– can he restore some 
lustre to his career?

SIMONE PETILLI
Had a great final year in  
the U23 ranks. He’s a 
punchy climber who looks 
like a neat fit in the 
younger looking 
Lampre-Merida team.

DIEGO ULISSI 
The punchy uphill sprinter 
says he wants to put 2015 
behind him and hit a  
new level this season.  
His first real test will be 
Tirreno-Adriatico.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Arashiro, Yukiya JPN 22/09/84 2009 Europcar

Bono, Matteo ITA 11/11/83 2006 Lampre-Merida

Cattaneo, Mattia ITA 25/10/90 2013 Lampre-Merida

Cimolai, Davide ITA 13/08/89 2010 Lampre-Merida

Conti, Valerio ITA 30/03/93 2014 Lampre-Merida

Costa, Mario POR 15/11/85 2015 Lampre-Merida

Costa, Rui POR 05/10/86 2007 Lampre-Merida

Durasek, Kristijan CRO 26/07/87 2013 Lampre-Merida

Feng, Chun Kai TPE 02/11/88 2015 Lampre-Merida

Ferrari, Roberto ITA 09/03/83 2007 Lampre-Merida

Grmay, Tsgabu ETH 25/08/91 2012 Lampre-Merida

Koshevoy, Ilia BLR 20/03/91 2015 Lampre-Merida

Kump, Marko SLO 09/09/88 2007 Prof

Meintjes, Louis RSA 21/02/92 2013 MTN-Qhubeka

Modolo, Sacha ITA 19/06/87 2010 Lampre-Merida

Mohoric, Matej SLO 19/10/94 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Mori, Manuele ITA 09/08/80 2004 Lampre-Merida

Niemiec, Przemyslaw POL 11/04/80 2002 Lampre-Merida

Petilli, Simone ITA 04/05/93 2014 Prof

Pibernik, Luka SLO 23/10/93 2015 Lampre-Merida

Polanc, Jan SLO 06/05/92 2013 Lampre-Merida

Ulissi, Diego ITA 15/07/89 2010 Lampre-Merida

Xu, Gang CHN 28/01/84 2012 Lampre-Merida

Zurlo, Federico ITA 25/02/94 2015 United Healthcare

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS

Team Manager: Brent Copeland 
DS: Orlando Maini, Philippe 
Mauduit, Simone Pedrazzini, 
Daniele Righi, Mario Scirea, 
Bruno Vicino 
Bike sponsor: Merida

Niccolo Bonifazio, Nelson Oliveira, Ruban Plaza, Filippo Pozzato, Max Richeze, Rafael Valls 

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Team Manager: Marc Sergeant 
DS: Mario Aerts, Herman Frison, 
Jean-Pierre Heynderickx, Bart 
Leysen, Kurt Van De Wouwer, 
Marc Wauters, Frederik Willems
Bike sponsor: Ridley

LOTTO-SOUDAL BEL

In 2015 Marc Sergeant kept André Greipel and 
his formidable sprint train away from the Tour 
Down Under, a race where the team has 
traditionally flourished. That change, along 
with others, reaped great rewards with a 
season haul of 40 wins – up by 12 on Lotto’s 
four-year average. The team has become a 
race-winning machine. Jürgen Roelandts and 
Jelle Wallays will lead the charge in the 
cobbled Classics, but don’t discount Tiesj 
Benoot – he finished fifth at Flanders last year 
at 21. Tony Gallopin will aim at the hilly Classics, 
Tour stages and Olympic Games. Greipel will 
be deployed to win as many stages as 
possible and could again reap massive 
success as the only major pure sprinter who 
isn’t starting in a new team in 2016.

2015 Team Ranking: 9th / www.lottosoudal.be

ANDRE GREIPEL 
The German took 16 
victories last year, four of 
which were at the Tour. 
He’s a rare example of  
a sprinter getting faster  
as he ages. 

JELLE WALLAYS 
The winner of last year’s 
Dwars Door Vlaanderen 
adds another battery of 
firepower to the team’s 
cobbled Classics team and 
will be a fine support rider. 

THOMAS DE GENDT 
Has checked rather than 
reversed the gradual slide 
in his results since he came 
third in the Giro in 2012. 
Will we see him return to 
his attacking best?

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Armee, Sander BEL 10/12/85 2010 Lotto-Soudal

Bak, Lars DEN 16/01/80 2002 Lotto-Soudal

Benoot, Tiesj BEL 11/03/94 2015 Neo-pro

Boeckmans, Kris BEL 13/02/87 2010 Lotto-Soudal

Broeckx, Stig BEL 10/05/90 2014 Lotto-Soudal

De Bie, Sean BEL 03/10/91 2014 Lotto-Soudal

De Buyst, Jasper BEL 24/11/93 2013 Topsport-Vlaanderen

De Clercq, Bart BEL 26/08/86 2011 Lotto-Soudal

De Gendt, Thomas BEL 06/11/86 2009 Etixx - QuickStep

Debusschere, Jens BEL 28/08/89 2011 Lotto-Soudal

Dockx, Gert BEL 04/07/88 2009 Lotto-Soudal

Frison, Frederik Bel 28/07/92 2016 Neo-pro

Gallopin, Tony FRA 24/05/88 2010 Lotto-Soudal

Greipel, André GER 16/07/82 2006 Lotto-Soudal

Hansen, Adam AUS 11/05/81 2007 Lotto-Soudal

Henderson, Gregory NZL 10/09/76 2006 Lotto-Soudal

Ligthart, Pim NED 16/06/88 2011 Lotto-Soudal

Marczynski, Tomasz POL 06/03/84 2006 Prof

Monfort, Maxime BEL 14/01/83 2005 Lotto-Soudal

Roelandts, Jürgen BEL 02/07/85 2009 Lotto-Soudal

Sieberg, Marcel GER 30/04/82 2006 Lotto-Soudal

Valls, Rafael ESP 25/06/87 2009 Lampre-Merida

Van Der Sande, Tosh BEL 28/11/90 2012 Lotto-Soudal

Vanendert, Jelle BEL 19/02/85 2007 Lotto-Soudal

Vervaeke, Louis BEL 06/10/93 2014 Lotto-Soudal

Wallays, Jelle BEL 11/05/89 2011 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Wellens, Tim BEL 10/05/91 2012 Lotto-Soudal

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Vegard Breen, Kenny Dehaes, Boris Vallée, Jurgen Van den Broeck, Dennis Vanendert
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Team Manager: Richard Plugge 
DS: Jan Boven, Frans Maassen, 
Nico Verhoeven, Merijn 
Zeeman, Addy Engels
Bike sponsor: Bianchi

LOTTONL-JUMBO NED

LottoNL was next to hopeless last year: no 
wins until May and then only six all year. Bright 
spots: a good Tour, with the resurgence of 
Robert Gesink, sixth, and at the Giro, Steven 
Kruijswijk was omnipresent and attacking in 
the mountains. They will want more in 2016 
and manager Richard Plugge has made a net 
gain of three riders, and moved on some 
managerial staff. LottoNL will target the 
cobbled Classics with Sep Vanmarcke, who 
has made the podium in Flanders, Roubaix, 
and Gent-Wevelgem, but is yet to land a really 
big win. Gesink will aim for the podium at the 
Tour. If the team can sort its lead-out they 
could accumulate stage wins thanks to steady 
sprinters Moreno Hofland and Tom Van 
Asbroeck who were both sub-par last year. 

2015 Team Ranking: 14th / www.teamlottojumbo.nl/

ROBERT GESINK 
Has had a life’s worth of 
setbacks affect him in the 
last few years, yet sixth at 
the Tour was a fine return  
in 2015. He will be hoping 
to continue in that vein. 

ENRICO BATTAGLIN
Has been brought in to 
support the team’s GC 
contenders, but could be 
good for the odd stage win 
himself: he’s won twice at 
the Giro, in 2013 and 14. 

WILCO KELDERMAN 
After several years' steady 
progression, his fortunes 
hit a brick wall last year. He 
won the national TT but 
that was it. We’re 
expecting more in 2016.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Battaglin, Enrico ITA 17/11/89 2012 Bardiani-CSF

Bennett, George NZL 07/04/90 2012 Cannondale-Garmin

Bouwman, Koen NED 02/12/93 2013 Prof

Campenaerts, Victor BEL 28/10/91 2014 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Castelijns, Twan NED 23/01/89 2014 Prof

Gesink, Robert NED 31/05/86 2007 LottoNL-Jumbo

Goos, Marc NED 30/11/90 2013 LottoNL-Jumbo

Groenewegen, Dylan NED 21/06/93 2015 Roompot

Hofland, Moreno NED 31/08/91 2013 LottoNL-Jumbo

Keizer, Martijn NED 25/03/88 2011 LottoNL-Jumbo

Kelderman, Wilco NED 25/03/91 2012 LottoNL-Jumbo

Kruijswijk, Steven NED 07/06/87 2010 LottoNL-Jumbo

Lammertink, Steven NED 04/12/93 2012 LottoNL-Jumbo

Leezer, Tom NED 26/12/85 2008 LottoNL-Jumbo

Lindeman, Bert-Jan NED 16/06/89 2012 LottoNL-Jumbo

Martens, Paul GER 26/10/83 2006 LottoNL-Jumbo

Roglic, Primoz SLO 29/10/89 2013 LottoNL-Jumbo

Roosen, Timo NED 11/01/93 2015 LottoNL-Jumbo

Tankink, Bram NED 03/12/78 2001 LottoNL-Jumbo

Teunissen, Mike NED 25/08/92 2015 LottoNL-Jumbo

Tjallingii, Maarten NED 05/11/77 2006 LottoNL-Jumbo

Van Asbroeck, Tom BEL 19/04/90 2012 LottoNL-Jumbo

Van Emden, Jos NED 18/02/85 2008 LottoNL-Jumbo

Vanmarcke, Sep BEL 28/07/88 2009 LottoNL-Jumbo

Wagner, Robert GER 17/04/83 2007 LottoNL-Jumbo

Van Winden, Dennis NED 02/12/87 2006 LottoNL-Jumbo

Vermeulen, Alexey USA 16/12/94 2016 Neo-pro

Wynants, Maarten BEL 13/05/82 2005 LottoNL-Jumbo

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS Brian Bulgac, Kevin De Weert, Rick Flens, Barry Markus, Laurens Ten Dam, Nick Van Der Lijke

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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MOVISTAR ESP

Movistar topped the 2015 WorldTour, but in 
spite of having a top stage racer in Nairo 
Quintana, failed to take a Grand Tour win. 
Quintana was eclipsed by Froome at the Tour 
and muted at the Vuelta. There are big 
changes in the leaders’ schedules. Alejandro 
Valverde makes his Flanders and Giro debuts 
and will ‘support’ Quintana at the Tour. 
Quintana will likely double up at the Tour and 
Vuelta again. Eusebio Unzué has taken a last-
chance punt on mercurial Carlos Betancur 
who was absent and overweight last year at 
Ag2r. The team now also boasts the attacking 
punch of Vuelta stage winner Nelson Oliviera 
and Dani Moreno from Katusha. Expect a 
similar level of success next year, but a Grand 
Tour win looks essential in 2016. 

2015 Team Ranking: 1st / www.movistarteam.com

NAIRO QUINTANA 
Narrowly beaten at the 
Tour, but off the podium at 
the Vuelta. Has looked like 
a future Tour winner since 
2013, but it’s 2016 now. Will 
this be his year?

DANI MORENO 
Has a steadfastly 
domestique-orientated 
mindset but is far too 
dangerous to be given 
leeway: he’s always a 
headache for rival teams.   

CARLOS BETANCUR 
Probably the peloton’s 
biggest maverick right 
now. He was out of control 
and well off the pace at 
Ag2r. The resurrection, if 
there is one, starts here. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Amador, Andrey CRC 29/08/86 2009 Movistar

Anacona, Winner COL 11/08/88 2012 Movistar

Arcas, Jorge ESP 08/07/92 2016 Neo-pro

Betancur, Carlos COL 13/10/89 2011 Ag2r-La Mondiale

Castroviejo, Jonathan ESP 27/04/87 2010 Movistar

Dowsett, Alex GBR 03/10/88 2011 Movistar

Erviti, Imanol ESP 15/11/83 2005 Movistar

Fernández, Rubén ESP 01/03/91 2013 Movistar

Herrada, Jesus ESP 26/07/90 2011 Movistar

Herrada, Jose ESP 01/10/85 2008 Movistar

Izagirre, Gorka ESP 07/10/87 2011 Movistar

Izagirre, Ion ESP 04/02/89 2011 Movistar

Lobato, Juan José ESP 29/12/88 2011 Movistar

Malori, Adriano ITA 28/01/88 2010 Movistar

Moreno, Daniel ESP 05/09/81 2005 Katusha

Moreno, Javier ESP 18/07/84 2008 Movistar

Oliveira, Nelson POR 06/03/89 2010 Lampre-Merida

Pedrero, Antonio ESP 23/10/91 2015 Prof

Quintana, Dayer COL 10/08/92 2014 Movistar

Quintana, Nairo COL 04/02/90 2011 Movistar

Rojas, José Joaquín ESP 08/06/85 2006 Movistar

Soler, Marc ESP 22/11/93 2015 Neo-pro

Sutherland, Rory AUS 08/02/82 2007 Movistar

Sütterlin, Jasha GER 04/11/92 2014 Movistar

Valverde, Alejandro ESP 25/04/80 2002 Movistar

Ventoso, Francisco ESP 06/05/82 2004 Movistar

Visconti, Giovanni ITA 13/01/83 2005 Movistar

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS

Team Manager: Eusebio Unzué 
DS: Chente García Acosta, 
José Luis Arrieta, José Luis 
Jaimerena, José Luis Laguía 
Bike sponsor: Canyon

Igor Anton, Eros Capecchi, John Gadret, Benat Intxausti, Pablo Lastras, Enrique Sanz
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Team Manager: Shayne Bannan 
DS: Matt White (lead), 
Neil Stephens, Julian Dean, 
Laurenzo Lapage,  Matt Wilson
Bike sponsor: Scott

ORICA-GREENEDGE AUS

Esteban Chaves’s fifth place at the Vuelta, 
along with the Yates twins' results, particularly 
Simon’s three top sixes in week-long stage 
races suggest that the Aussie team’s strategy 
of nurturing young riders is going well. The 
team will continue to orientate itself around 
these key riders, plus Simon Gerrans and 
Michael Matthews in hilly one-day races. The 
team has been a powerful force in the 
opening stages of Grand Tours: it’s taken 12 
stage wins in the first week of Grand Tours 
since 2011. Team manager Shayne Bannan 
signed seven riders to replace eight who 
departed. Three incomers arrive from the U23 
ranks, although arguably the most promising 
of those, Robert Power, a budding stage racer, 
is side-lined with a rare bone marrow disease.

2015 Team Ranking: 8th / www.greenedgecycling.com

ESTEBAN CHAVES
Was one of the highlights 
of Orica-GreenEdge’s 2015 
when he took a stage of 
the Vuelta and held the  
red jersey for a spell.  
He finished fifth overall. 

JACK HAIG
One part of a brace of 
exciting neo-pros joining 
the team along with Rob 
Power. Could develop into 
a handy stage racer in 
future

CALEB EWAN
Was the team’s most 
prolific winner in 2015. He 
won a stage of the Vuelta, 
but there are questions 
over his ability to stick with 
the peloton in long races

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Albasini, Michael SUI 20/12/80 2003 Orica-GreenEdge

Bewley, Sam NZL 22/07/87 2010 Orica-GreenEdge

Chaves, Esteban COL 17/01/90 2011 Orica-GreenEdge

Cort, Magnus DEN 16/01/93 2015 Orica-GreenEdge

Docker,Mitchell AUS 02/10/86 2007 Orica-GreenEdge

Durbridge, Luke AUS 09/04/91 2012 Orica-GreenEdge

Edmondson, Alexander AUS 22/12/93 2016 Neo-pro

Ewan, Caleb AUS 11/07/94 2015 Orica-GreenEdge

Gerrans, Simon AUS 16/05/80 2005 Orica-GreenEdge

Haig, Jack AUS 06/09/93 2013 Prof

Hayman, Mathew AUS 20/04/78 2000 Orica-GreenEdge

Hepburn, Michael AUS 17/08/91 2012 Orica-GreenEdge

Howson, Damien AUS 13/08/92 2014 Orica-GreenEdge

Impey, Daryl RSA 06/12/84 2008 Orica-GreenEdge

Juul Jensen, Christopher DEN 06/07/89 2012 Tinkoff-Saxo

Keukeleire, Jens BEL 23/11/88 2010 Orica-GreenEdge

Matthews, Michael AUS 26/09/90 2011 Orica-GreenEdge

Meier, Christian CAN 21/02/85 2009 Orica-GreenEdge

Mezgec, Luka SLO 27/06/88 2013 Giant-Alpecin

Plaza, Rubén ESP 29/02/80 2001 Movistar

Power, Robert AUS 11/05/95 2016 Neo-pro

Tuft, Svein CAN 09/05/77 2009 Orica-GreenEdge

Txurruka, Amets ESP 10/11/82 2006 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Yates, Adam GBR 07/08/92 2014 Orica-GreenEdge

Yates, Simon GBR 07/08/92 2014 Orica-GreenEdge

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS
Adam Blythe, Simon Clarke, Leigh Howard, Brett Lancaster, Cameron Meyer, Jens Mouris, Ivan Santaromita, 
Pieter Weening

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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SKY GBR

There are some personnel changes at Sky as 
it plugs the few gaps in its armour. Most 
exciting is the arrival of Michal Kwiatkowski 
who now gives the British squad a plug-and-
play contender for the hilly Classics and, 
hopefully, the team’s first Monument; it’s six 
years and counting now. Mikel Landa joins the 
cadre of Basques in the team and has been 
earmarked as the team’s Giro GC option in 
another race they are yet to win. Luke Rowe 
and Ian Stannard have accrued knowledge of 
the Classics terrain and could be contenders 
in Flanders or Roubaix. Chris Froome of 
course will focus on the Tour, as he aims to 
become the first back-to-back winner since 
Miguel Indurain. Geraint Thomas will deputise 
in France, aiming for the top seven or higher.

2015 Team Ranking: 3rd / www.teamsky.com

CHRIS FROOME 
Aiming to double up with 
an Olympic gold after 
targeting the Tour's yellow 
jersey. Possibly more of a 
contender in the TT than in 
the road race in Rio.

MICHAL GOLAS 
Has been a great road 
captain for Etixx-Quick 
Step and he will aim to use 
that hard-won experience 
guiding the relatively 
egalitarian British team. 

MIKEL LANDA 
Wasn’t trusted with team 
leadership at Astana last 
year,  but still managed to 
win three Grand Tour 
stages and finish third at 
the Giro anyway. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Boswell, Ian USA 07/02/91 2013 Sky

Deignan, Philip IRL 07/09/83 2005 Sky

Fenn, Andrew GBR 01/07/90 2012 Sky

Froome, Chris GBR 20/05/85 2008 Sky

Golas, Michal POL 29/04/84 2007 Etixx-Quick Step

Henao, Sebastian COL 05/08/93 2014 Sky

Henao, Sergio COL 10/12/87 2012 Sky

Intxausti, Beñat ESP 20/03/86 2008 Movistar

Kennaugh, Peter GBR 15/06/89 2010 Sky

Kiryienka, Vasil BLR 28/06/81 2007 Sky

Knees, Christian GER 05/03/81 2004 Sky

König, Leopold CZE 15/11/87 2008 Sky

Kwiatkowski, Michal POL 02/06/90 2011 Etixx-Quick Step

Landa, Mikel ESP 13/12/89 2010 Astana

Lopez, David ESP 13/05/81 2005 Sky

Moscon, Gianni ITA 20/04/94 2016 Neo-pro

Nieve, Mikel ESP 26/05/84 2009 Sky

Nordhaug, Lars Petter NOR 14/05/84 2010 Sky

Peters, Alex GBR 31/03/94 2013 Prof

Poels, Wout NED 01/10/87 2009 Sky

Puccio, Salvatore ITA 31/08/89 2012 Sky

Roche, Nicolas IRL 03/07/84 2005 Sky

Rowe, Luke GBR 10/03/90 2012 Sky

Stannard, Ian GBR 25/05/87 2008 Sky

Swift, Ben GBR 05/11/87 2009 Sky

Thomas, Geraint GBR 25/05/86 2007 Sky

Van Poppel, Danny NED 26/07/93 2012 Trek Factory Racing 

Viviani, Elia ITA 07/02/89 2010 Sky

Zandio, Xabier ESP 17/03/77 2001 Sky

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS

Team Manager: David Brailsford 
DS: Servais Knaven, Brett 
Lancaster, Nicolas Portal, Kurt 
Asle Aversen, Dario Cioni, 
Gabriel Rasch 
Bike sponsor: Pinarello 

Nathan Earle, Bernhard Eisel, Danny Pate, Richie Porte, Kanstantsin Siutsou, Chris Sutton, Bradley Wiggins
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Team Manager: Stefano Feltrin 
DS: Steven de Jongh (lead), Sean 
Yates, Patxi Vila, Lars Michaelsen, 
Bruno Cenghialta, Tristan 
Hoffman, Giuseppe Toni, Ján 
Valach Bike sponsor: Specialized

TINKOFF RUS

Team owner Oleg Tinkoff dropped the 
bombshell that he will leave the sport at the 
end of the year because there’s no chance of 
the sport’s funding streams changing in the 
near future. The move had clearly been 
planned for some time: a lot of contracts are 
up at the end of the year. The Russian squad is 
one of the few teams to have a net reduction 
in rider numbers this year. On the road, the 
team will revolve around the priorities of three 
key riders: Peter Sagan, the new world 
champion, still needs to add a Monument to 
his palmares; Alberto Contador has unfinished 
business at the Tour and Rafal Majka will 
target the Giro or the Vuelta. Their respective 
sets of domestiques might work harder to try 
and earn new contracts next year. 

2015 Team Ranking: 7th / www.tinkoffteam.com

PETER SAGAN 
Was the most popular rider 
on the circuit last year and 
with his fresh rainbow 
jersey the crowds are likely 
to be big and loud outside 
the Tinkoff bus.

ADAM BLYTHE 
Played the role of guide to 
Ewan last year at Orica and 
helped the youngster 
become the team’s most 
prolific winner. At Tinkoff, 
he’ll be leading out Sagan. 

RAFAL MAJKA 
Can TT when he really 
needs to and free from the 
need to perform at the 
Tour could be a livewire 
contender at the Giro. He 
was 6th there in 2014.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Baska, Erik SVK 12/01/94 2013 Prof

Bennati, Daniele ITA 24/09/80 2002 Tinkoff-Saxo

Blythe, Adam GBR 01/10/89 2010 Orica-GreenEdge

Boaro, Manuele ITA 12/03/87 2011 Tinkoff-Saxo

Bodnar, Maciej POL 07/03/85 2007 Tinkoff-Saxo

Brutt, Pavel RUS 29/01/82 2007 Tinkoff-Saxo

Contador, Alberto ESP 06/12/82 2003 Tinkoff-Saxo

Gatto, Oscar ITA 01/01/85 2007 Androni Giocattoli

Gogl, Michael AUT 04/11/93 2012 Prof

Hansen, Jesper DEN 23/10/90 2014 Tinkoff-Saxo

Hernandez, Jesús ESP 28/09/81 2004 Tinkoff-Saxo

Kiserlovski, Robert CRO 09/08/86 2009 Tinkoff-Saxo

Kolár, Michael SVK 21/12/92 2014 Tinkoff-Saxo

Kreuziger, Roman CZE 06/05/86 2006 Tinkoff-Saxo

Majka, Rafal POL 12/09/89 2011 Tinkoff-Saxo

Mccarthy, Jay AUS 08/09/92 2013 Tinkoff-Saxo

Paulinho, Sergio POR 26/03/80 2005 Tinkoff-Saxo

Petrov, Evgeni RUS 25/05/78 2001 Tinkoff-Saxo

Poljanski, Pawel POL 06/05/90 2014 Tinkoff-Saxo

Rogers, Michael AUS 20/12/79 2001 Tinkoff-Saxo

Rovny, Ivan RUS 30/09/87 2007 Tinkoff-Saxo

Sagan, Juraj SVK 23/12/88 2010 Tinkoff-Saxo

Sagan, Peter SVK 26/01/90 2010 Tinkoff-Saxo

Tosatto, Matteo ITA 14/05/74 1997 Tinkoff-Saxo

Trofimov, Yury RUS 26/01/84 2008 Katusha

Trusov, Nikolai RUS 02/07/85 2004 Tinkoff-Saxo

Valgren, Michael DEN 07/02/92 2014 Tinkoff-Saxo

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS
Ivan Basso, Edward Beltran, Matti Breschel, Christopher Juul Jensen, Michael Mørkøv, Bruno Pires, 
Chris Anker Sorensen, Oliver Zaugg

† WorldTour/ProConti level since IMAGE Getty Images (Blythe) 
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TREK-SEGAFREDO USA

There was a lot of churn over the winter as ten 
riders left and seven arrived. In 2016 there’s a 
slightly stronger North American feel as Kiel 
Reijnen, a highly-rated sprinter, and stage 
racers Peter Stetina and Ryder Hesjedal 
bolster the cosmopolitan squad. Hesjedal, 35, 
who finished fifth at the Giro, will return there 
as leader, before supporting the consistent 
Bauke Mollema at the Tour. The team’s 
greatest asset, Fabian Cancellara, retires this 
year. The Swiss star has sounded weary of the 
demands of the sport of late, prompting the 
question whether he can sustain the intensity 
needed to take on the younger generation in 
Sanremo, Flanders and Roubaix. Cancellara 
will race a slightly different programme that 
focuses on Italian races, including the Giro.

2015 Team Ranking: 13th / www.treksegafredo.com

FABIAN CANCELLARA 
Has earned thousands of 
fans for his attacking, 
never-say die style and 
2016 will be a long, 
well-earned victory lap  
for the Swiss.

EDWARD THEUNS 
The Belgian arrives to add 
more cobbled Classics 
firepower to Cancellara’s 
supporting cast but he will 
likely get opportunities in 
smaller races. 

JACK BOBRIDGE 
Has undoubted physical 
talent, and he 
demonstrated that 
comprehensively at the 
Aussie nationals which he 
won with a 90km break.

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Alafaci, Eugenio ITA 09/08/90 2014 Trek Factory Racing

Arredondo, Julian COL 30/07/88 2014 Trek Factory Racing

Beppu, Fumiyuki JPN 10/04/83 2005 Trek Factory Racing

Bernard, Julian FRA 17/03/92 2016 Neo-pro

Bobridge, Jack AUS 13/07/89 2008 Prof

Bonifazio, Niccolò ITA 29/10/93 2014 Lampre-Merida

Cancellara, Fabian SUI 18/03/81 2001 Trek Factory Racing

Coledan, Marco ITA 22/08/88 2012 Trek Factory Racing

Devolder, Stijn BEL 29/08/79 2002 Trek Factory Racing

Didier, Laurent LUX 19/07/84 2010 Trek Factory Racing

Felline, Fabio ITA 29/03/90 2010 Trek Factory Racing

Hesjedal,Ryder CAN 09/12/80 2004 Cannondale-Garmin

Irizar, Markel ESP 05/02/80 2004 Trek Factory Racing

Mollema, Bauke NED 26/11/86 2008 Trek Factory Racing

Nizzolo, Giacomo ITA 30/01/89 2011 Trek Factory Racing

Popovych, Yaroslav UKR 04/01/80 2002 Trek Factory Racing

Rást, Gregory SUI 17/01/80 2003 Trek Factory Racing

Reijnen, Kiel USA 01/06/86 2011 UnitedHealthcare

Schleck, Fränk LUX 15/04/80 2003 Trek Factory Racing

Stetina, Peter USA 08/08/87 2006 BMC Racing 

Stuyven, Jasper BEL 17/04/92 2014 Trek Factory Racing

Theuns, Edward BEL 30/04/91 2014 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Poppel, Boy NED 18/01/88 2011 Trek Factory Racing

Zoidl, Riccardo AUT 08/04/88 2014 Trek Factory Racing

Zubeldia, Haimar ESP 01/04/77 1998 Trek Factory Racing

STAR

NEWCOMER

WILDCARD

LEAVERS
Matthew Busche, Bob Jungels, Daniel McConnell, Hayden Roulston, Jesse Sergent, Fabio Silvestre, Gert Steegmans, 
Danny Van Poppel, Kristoff Vandewalle, Calvin Watson 

Team Manager: Luca Guercilena 
DS: Kim Andersen, Adriano 
Baffi, Dirk Demol, Alain Gallopin, 
Josu Larrazabal, Luc Meersman 
Bike sponsor: Trek 

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Bandiera, Marco ITA 12/06/84 2008 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Benfatto, Marco ITA 06/01/88 2013 Prof

Bernal, Egan COL 13/01/97 2016 Junior

Cecchinel, Giorgio ITA 24/06/89 2014 Southeast

Chicchi, Francesco ITA 27/11/80 2003 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Dall'antonia, Tiziano ITA 26/07/83 2006 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Frapporti, Marco ITA 30/03/85 2008 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Gavazzi, Francesco ITA 01/08/84 2007 Southeast

Giménez, Carlos VEN 07/05/95 2015 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Godoy, Yonder VEN 19/04/93 2013 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Nardin, Alberto ITA 30/04/90 2015 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Pacioni, Luca ITA 13/08/93 2016 Neo-pro

Pellizotti, Franco ITA 15/01/78 2001 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Ratto, Daniele ITA 05/10/89 2010 United Healthcare

Selvaggi, Mirko ITA 11/02/85 2008 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Taliani, Alessio ITA 11/10/90 2014 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Torres, Rodolfo COL 21/03/87 2014 Colombia-Coldeportes

Tvetcov, Serghei ROU 29/12/88 2015 Androni Giocattoli - Sidermec

Viganò, Davide ITA 12/06/84 2005 Prof

Team Manager: 
Gianni Savio 
DS: Giovanni Ellena,Roberto 
Miodini, Leonardo Canciani, 
Giampaolo Cheula  
Bike sponsor: Kuota

ANDRONI GIOCATTOLI-SIDERMEC ITA
2015 Team Ranking: 34th (Europe) / www.androniteam.com

The Italian squad had an ignominious 
2015: it was the first team to receive a 
30-day suspension under the UCI’s 
new anti-doping rules for two 
infractions in 12 months. They fared no 
better in races, with only one win in 
Italy among 10 successes in total. The 
team’s best rider was Serghei Tvetcov 
who won liberally at home in 
Romania, his naturalised 
nationality. He stays in 2016. 
Team manager Gianni Savio 
continues his policy of signing 
and retaining budget riders. 
Franco Pellizotti limps on at 
37, aiming at stage races. 
Savio has kept aging sprinter 
Francesco Chicchi and 
bolstered his options in 
gallops with the late arrival  
of Francesco Gavazzi and 

Davide Viganò who bumped around in 
the WorldTour with Sky, Lampre and 
Leopard-Trek earlier in his now waning 
career. Newcomers include a straight-
from-junior Colombian, ex mountain-
biker, Egan Bernal, and promising neo-
pro Luca Pacioni who was a Lampre 
stagiaire in 2015. 

SERGHEI TVETCOV 
The Romanian proved his 
worth last year in a lean 
season for Androni. This year 
the team’s star performer will 
be expected to win a few 
more races in Italy. 

ONE TO WATCH

IMAGE Bettini Photo (Tvetcov) 
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Andreetta Simone ITA 30/08/93 2015 Neo-pro

Barbin, Enrico ITA 04/03/90 2013 Bardiani-CSF

Boem, Nicola ITA 27/09/89 2013 Bardiani-CSF

Bongiorno, Manuel ITA 01/09/90 2013 Bardiani-CSF

Ciccone, Giulio ITA 20/12/94 2016 Neo-pro

Chirico, Luca ITA 16/07/92 2015 Prof

Colbrelli, Sonny ITA 17/05/90 2012 Bardiani-CSF

Maestri, Mirco ITA 26/10/91 2016 Neo-pro

Pirazzi, Stefano ITA 11/03/87 2010 Bardiani-CSF

Rota, Lorenzo ITA 23/05/95 2014 Prof

Ruffoni, Nicola ITA 14/12/90 2012 Bardiani-CSF

Simion, Paolo ITA 10/10/92 2015 Neo-pro

Sterbini, Luca ITA 12/11/92 2015 Neo-pro

Sterbini, Simone ITA 11/12/93 2015 Neo-pro

Tonelli, Alessandro ITA 29/05/92 2015 Neo-pro

Velasco, Simone ITA 02/12/95 2016 Neo-pro

Zardini, Edoardo ITA 02/11/89 2013 Bardiani-CSF

Team Manager: 
Roberto Reverberi 
DS: Bruno  Reverberi, 
Stefano Zanatta
Bike sponsor: MCipollini

BARDIANI CSF ITA
2015 Team Ranking: 22nd (Europe) / www.bardianicsf.com

The Italian team secured another 
round of sponsorship to take it into 
2016 – lucky, given the team notched 
up a miserable four victories, though 
one of those was a season-saving Giro 
stage win thanks to Nicola Boem. The 
team also left the voluntary anti-
doping group, the MPCC, over  
a dispute involving a rider with 
low cortisol levels at the Giro. 
The team starts 2016 with a 
traditionally youthful Italian 
line-up: the average age going 
into the season is 23.5. Relative 
veterans include dependable 
Sonny Colbrelli, who won three 
races in 2015, Edoardo Zardini 
and Stefano Pirazzi. The 
newcomers include Giulio 
Ciccione, who won the Italian 
Prestigio ranking and Simone 

Velasco who is just 20. Stefano 
Zanatta, a DS at Liquigas/Cannondale 
from 2005-2013 also joins the team’s 
management. Bardiani CSF will target 
the Italian calendar though there are 
important trips to the Tour de Pologne 
and Tour of Britain in the diary already. 
Attending the Giro is almost a given.

SONNY COLBRELLI 
This versatile sprinter is good 
for four or five wins a season. 
The Giro has increased the 
sprinters’ stage count this 
year and a win there would 
be a career best result. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Archbold, Shane NZL 02/02/89 2015 Prof

Bárta, Jan CZE 07/12/84 2011 Bora-Argon 18

Bauhaus, Phil GER 08/07/94 2015 Prof

Benedetti, Cesare ITA 03/08/87 2010 Bora-Argon 18

Bennett, Sam IRL 16/10/90 2014 Bora-Argon 18

Buchmann, Emanuel GER 18/11/92 2015 Prof

Dempster, Zakkari AUS 27/09/87 2013 Bora-Argon 18

Herklotz, Silvio GER 06/05/94 2013 Prof

Huzarski, Bartosz POL 27/10/80 2005 Bora-Argon 18

Konrad, Patrick AUT 13/10/91 2015 Neo-pro

Mühlberger, Gregor AUT 04/04/94 2013 Prof

Matzka, Ralf GER 24/08/89 2013 Bora-Argon 18

Mendes, Jose POR 24/04/85 2008 Bora-Argon 18

Nerz, Dominik GER 25/08/89 2010 BMC Racing

Pfingsten, Christoph GER 20/11/87 2015 Prof

Pöstlberger, Lukas AUT 10/01/92 2011 Prof

Schillinger, Andreas GER 13/07/83 2011 Bora-Argon 18

Schwarzmann, Michael GER 07/01/91 2011 Bora-Argon 18

Selig, Rüdiger GER 19/02/89 2012 Katusha

Thwaites, Scott GBR 12/02/90 2013 Bora-Argon 18

Voss, Paul GER 26/03/86 2009 Bora-Argon 18

Team Manager: Ralph Denk 
DS: Enrico Poitschke, Christian 
Pömer, Steffen Radochla,André 
Schulze, Slawomir Pasterki, 
Lukasz Piwowski 
Bike sponsor: Argon 18

BORA-ARGON 18 GER
2015 Team Ranking: 16th (Europe) / www.bora-argon18.com

Sam Bennett, the German team’s Irish 
sprinter won some good races in 2015, 
including two stages at the Bayern 
Rundfahrt – something which will 
have pleased the sponsor. They had  
a poor debut at the Tour, mainly 
because Bennett lost valuable June 
preparation time to 
illness. Nevertheless, 
the 25-year-old will 
be a central plank of 
the team’s strategy 
next year and he will 
be supported by 
newcomer, Rüdi 
Selig who arrives 
from Katusha. On 
the GC front and  
for hilly terrain the 
management, led by 
Ralph Denk, will be 

deeply satisfied to have landed neo-
pro Silvio Herklotz – a lanky German 
stage racer with bags of potential. 
Ditto Gregor Mühlberger, who, says 
Denk, is tactically astute beyond his 
years. Can Bora provide these two 
youngsters with the platform to shine?

SILVIO HERKLOTZ 
Talked up as the next big 
German stage racer after he 
finished 6th at the Tour de 
Luxembourg aged 19, but 
after a lean 2015, how will he 
fair as a neo-pro?  

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Aramendía, Javier ESP 05/12/86 2008 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Arroyo, David ESP 07/01/80 2001 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Barbero,  Carlos ESP 29/04/91 2015 Prof

Benito, Miguel Ángel ESP 21/09/93 2015 Neo-pro

Bilbao, Pello ESP 25/02/90 2011 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Carthy, Hugh GBR 09/07/94 2015 Prof

Ferrari, Fabricio URU 03/06/85 2011 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Gallego Ruiz, Alberto ESP 25/11/90 2015 Prof

Gonçalves, Domingos POR 13/02/89 2012 Prof

Gonçalves, José POR 13/02/89 2015 Prof

Lastra, Jonathan ESP 03/06/93 2016 Neo-pro

Madrazo, Ángel ESP 30/07/88 2009 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Más, Lluis ESP 15/10/89 2014 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Molina, Antonio ESP 04/01/91 2014 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Pardilla, Sergio ESP 16/01/84 2010 MTN-Qhubeka

Prades, Eduard ESP 09/08/87 2015 Prof

Roson, Jaime ESP 13/01/93 2014 Prof

Rubio, Diego ESP 13/06/91 2014 Prof

Saez Benito, Hector ESP 06/11/93 2015 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Vilela, Ricardo POR 18/12/87 2015 Prof

Team Manager: 
Juan Manuel Hernandez 
DS: José Miguel Fernandez, 
Eugenio Goikoetxea, 
Genaro Prego
Bike sponsor: Fuji

CAJA RURAL-SEGUROS RGA SPA
2015 Team Ranking: 10th (Europe) / www.teamcajarural-segurosrga.com

The Navarra-based squad had its best 
season ever in 2015, with 17 victories 
plus Omar Fraile’s capture of the 
Vuelta’s King of the Mountains jersey. 
The team said it wants to build on that 
success in 2016 and secure an entry to 
the Vuelta, which should be a given. It 
will aim to do so without 
two key riders however: 
Fraile, who has joined 
Dimension Data, and 
experienced climber 
Amets Txurruka, who 
was poached by Orica-
GreenEdge. However, 
those remaining include 
Carlos Barbero, a sprinter 
who won five races last 
year and remains the 
team’s go-to fast man, 
25-year-old Pello Bilbao, 

who won the Tour de Beauce and José 
Gonçalves, an all-rounder who won a 
stage of the Volta ao Portugal. Watch 
out for British rider, Hugh Carthy, 21, 
who has settled well in the team and 
posted some promising results last 
year on tough mountain stages. 

EDUARD PRADES 
After a rough, winless start  
to 2015 he came good in 
August and the late summer 
Italian semi-Classics. It should 
have given him a confidence 
boost ahead of 2016. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since IMAGE Bettini Photo (Prades) 
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Banaszek, Alan POL 30/10/97 2016 Junior

Brozyna, Piotr POL 17/02/95 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Cerny, Josef CZE 11/05/93 2013 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

De La Parte, Víctor ESP 22/06/86 2011 Prof

Grossschartner, Felix AUT 23/12/93 2012 Prof

Hirt, Jan CZE 21/01/91 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Honkisz, Adrian POL 27/02/88 2010 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Kaczmarek, Jakub POL 27/09/93 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Kiendys, Tomasz POL 23/06/77 2010 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Kurek, Adrian POL 29/03/88 2012 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Laton, Eryk POL 22/08/93 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Małecki, Kamil POL 02/01/96 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Marycz, Jarosław POL 17/04/87 2010 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Matysiak, Bartłomiej POL 11/09/84 2010 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Mihaylov, Nikolay BUL 08/04/88 2013 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Mrozek, Marcin POL 26/02/90 2016 Neo-pro

Owsian, Łukasz POL 24/02/90 2013 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Paluta, Michał POL 14/10/95 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Paterski, Maciej POL 12/09/86 2010 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Plucinski, Leszek POL 03/06/90 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Ponzi, Simone ITA 17/01/87 2009 Southeast 

Rebellin, Davide ITA 09/08/71 1992 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Samoilau, Branislau BLR 25/05/85 2007 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Stepniak, Grzegorz POL 24/04/89 2013 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Stosz, Patryk POL 15/07/94 2015 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Szmyd, Sylwester POL 02/03/78 2001 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

Taciak, Mateusz POL 19/06/84 2011 CCC Sprandi Polkowice

President: Robert Krajewski
DS: Piotr Wadecki, Gabriele 
Missaglia, Sławomir Błaszczyk, 
Tomasz Brożyna
Bike sponsor: Guerciotti

CCC SPRANDI POLKOWICE POL
2015 Team Ranking: 8th (Europe) / www.cccsport.eu

The Polish team took 17 victories in 
2015 and if it can repeat that success 
it’ll be a good year for the orange team 
based out of Polkowice. Maciej Paterski 
will once again be the team’s key rider; 
he took the opening stage at the Tour 
of Catalonia and the mountains jersey 
at the Tour of Poland. Davide Rebellin, 
who is 44 and still winning, 
has secured another year  
as a professional rider. 
Offsetting the great age of 
Rebellin and other veterans 
like Sylwester Szmyd and 
Tomasz Kiendys, the team 
has 10 riders aged 25 or 
under, including the 19-year-
old Alan Banaszek, straight 
from the junior ranks. Other 
signings include the strong 
climber Víctor de la Parte 

and the sprinter Simone Ponzi from 
SouthEast. He brings a wealth of 
valuable WorldTour experience. 
Objectives will revolve around a  
good showing in HC-ranked races  
and, if the team is lucky, another wild 
card to the Giro, though competition 
for that spot is tough. 

DAVIDE REBELLIN 
Professional cycling has 
perhaps given up wondering 
what to do with the Italian but 
on his day the oldest man in 
the pro peloton is still too 
dangerous to ignore.

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Ahlstrand, Jonas SWE 16/02/90 2013 Giant-Alpecin

Bagot, Yoann FRA 06/09/87 2011 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Bouhanni, Nacer FRA 25/07/90 2011 FDJ.fr

Bouhanni, Rayane FRA 24/02/96 2015 Prof

Bozic, Borut SLO 08/08/80 2004 Astana

Chetout, Loïc FRA 23/09/92 2015 Neo-pro

Cousin, Jérôme FRA 05/06/89 2011 Europcar

Edet, Nicolas FRA 02/12/87 2011 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Hardy, Romain FRA 24/08/88 2011 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Hofstetter, Hugo FRA 13/02/94 2016 Neo-pro

Jeannesson, Arnold FRA 15/01/86 2009 FDJ.fr

Joeäär, Gert EST 09/07/87 2013 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Laporte, Christophe FRA 11/12/92 2014 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Lemoine, Cyril FRA 03/03/83 2005 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Maté, Luis Ángel ESP 23/03/84 2008 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Molard, Rudy FRA 17/09/89 2012 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Navarro, Daniel ESP 08/07/83 2005 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Perez, Anthony FRA 22/04/91 2016 Neo-pro

Rossetto, Stéphane FRA 06/04/87 2010 Prof

Sénéchal, Florian FRA 10/07/93 2014 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Simon, Julien FRA 04/10/85 2008 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Soupe, Geoffrey FRA 22/03/88 2011 FDJ.fr

Turgis, Anthony FRA 16/05/94 2015 Neo-pro

Van Staeyen, Michael BEL 13/08/88 2010 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Vanbilsen, Kenneth BEL 01/06/90 2013 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Venturini, Clément FRA 16/10/93 2014 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Team Manager: 
Yvon Sanquer 
DS: Alain Deloeuil, Jean-Luc 
Jonrond, Didier Rous, Jacques 
Decrion, Christian Guiberteau
Bike sponsor: Orbea

COFIDIS SOLUTIONS CRÉDITS FRA
2015 Team Ranking: 2nd (Europe) / www.equipe-cofidis.com

The French squad reinvented itself as 
a sprint outfit last year by signing 
Nacer Bouhanni, who was in turn 
happy enough with his 11 victories  
to sign a contract extension keeping 
him at the team until 2017. That means 
the team will continue with the same 
policy and hope that where Bouhanni 
failed – at the Tour and 
Vuelta through crashes 
and injury – he gets the 
chance to prove himself 
against the first rank of 
sprinters. The declining 
fortunes of Daniel Navarro 
are mitigated by the arrival 
of Arnold Jeannesson, the 
former FDJ domestique for 
Thibaut Pinot but who 
himself finished 11th at the 
Tour in 2011. He hopes the 

change of allegiance will revive his 
fortunes. Anthony Turgis enjoyed a 
strong neo-pro year and took a stage 
and the overall at the Boucles de la 
Mayenne so expect him to kick on 
again. Cofidis also won the race to sign 
French U23 champ Hugo Hofstetter, 
who is developing into a fast finisher.

NACER BOUHANNI 
Winner of the 2015 Europe 
Tour, he has given Cofidis a 
new sense of purpose in the 
peloton and if his luck holds 
he could take out his first 
Tour de France stage.

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Anderson, Ryan CAN 22/07/87 2008 Prof

Boudat, Thomas FRA 22/09/94 2015 Neo-pro

Calmejane, Lilian FRA 06/12/92 2016 Neo-pro

Cardis, Romain FRA 12/08/92 2016 Neo-pro

Chavanel, Sylvain FRA 30/06/79 2000 IAM Cycling 

Coquard, Bryan FRA 25/04/92 2013 Europcar

Cornu, Jérémy FRA 07/08/91 2016 Neo-pro

Duchesne, Antoine CAN 12/09/91 2014 Europcar

Gene, Yohann FRA 25/06/81 2005 Europcar

Grellier, Fabien FRA 31/10/94 2016 Neo-pro

Guillemois, Romain FRA 28/03/91 2014 Europcar

Hurel, Tony FRA 01/11/87 2011 Europcar

Jeandesboz, Fabrice FRA 04/12/84 2010 Europcar

Morice, Julien FRA 20/07/91 2015 Neo-pro

Nauleau, Bryan FRA 17/03/88 2013 Europcar

Petit, Adrien FRA 26/09/90 2011 Cofidis, Solutions Crédits

Pichot, Alexandre FRA 06/01/83 2006 Europcar

Quemeneur, Perrig FRA 26/04/84 2008 Europcar

Sicard, Romain FRA 01/01/88 2010 Europcar

Thévenot, Guillaume FRA 13/09/93 2015 Neo-pro

Tulik, Angelo FRA 02/12/90 2012 Europcar

Voeckler, Thomas FRA 22/06/79 2001 Europcar

Team Manager: Jean-René 
Bernaudeau 
DS: Dominique Arnould,
Benoît Genauzeau, Lylian 
Lebreton, Jimmy Engoulvent 
Bike sponsor: BH

DIRECT ENERGIE FRA
2015 Team Ranking: 12th as Europcar (Europe)

After a last minute hitch over finances 
almost cost his team a UCI licence, 
team manager Jean-René Bernaudeau 
will start 2016 with a new sponsor and 
a better balanced, younger and 
hungrier squad. However the most 
notable arrival to the Vendée-based 
team is Sylvain Chavanel who will end 
his career under the 
manager where his career 
started and alongside the 
waning powers of 
Thomas Voeckler, who 
remains the team 
figurehead. Both men are 
36 and will be needed to 
rev up the young riders 
like Fabrice Jeandesboz,  
a promising climber, and 
the four new neo-pros 
who join this year. The loss 

of Pierre Rolland will curb the team’s 
GC attack and means that more 
pressure will settle on the shoulders of 
the nicely maturing sprinter, Bryan 
Coquard, who will be keen to convert 
his numerous top fives into wins. He 
will also go to the Olympics which may 
detract from his road racing objectives.

SYLVAIN CHAVANEL 
He has spent most of his 
career riding in the shadow 
of bigger name riders but 
will his undoubted pedigree 
get a last chance to shine at 
Direct Energie?

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Brown, Graeme AUS 09/04/79 2002 Drapac Pro Cycling

Canty, Brendan AUS 17/01/92 2015 Drapac Pro Cycling

Clarke, William AUS 11/04/85 2011 Drapac Pro Cycling

Earle, Nathan AUS 04/06/88 2014 Team Sky

Jones, Brenton AUS 12/12/91 2015 Drapac Pro Cycling

Kerby, Jordan AUS 15/08/92 2014 Drapac Pro Cycling

Koning, Peter NED 03/12/90 2015 Drapac Pro Cycling

Lowndes, Jason AUS 14/12/94 2015 Prof

Mannion, Gavin USA 24/08/91 2011 Prof

Meyer, Travis AUS 08/06/89 2010 Drapac Pro Cycling

Mouris, Jens NED 12/03/80 2007 Orica-GreenEdge

Norris, Lachlan AUS 21/01/87 2014 Drapac Pro Cycling

Phelan, Adam AUS 23/08/91 2014 Drapac Pro Cycling

Roe, Timothy AUS 28/10/89 2011 Drapac Pro Cycling

Scully, Tom AUS 14/01/90 2011 Prof

Spokes, Sam AUS 16/04/92 2015 Drapac Pro Cycling

Sulzberger, Bernard AUS 05/12/83 2007 Drapac Pro Cycling

Team Manager: 
Jonathan Breekveldt 
DS: Agostino Giramondo, 
Tom Southam 
Bike sponsor: Swift Carbon

DRAPAC PRO CYCLING AUS
2015 Team Ranking: 2nd (Oceania) / www.drapaccycling.com

The Australian team had a solid 2015, 
securing its first WorldTour stage win 
at the Tour Down Under with Wouter 
Wippert and a pleasing stage victory 
for Lachlan Norris at the Tour of Utah. 
The team has picked up a solid 
WorldTour-calibre domestique in  
Jens Mouris; he will be instrumental  
in helping the team’s 
first-pick sprinter 
Brenton Jones, who 
took two victories in 
his second year as  
a professional. Norris 
stepped up a level in 
2015 and the team 
will look to him as its 
GC contender in the 
week-long stage 
races the team 
attacks. Lead DS  

Tom Southam also has high hopes  
for the team’s younger GC hopeful 
Brendan Canty, who was 13th at the 
Abu Dhabi Tour while still a trainee. 
The squad adjusts its sights to target 
races in Europe in 2016 after a focus 
on the domestic and North American 
calendar in 2015. 

LACHLAN NORRIS 
He showed his potential is  
on the verge of breaking 
through last year with a 
stage win at the Tour of Utah. 
At 29 he is now in the prime 
of his career.  

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since IMAGE Getty Images (this page) 
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Bideau, Jean-Marc FRA 08/04/84 2011 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Bonnamour, Franck FRA 20/06/95 2016 Neo-pro

Breen, Vegard NOR 08/02/90 2014 Lotto-Soudal

Brun, Frédéric FRA 18/08/88 2015 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Cam, Maxime FRA 09/07/92 2015 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Delaplace, Anthony FRA 11/09/89 2010 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Fédrigo, Pierrick FRA 30/11/78 2000 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Feillu, Brice FRA 26/07/85 2009 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Fonseca, Armindo FRA 01/05/89 2011 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Gerard, Arnaud FRA 10/06/84 2005 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Hivert, Jonathan FRA 23/03/85 2006 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Hutarovich, Yauheni BLR 29/11/83 2008 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Jarrier, Benoît FRA 01/02/88 2013 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Ledanois, Kevin FRA 13/07/93 2015 Neo-pro

Loubet, Julien FRA 11/01/85 2005 Team Marseille 13 - KTM

Mclay, Daniel GBR 03/01/92 2015 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Mourey, Francis FRA 08/12/80 2004 FDJ.fr

Périchon, Pierre-Luc FRA 04/01/87 2013 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Sepulveda, Eduardo ARG 13/06/91 2013 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Sørensen, Chris Anker DEN 05/09/84 2007 Tinkoff-Saxo

Tronet, Steven FRA 14/10/86 2007 Prof

Vachon, Florian FRA 02/01/85 2011 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Vallée, Boris BEL 03/06/93 2014 Lotto-Soudal

Team Manager: 
Emmanuel Hubert 
DS: Sébastien Hinault, 
Denis Leproux, Yvon Caer 
Bike sponsor: Look

FORTUNEO-VITAL CONCEPT FRA
2015 Team Ranking: 3rd (Europe) / www.fortuneo-vital-concept.fr

The former Bretagne Séché team has 
had a turnover of sponsors but the 
collective engine beneath remains 
largely unchanged, with old school 
riders like Pierrick Fédrigo, Brice Feillu 
and particularly the sprinter Yauheni 
Hutarovich forming the team’s heart. 
Argentine Eduardo 
Sepulveda, second 
at the Tour of 
Turkey, is still 
looking for a 
breakthrough win 
that will make up for 
his ignominious exit 
from the Tour de 
France for getting  
a lift in a rival team’s 
car mid-stage. 
However, there are  
a couple of notable 

new arrivals that bring some 
dynamism to the Breton team’s 
outlook: the surprise French national 
champion Steve Tronet should attract 
plenty of publicity, as does the arrival 
of the U23 road race world champion, 
Kevin Ledanois. 

KÉVIN LEDANOIS 
Son of BMC DS Yvon, he 
comes with much promise 
thanks to his U23 rainbow 
stripes, but he’ll be in 
learning mode in his neo-pro 
year with the Breton team.

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Berlato, Giacomo ITA 05/02/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Bisolti, Alessandro ITA 07/03/85 2009 Neo-pro

Bole, Grega SLO 13/08/85 2009 CCC-Sprandi Polkowice

Colli, Daniele ITA 19/04/82 2005 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Cunego, Damiano ITA 19/09/81 2002 Nippo-Vini Fantini

De Negri, Pierpaolo ITA 05/06/86 2010 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Filosi, Iuri ITA 17/01/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Grosu, Eduard ROU 04/09/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Ishibashi, Manabu JPN 30/11/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Koishi, Yuma JPN 15/09/93 2014 Prof

Kuboki, Kazushige JPN 06/06/89 2012 Prof

Kuroeda, Shiki JPN 08/01/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Malaguti, Alessandro ITA 22/09/87 2011 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Marini, Nicolas ITA 29/07/93 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Nibali, Antonio ITA 23/09/92 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Stacchiotti, Riccardo ITA 08/11/91 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Viola, Antonio ITA 21/09/90 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Yamamoto, Genki JPN 19/11/91 2015 Nippo-Vini Fantini

Zilioli, Gianfranco ITA 05/03/90 2014 Androni Giocattoli-Sidermec

Team Manager: 
Francesco Pelosi 
DS: Hiroshi Daimon, Stefano 
Giuliani, Mario Manzoni 
Bike sponsor: De Rosa

NIPPO-VINI FANTINI ITA
2015 Team Ranking: 4th (Asia) / www.nippovinifantini.com

The biggest splash Nippo made last 
year was when Daniele Colli hit a 
telephoto lens in the Giro, smashing 
his upper arm. The team failed to take 
a really big win. So this year the Italo-
Japanese hybrid team re-welcomes 
the Slovenian Grega Bole who used  
to win big races like the 
GP Plouay but who won 
a single race at the Tour 
of Croatia in 2015. He will 
be hoping a return to the 
squad he left in 2014 will 
resuscitate his win rate. 
The team captain and 
former Giro winner, 
Damiano Cunego,  
found a decent level  
of consistency as he 
juggled a sports science 
degree with racing. 

Youngster Nicolas Marini, who took 
four admittedly minor victories, will be 
one of the men crucial to the team’s 
2016 success. If they get into the Giro 
(probably a given) and equal last year’s 
haul of wins (with a bit more quality, 
perhaps) manager Pelosi will be happy.

DANIELE COLLI
Despite his badly broken arm 
in the Giro, Colli was winning 
races again by September, 
albeit in the Far East, and he’ll 
be hoping that both luck and 
form stay with him into 2016. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Barker, Yanto GBR 06/01/80 2005 One Pro Cycling

Baylis, Thomas GBR 03/01/96 2015 One Pro Cycling

Bialoblocki, Marcin POL 02/09/83 2005 One Pro Cycling

Domagalski, Karol POL 09/08/89 2012 Prof

Ebsen, John Kronborg DEN 15/11/88 2015 Prof

Goss, Matthew AUS 05/11/86 2006 MTN-Qhubeka

Handley, Richard GBR 01/09/90 2010 Prof

Harper, George GBR 10/07/92 2013 One Pro Cycling

House, Kristian GBR 06/10/79 2006 Prof

Hunt, Joshua GBR 03/04/91 2013 One Pro Cycling

Lander, Sebastian DEN 11/03/91 2010 Prof

McCormick, Hayden NZL 01/01/94 2016 Neo-pro

Mortensen, Martin DEN 05/11/84 2009 Prof

Opie, Chris GBR 22/07/87 2012 One Pro Cycling

Oram, James NZL 17/06/93 2012 Prof

O'Shea, Glenn AUS 14/06/89 2009 Prof

Smith, Dion NZL 03/03/93 2014 Prof

Williams, Peter GBR 13/12/86 2008 One Pro Cycling

Williams, Samuel GBR 18/03/94 2014 One Pro Cycling

Von Hoff, Steele AUS 31/12/87 2011 Prof

Team Manager: 
Becky Frewing 
DS: Matt Winston (lead), 
Phil West, James McCallum 
Bike sponsor: Factor

ONE PRO CYCLING GBR
2015 Team Ranking: 59th (Europe) / www.oneprocycling.com

After just one season at the domestic 
level, One Pro has become Britain’s 
first ProContinental team and it has 
ambitions to go after a Grand Tour 
wildcard in 2017. The team, co-owned 
by former England cricketer Matt Prior 
and Simon Chappell, a businessman, is 
keen to retain the squad’s British look 
and feel and so has kept on 
seven of the British riders 
from last year, including 
Pete Williams, who won the 
mountains jersey at the 
Tour of Britain last year. 
Marcin Białobłocki, a TT 
specialist from Poland was 
the team’s best rider in 2015 
and he is retained. There 
has been an Antipodean 
influx, too. Most notable is 
the former Sanremo winner 

Matt Goss, who joins after three arid 
years with Orica-GreenEdge and MTN-
Qhubeka and has an opportunity to be 
a big beast again. The team picks up 
some good potential in young Kiwis 
Dion Smith, James Oram and Hayden 
McCormick, who should add some 
dynamism to the team. 

MATT GOSS 
The former Milano-Sanremo 
winner is the squad’s big- 
name signing and he could 
win lots of races this season  
if he’s got his act together 
again after a few dry years. 

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Amezqueta, Julen ESP 12/08/93 2016 Neo-pro

Belletti, Manuel ITA 14/10/85 2008 Southeast

Bertazzo, Liam ITA 17/02/92 2015 Southeast

Busato, Matteo ITA 20/12/87 2015 Southeast

Conti, Samuele ITA 14/09/91 2014 Southeast

Draperi, Matteo ITA 17/01/91 2016 Neo-pro

Ducournau, Gilbert COL 25/09/92 2016 Neo-pro

Fedi, Andrea ITA 29/05/91 2014 Southeast

Fonzi, Giuseppe ITA 02/08/91 2014 Southeast

Gil Martinez, Tomas VEN 23/05/77 2012 Southeast

Mareczko, Jakub ITA 30/04/94 2015 Southeast

Martínez, Daniel COL 25/04/96 2015 Colombia

Pozzato, Filippo ITA 10/09/81 2000 Lampre-Merida

Sanz, Enrique ESP 11/09/89 2011 Movistar

Rodriguez, Christian ESP 03/03/95 2016 Neo-pro

Tedeschi, Mirko ITA 05/01/89 2014 Southeast

Trosino, Mirko ITA 19/10/92 2016 Neo-pro

Zhupa, Eugert ALB 04/04/90 2015 Southeast

Team Manager: 
Angelo Citracca 
DS: Luca Scinto, Serge Parsani, 
Luca Amoriello, 
Giuseppe Di Fresco
Bike sponsor: Willier

SOUTHEAST-VENEZUELA ITA
2015 Team Ranking: 9th (Europe) / www.southeastcyclingteam.com

After the retirement of Alessandro 
Petacchi, the Italian team was in need 
of a star name to stop it slipping into 
anonymity. Luckily, Filippo Pozzato 
was out of contract at Lampre and  
so returns to the squad. At 34, he’s no 
longer in the last chance saloon – he’s 
way beyond it – but the Milano-
Sanremo winner still 
has presence to 
make up for the 
deficiency of results. 
Riders who could 
win for the team 
include the young 
sprinter Jakub 
Mareczko, who is 
just 21 and was in  
a class of his own  
in the late season 
Chinese races last 

year. He won eight of nine stages and 
the GC at the Tour of Taihu Lake. A 
tiny race but a portent for the future, 
perhaps. He will be aided and abetted 
by Enrique Sanz who arrives from 
Movistar. Andrea Fedi, second at the 
Giro Dell’Emilia, could also convert 
frequent places of merit into a big win.

JAKUB MARECZKO 
He’s yet to win a pro race  
in Europe but under the 
directorship of Luca Scinto 
it probably won’t be long 
before he rectifies that 
particular situation. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Capiot, Amaury BEL 25/06/93 2015 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

De Gendt, Aime BEL 17/06/94 2016 Neo-pro

De Ketele, Kenny BEL 05/06/85 2007 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

De Pauw, Moreno BEL 12/08/91 2014 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

De Tier, Floris BEL 20/01/92 2015 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Declercq, Tim BEL 21/03/89 2012 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Farazijn, Maxime BEL 02/06/94 2016 Neo-pro

Helven, Sander BEL 30/05/90 2013 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Lietaer, Eliot BEL 15/08/90 2012 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Pols, Ruben BEL 03/11/94 2013 Neo-pro

Rickaert, Jonas BEL 07/02/94 2014 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Salomein, Jarl BEL 27/01/89 2011 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Sprengers, Thomas BEL 05/02/90 2013 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Steels, Stijn BEL 21/08/89 2013 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Gestel, Dries BEL 30/09/94 2016 Neo-pro

Van Hecke, Preben BEL 09/07/82 2003 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Hoecke, Gijs BEL 12/11/91 2012 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Lerberghe, Bert BEL 29/09/92 2015 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Meirhaeghe, Jef BEL 21/01/92 2015 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Van Rooy, Kenneth BEL 08/10/93 2016 Neo-pro

Vanspeybrouck, Pieter BEL 10/02/87 2008 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Vergaerde, Otto BEL 15/07/94 2014 Topsport Vlaanderen-Baloise

Wallays, Jens BEL 15/09/92 2015 Neo-pro

Team Manager: 
Christophe Sercu 
DS: Walter Planckaert, 
Luc Colyn, Hans De Clercq, 
Andy Missotten 
Bike sponsor: Eddy Merckx

TOPSPORT VLAANDEREN-BALOISE BEL
2015 Team Ranking: 1st (Europe) / www.topsport-vlaanderen.be

The Belgian team enjoyed a great 
2015. Among 10 victories it took a 1-2 in 
Dwars door Vlaanderen, a stage at the 
Four Days of Dunkirk and the Belgian 
National Championship. It also won 
the Europe Tour ranking. Alas, most  
of the contributors have departed for 
WorldTour teams – which 
says something 
favourable about the 
team’s ability to select 
and nurture riders. Again 
this year the team has 
drafted in five youngsters 
with a bent towards the 
Classics. Perhaps the 
most exciting is Maxime 
Farazijn, who took three 
victories last year and 
notched up plenty of top-
fives in good races. The 

team will again focus on the spring 
Classics and give their young riders 
unmatched opportunity to shine on 
the Flanders cobbles. Preben Van 
Hecke, the current Belgian champion, 
has also opted to stay with the team 
he joined in 2008.

MAXIME FARAZIJN 
He’s the son of ex-Cofidis 
and Lotto pro, Peter, and 
many in Belgium believe 
that  Maxime could become 
a bona-fide cobbled  
Classics contender. 

ONE TO WATCH
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Alzate, Carlos COL 23/03/83 2013 UnitedHealthcare

Brajkovič, Janez SLO 18/12/83 2005 UnitedHealthcare

Busche, Matthew USA 09/05/85 2010 Trek Factory Racing

Canola, Marco ITA 26/12/88 2012 UnitedHealthcare

Clarke, Jonathan AUS 18/12/84 2011 UnitedHealthcare

Eaton, Daniel USA 04/07/93 2014 Prof

Hegyvari,Adrian USA 05/01/84 2011 UnitedHealthcare

Jaramillo, Daniel COL 19/01/91 2011 Prof

Jones, Christopher USA 06/08/79 2011 UnitedHealthcare

Keough, Luke USA 10/08/91 2013 UnitedHealthcare

Magner, Tyler USA 03/05/91 2012 Prof

Menzies, Karl AUS 17/06/77 2006 UnitedHealthcare

Murphy, John USA 15/12/84 2007 UnitedHealthcare

Putt, Tanner USA 21/04/92 2015 UnitedHealthcare

Summerhill Daniel USA 28/01/89 2013 UnitedHealthcare

White, Bradley USA 15/01/82 2011 UnitedHealthcare

Team Manager: 
Thierry Attias 
DS: Mike Tamayo,  
Hendrik Redant
Bike sponsor: Wilier

UNITED HEALTHCARE USA
2015 Team Ranking: 4th (America) / www.uhcprocycling.com

The American team has shed a large 
part of the criterium squad that 
targeted domestic events and 
bolstered its road squad instead. A  
big loss – to Trek-Segafredo – is Kiel 
Reijnen, who was the linchpin of the 
team but was worthy of a move up to 
the WorldTour. The squad 
has held onto Marco 
Canola, who was fifth at 
the Abu Dhabi Tour, and 
Janez Brajkovič, who is a 
class rider but struggling 
to find form and results 
since his career high in 
2010. The key signing is 
Matthew Busche who  
has a proven, if not 
marvellous, stage racing 
pedigree. The team has 
also picked up exciting 

young talent Daniel Jaramillo who was 
second overall at the Tour of the Gila. 
The changes to the squad look likely  
to yield more success in road racing 
and the team may start making a 
bigger impact in Europe, where its 
presence has always been low key.

MARCO CANOLA 
He has shown flashes of great 
talent – he won a Giro stage in 
2014. But he’s now 27 and 
coming into the prime of his 
career - UHC will be expecting 
more consistent results. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since IMAGE Getty Images (top right) 
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Antonini, Simone ITA 12/02/91 2015 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Backaert, Frederik BEL 13/03/90 2012 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Baugnies, Jérôme BEL 01/04/87 2010 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Bille, Gaëtan BEL 06/04/88 2009 Prof

Claeys, Dimitri BEL 18/06/87 2006 Prof

Degand, Thomas BEL 13/05/86 2011 IAM Cycling

Dehaes, Kenny BEL 10/11/84 2006 Lotto-Soudal

Demoitié, Antoine BEL 16/10/90 2011 Prof

Devriendt, Tom BEL 29/10/91 2015 Prof

Dron, Boris BEL 17/03/88 2015 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Gasparotto, Enrico ITA 22/03/82 2005 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Jans, Roy BEL 15/09/90 2013 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Marcato, Marco ITA 11/02/84 2006 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Martin, Guillaume FRA 09/06/93 2016 Neo-pro

McNally, Mark GBR 20/07/89 2009 Prof

Minnaard, Marco NED 11/04/89 2014 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Napolitano, Danilo ITA 31/01/81 2004 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Seynaeve, Lander BEL 29/05/92 2015 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Stenuit, Robin BEL 16/06/90 2010 Prof

Thurau, Björn GER 23/07/88 2008 Europcar

Van Melsen, Kevin BEL 01/04/87 2011 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Veuchelen, Frederik BEL 04/09/78 2004 Wanty-Groupe Gobert

Team Manager: 
Jean-François Bourlart 
DS: Sebastien Demarbaix, 
Hilaire Van Der Schueren, 
Jean-Marc Rossignon, Steven 
De Neef Bike sponsor: Cube

WANTY-GROUPE GOBERT BEL
2015 Team Ranking: 7th (Europe) / www.wanty-groupegobert.be

The Belgian team branched out last 
year by hiring three Italians, led by 
Enrico Gasparatto, and they all remain 
to give the team punch, particularly  
in the Ardennes Classics. This year  
the team continues its process of 
internationalisation with the arrival  
of Mark McNally – the team’s first 
Briton – and Guillaume 
Martin, the very 
promising French 
climber. Martin is a  
real prospect having 
won the U23 Liège-
Bastogne-Liège and  
a stage of the Tour de 
l’Avenir last year. He 
was attracted by the 
Belgian team’s good 
programme that will 
see him take a central 

role in the week-long stage races such 
as the Tour of Catalonia and Tour of 
Switzerland, which is where he thinks 
his talents lie. The team insists they  
will not put any pressure on him;  
that’s for the older riders charged  
with responsibility for delivering 
decent results in Belgium. 

DIMITRI CLAEYS 
A two-time winner of the 
amateur Omloop Het 
Nieuwsblad, Claeys has 
bumped along in the lower 
echelons of the professional 
ranks until last year when he 
won five races and his second 
pro contract. 

ONE TO WATCH

IMAGE Sirotti Photo (Claeys)
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Aniolkowski, Stanislaw POL 20/01/97 2016 Junior

Banaszek, Adrian POL 21/10/93 2012 Prof

Banaszek, Norbert POL 18/06/97 2016 Junior

Bernas, Pawel POL 24/04/90 2013 Active Jet

Bodnar, Lukasz POL 10/05/82 2003 Active Jet

Charucki, Pawel POL 14/10/88 2008 Prof

Cieslik, Pawel POL 12/04/86 2009 Prof

Franczak, Pawel POL 07/10/91 2013 Active Jet

Gradek, Kamil POL 17/09/90 2013 Active Jet

Hnik, Karel CZE 09/08/91 2008 Cult Energy

Koch, Jonas GER 25/06/93 2012 Prof

Podlaski, Michal POL 13/05/88 2010 Active Jet

Polnicky, Jiri CZE 16/12/89 2009 Prof

Simon Casulleras, Jordi ESP 06/09/90 2012 Prof

Stachowiak, Adam POL 10/07/89 2012 Prof

Staniszewski, Daniel POL 05/05/97 2016 Junior

Team Manager: Piotr Bielinski 
DS: Piotr Kosmala
Bike sponsor: Trek

VERVA ACTIVEJET PRO CYCLING TEAM POL
2015 Team Ranking: 31st (Europe) / www.activejet-team.com

The Polish team steps up from 
the Continental ranks and has 
secured an influx of new talent; 
in fact, just five of last year’s 
riders remain. The key among 
those is Pawel Bernas. The 
25-year-old won six races last 
year, all of them from small 
groups or just off the front, so 
he has a great turn of speed. 
Incomers include Karel Knik 
from Cult Energy and Jonas 
Koch who won a stage of the 
Tour de l’Avenir last year. The 
team is incredibly young and 
has taken three riders straight 
from the junior ranks. A key aim 
will be a good performance at 
the Tour of Poland – it already 
has its wild card. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Aristi, Mikel ESP 28/05/93 2013 Prof

Combaud, Romain FRA 01/04/91 2015 Prof

Di Gregorio, Rémy FRA 31/07/85 2005 Team Marseille 13 - KTM

Díaz, Daniel ARG 07/07/89 2011 Prof

Duque, Leonardo FRA 10/04/80 2004 Colombia

El Fares, Julien FRA 01/06/85 2008 Team Marseille 13 - KTM

Fernandez, Delio ESP 17/02/86 2008 Prof

Galta, Fredrik Strand NOR 19/10/92 2012 Prof

Giraud, Benjamin FRA 23/01/86 2011 Team Marseille 13 - KTM

Hupond, Thierry FRA 10/11/84 2008 Giant Alpecin

Kragh Andersen, Asbjørn DEN 09/04/92 2012 Prof

Laas, Martin EST 15/09/93 2016 Neo-pro

Laborie, Christophe FRA 05/08/86 2011 Bretagne-Séché Environnement

Martinez, Yannick FRA 04/05/88 2014 Europcar

Pacher, Quentin FRA 06/01/92 2015 Prof

Siskevicius, Evaldas LTU 30/12/88 2011 Team Marseille 13 - KTM

Team Manager: Frédéric 
Rostaing DS: Gilles Pauchard, 
Arvis Piziks, Freddy Lecarpentier
Bike sponsor: KTM

DELKO-MARSEILLE PROVENCE-KTM FRA
2015 Team Ranking: 17th (Europe) / www.teamdelkomarseilleprovence.com

Formerly VC La Pomme, a top 
finishing school for amateurs, 
Delko ascends to the 
professional ranks in 2016 with 
a raft of new riders including 
the mercurial Tour de San Luis 
winner Daniel Díaz and aging 
sprinter Leonardo Duque, now 
a naturalised French citizen. The 
team has lost the Lithuanian 
Ignatas Konovalovas to FDJ.  
A wild card to the Tour in 2016 
is probably too much to hope 
for but if it can swim in the 
ProContinental ranks, it could 
be in with a shout in the next 
couple of years. 

DANIEL DÍAZ 
He spent a season in France 
with VC La Pomme in 2011  
but it was anonymous, so the 
26-year-old will be eager to 
impress this time around. 

ONE TO WATCH

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Arslanov, Ildar RUS 06/04/94 2015 Prof

Boev, Igor RUS 22/11/89 2013 RusVelo

Ershov, Artur RUS 07/03/90 2012 RusVelo

Evtushenko, Alexander RUS 30/06/93 2015 Prof

Firsanov, Sergey RUS 03/07/82 2012 RusVelo

Foliforov, Alexander RUS 08/03/92 2015 Prof

Kurbatov, Alexey RUS 09/05/94 2013 RusVelo

Kustadinchev, Roman RUS 03/08/95 2015 Prof

Maikin, Roman RUS 14/08/90 2013 RusVelo

Manakov, Viktor RUS 09/06/92 2012 Prof

Nikolaev, Sergey RUS 05/02/88 2013 RusVelo

Nych, Artem RUS 21/03/95 2015 Prof

Ovechkin, Artem RUS 11/07/86 2010 RusVelo

Rybalkin, Aleksey RUS 16/11/93 2012 Prof

Savitskiy, Ivan RUS 06/03/92 2015 RusVelo

Serov, Alexander RUS 12/11/82 2007 RusVelo

Shalunov, Evgeny RUS 08/01/92 2012 Prof

Solomennikov, Andrey RUS 10/06/87 2013 RusVelo

Stash, Mamyr RUS 04/05/93 2015 Prof

Sveshnikov, Kirril RUS 10/02/92 2012 Prof

Zakarin, Aydar RUS 19/04/94 2013 Prof

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Affonso, Murilo BRA 19/06/91 2011 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Almeida, André BRA 16/12/92 2014 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Bulgarelli, Otávio BRA 15/10/84 2011 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Cardoso, Flávio BRA 12/10/80 2010 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Chamorro, Francisco ARG 08/07/81 2010 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Diniz, Alex BRA 20/10/85 2007 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Gaspar, João Marcelo BRA 19/02/92 2014 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Mahler, Nathan BRA 17/01/96 2016 Neo-pro

Manarelli, Alexandre BRA 13/02/89 2007 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Nazaret, Magno BRA 17/01/86 2007 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Nicácio, Pedro BRA 13/10/81 2007 Prof

Piedra, Antonio ESP 10/10/85 2007 Caja Rural-Seguros RGA

Pinheiro, Roberto BRA 09/01/83 2010 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Quirino, Rodrigo BRA 12/04/96 2016 Neo-pro

Ramos, Kleber BRA 24/08/85 2010 Funvic-Sao Jose Dos Campos

Urtasun, Pablo ESP 29/03/80 2005 Prof

Team Manager: Renat Khamidulin 
DS: Sergey Honchar, Alexander 
Efimkin, Alexei Markov, Roberto 
Vigni, Fabrizio Tacchino
Bike sponsor: Colnago

Team Manager: Benedito Júnior
Bike sponsor: Soul

GAZPROM-RUSVELO RUS

FUNVIC-SOUL CYCLES-CARREFOUR BRA

2015 Team Ranking: 6th (Europe) / www.rusvelo.pro

2015 Team Ranking: 2nd (America) / www.brasilprocycling.com

The RusVelo team gets a new 
sponsor in Gazprom and the 
team remains an all-Russian 
affair for its fifth season in 
existence. It retains key riders 
Ivan Savitsky and Sergey 
Firsanov who contributed  
eight victories to last year’s tally 
of 16. The team serves as an 
incubator for Russian talent  
and has no ambitions to move 
up the pecking order, so it will 
continue on its diet of .2 races 
with the odd .1 and HC race to 
serve as season highlights. 

The Brazilian team is  
another newcomer to the 
ProContinental ranks and  
will focus on races in South 
America. The loss of Daniel Díaz 
to Delko removes the squad’s 
best rider but the team is still 
likely to be an agitating force in 
the big events in the southern 
hemisphere. The team has 
picked up Antonio Piedra and 
Pablo Urtasun who rode for 
Caja Rural and Euskaltel-
Euskadi respectively. 

PABLO URTASUN 
He won a stage of the Tour  
of Britain in 2012, lifting him 
briefly out of obscurity. After  
a year riding in Japan, what 
can he achieve at Funvic? 

EVGENY SHALUNOV 
A notable newcomer who  
won the Vuelta a Comunidad 
de Madrid and the Trofeo 
Matteotti last year, so it 
probably won’t be long before 
he makes it to the WorldTour. 

ONE TO WATCH

ONE TO WATCH
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JAVIER MEGIAS 
He was diagnosed with Type 1 
diabetes aged 15, yet it’s not 
stopped the rider enjoying a 
long and fruitful cycling career, 
including a stint with Saunier 
Duval in the mid-2000s 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Ambrose, Scott NZL 23/01/95 2015 Novo-Nordisk

Benhamouda, Mehdi FRA 02/01/95 2016 Neo-pro

Cherhal, Corentin FRA 19/01/94 2015 Novo-Nordisk

Clancy, Stephen IRL 19/07/92 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Cremers, Ruud NED 03/01/92 2014 Novo-Nordisk

De Keijzer, Gerd NED 18/01/94 2015 Novo-Nordisk

De Mesmaeker, Kevin BEL 24/07/91 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Dilley, Benjamin USA 18/09/91 2014 Novo-Nordisk

Glasspool, James AUS 08/06/91 2015 Novo-Nordisk

Henttala, Joonas FIN 17/09/91 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Kamstra, Brian NED 05/07/93 2016 Neo-pro

Lefrancois, Nicolas FRA 27/04/87 2014 Novo-Nordisk

Lozano, David ESP 21/12/88 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Megias, Javier ESP 30/09/83 2006 Novo-Nordisk

Peron, Andrea ITA 28/10/88 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Planet, Charles FRA 30/10/93 2014 Novo-Nordisk

Verschoor, Martijn NED 04/05/85 2011 Novo-Nordisk

Williams, Christopher AUS 10/11/81 2013 Novo-Nordisk

Team Manager: Vassili 
Davidenko DS: Massimo 
Podenzana, Pavel Cherkasov
Bike sponsor: Colnago

NOVO NORDISK USA
2015 Team Ranking: 38th (America) / www.teamnovonordisk.com

It was a thin year for the US 
team but then results on the 
road are second to what the 
team actually stands for – 
proving that being diabetic isn’t 
a barrier to elite sport. The 
team’s biggest result, aside from 
getting the headline sponsor to 
sign on for another two years, 
was Javier Megias taking the 
most aggressive rider jersey  
at the USA Pro Challenge. This 
year is likely to bring more of 
the same and the team will aim 
to stir the action enough to 
keep earning return invites. 

ONE TO WATCH

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Asselman, Jesper NED 12/03/90 2015 Roompot

Markus, Barry NED 17/07/91 2012 LottoNL-Jumbo

De Maar, Marc NED 15/02/84 2006 Roompot

De Vries, Berden NED 10/03/89 2015 Roompot

Duijn, Huub NED 01/09/84 2007 Roompot

Honig, Reinier NED 28/10/83 2009 Roompot

Hoogerland, Johnny NED 13/05/83 2009 Roompot

Kerkhof, Tim NED 13/11/93 2015 Roompot

Kreder, Michel NED 15/08/87 2010 Roompot

Kreder, Raymond NED 26/11/89 2012 Roompot

Kreder, Wesley NED 04/11/90 2013 Roompot

Lammertink, Maurits NED 31/08/90 2012 Roompot

Looij, André NED 25/05/95 2015 Roompot

Slik, Ivar NED 27/05/93 2014 Roompot

Tolhoek, Antwan NED 29/04/94 2015 Prof

Van Der Lijke, Nick NED 23/09/91 2014 LottoNL-Jumbo

Van Empel, Etienne NED 14/04/94 2015 Roompot

Van Ginneken, Sjoerd NED 06/11/92 2015 Roompot

Van Goethem, Brian NED 16/04/91 2015 Roompot

Weening, Pieter NED 05/04/81 2004 Orica-GreenEdge

Team Manager: Michael Zijlaard  
DS: Erik Breukink, Jean-Paul Van 
Poppel, Michel Cornelisse
Bike sponsor: Isaac

ROOMPOT-ORANJE PELOTON NED
2015 Team Ranking: 14th (Europe) / www.teamroompot.nl

The Dutch team didn’t win a 
single race last year until late 
August – and then it won two .1 
races on the same day. Dylan 
Groenewegen, 22, who went  
on to win the Brussels Cycling 
Classic (the old Paris-Brussels) 
has departed – a real loss – for 
LottoNL-Jumbo. The team has 
found a like-for-like replacement 
in Barry Markus, who will enjoy 
a strengthened sprint train 
thanks to the arrival of Pieter 
Weening from Orica-
GreenEdge. The attack-minded 
Johnny Hoogerland remains  
at the team but he is still to 
show any signs that, now aged 
32, he is anything but break 
fodder these days. 

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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BRUNO PIRES 
His contract wasn’t renewed 
at Tinkoff-Saxo last year and  
it now looks a blessing as his 
old team is set to fold at the 
end of the year. At least he  
has a two-year deal with Roth. 

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Baillifard, Valentin SUI 25/12/93 2016 Neo-pro

Baldo, Nicolas FRA 10/06/84 2009 Prof

Belda, David ESP 18/03/83 2007 Prof

Brüngger, Nico SUI 02/11/88 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Bussard, Dimitri SUI 10/07/96 2016 Neo-pro

Cecchin, Alberto ITA 08/08/89 2013 Team Roth-Skoda

D'Urbano, Marco ITA 15/08/91 2015 Prof

Gaday, Lucas ARG 20/02/93 2013 Prof

Janorschke, Grischa GER 30/05/87 2007 Prof

Jaun, Lukas SUI 29/07/91 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Kohler, Martin SUI 17/07/85 2008 BMC Racing

Krizek, Matthias AUT 29/09/88 2008 Prof

Marguet, Tristan SUI 22/08/87 2011 Team Roth-Skoda

Page, Dylan SUI 05/11/93 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Pasche, Frank SUI 19/03/93 2016 Neo-pro

Pasqualon, Andrea ITA 02/01/88 2011 Team Roth-Skoda

Pires, Bruno POR 15/05/81 2011 Tinkoff-Saxo

Stüssi, Colin SUI 04/06/93 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Thalmann, Roland SUI 05/08/93 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Toffali, Nicola ITA 20/10/92 2016 Neo-pro

Tomio, Giacomo ITA 06/07/95 2015 Team Roth-Skoda

Vaccher, Andrea ITA 21/12/88 2014 Team Roth-Skoda

Zampilli, Rino ITA 07/03/84 2006 Prof

Zordan, Andrea ITA 11/07/92 2014 Androni Giocattoli-Venezuela

Team Manager: 
Roberto Marchetti 
DS: Mirco Lorenzetto, Alessandro 
Spezialetti, Matteo Chittaro
Bike sponsor: Corratec

TEAM ROTH SUI
2015 Team Ranking: 27th (Europe) / www.cycswiss.ch

The Swiss team steps up from 
the Continental ranks but has 
retained its core of German 
speaking riders. However, 
notable new arrivals include 
ex-Swiss national champion 
Martin Kohler, who spent a  
year with Drapac after a long 
spell with BMC and the 
Portuguese rider Bruno Pires, 
who says he wants to share  
his experience with the 
younger members of the team.

ONE TO WATCH

Riders Nat DOB WT/PC† 2015 team

Carbel, Michael DEN 07/02/95 2015 Cult Energy

Ciolek, Gerald GER 19/09/86 2006 MTN-Qhubeka

Gerdemann, Linus GER 16/09/82 2005 Cult Energy

Guldhammer, Rasmus DEN 09/03/89 2010 Cult Energy

Hansen, Lasse Norman DEN 11/02/92 2014 Cannondale-Garmin

Kämna, Lennard GER 09/09/96 2015 Stolting

Kamp, Alexander DEN 14/12/93 2012 Prof

Kirsch, Alex LUX 12/06/92 2015 Cult Energy

Koep, Thomas GER 15/09/90 2011 Stolting

Lemarchand, Romain FRA 26/07/87 2011 Cult Energy

Mager, Christian GER 08/04/92 2015 Cult Energy

Pedersen, Mads DEN 18/12/95 2015 Cult Energy

Quaade, Rasmus DEN 07/01/90 2015 Cult Energy

Reihs, Michael DEN 25/04/79 2015 Cult Energy

Reutter, Sven GER 13/08/96 2015 Stolting

Tenbrock, Jonas GER 16/12/95 2015 Stolting

Wegmann, Fabian GER 20/06/80 2002 Cult Energy

Team Manager: Brian Sorensen 
DS: Jochen Hahn
Bike sponsor: Rose

STÖLTING SERVICE GROUP GER
2015 Team Ranking: 15th as Cult Energy (Europe) / www.team-stoelting.com

The German sponsor was left to 
carry the team forward when 
Cult, the Danish co-sponsor, 
had to pull out. The core of last 
year’s team is retained and 
includes some exciting young 
talents, led by Lennard Kämna, 
the 2014 TT junior world 
champion. The squad has also 
recruited Gerald Ciolek and 
Norman Lasse Hansen, the 
Olympic Omnium champion 
who is yet to deliver big results 
on the road. The team is the 
third German outfit to enter the 
professional ranks and with 
riders such as Classics specialist 
Fabian Wegmann and stage 
racer Linus Gerdemann, it has 
options. Now on a stronger 
financial footing, it can probably 
expect a good stream of invites. 

† WorldTour/ProConti level since
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